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Abstract 
There is a great interest in decreasing the access to space cost by the use of reusable 
vehicle technologies, and dramatic propellant weight reductions may be produced by the 
use of Scramjet powered concepts. 
 
Air-breathing trajectories for access to space are characterized by a specified dynamic 
pressure range, bounded by combustion and structural/thermal requirements. For the later 
stages of the envisaged flight, meeting this requirement combined with high Mach 
numbers (10-15) results in total pressures of the order of gigapascals. In addition to that, 
ground testing may require sub-scale models (scaled versions of a flight configuration), 
and an approximate scaling of the flight condition dictates that the product of pressure by 
length has to be maintained to keep similarity of the flow. As a result of that, the total 
pressure requirement is increased even further, proportional to the static pressure product. 
The generation of such flows for ground-testing is restricted to facilities where the gas is 
not stagnated at any stage, which currently means that only expansion tunnels such as 
UQ's X2 and X3 free piston driver facilities, are suitable for these tests. 
 
The X3 facility has been configured for Scramjet testing in the Mach 10-15 corridor with 
the addition of new hardware, a model support, a fuel injection system, and upgrades on 
the data acquisition system. 
 
A Mach 10 condition 32Km altitude, was developed in X3, which matched those previously 
tested in T4 and X2 (pressure-length scaled), by McGilvray (McGilvray_2008a). Another 
high pressure condition was also developed in X3 maintaining the Mach number and 
increasing static pressure, reaching 1Gpa of total pressure. The same Hycause Scramjet 
model tested in T4 and X2 (scaled), was tested in X3 for nominal and high pressure 
condition.  
 
This is the highest total pressure at which a nose-to-tail Scramjet has been ground tested 
in the open literature, serving as a cornerstone for future exploration of the upper part of 
the access to space trajectory Mach corridor in X3 facility. Equally importantly is the fact 
that the results are comparable to those reported for the nominal condition, which is in the 
limit of T4 reflected shock tunnel operational capability. This means that the envelope 
overlap of T4 and X3 facilities have been factually demonstrated, providing strong 
experimental support to the statement that expansion tubes can extend the envelope of 
existing hypervelocity facilities beyond their total pressure limits for Scramjet testing. 
 
During the conditions development process, a review of the current experimental, 
analytical and numerical tools for the analysis of expansion tunnels, was performed. This 
included the first two dimensional expansion tunnel CFD simulation with coupled piston 
kinematics, reported yet in the literature. Some interesting flow features were found when 
analysing the facility that are briefly detailed as follows. 
 
Developing the Scramjet conditions required high piston velocities which may choke the 
piston launcher section, as it was demonstrated for the X2 facility. This may explain the 
necessity of adjusting a launcher pressure loss coefficient in the facility one-dimensional 
previously used model to match the compression tube behaviour. 
 
The piston deceleration creates longitudinal waves that experience multiple reflection 
between the end of the compression tube and the piston, and when the primary diaphragm 
opens, they are processed by the primary driver area change generating substantial 
amount of noise that propagates downstream. The secondary driver reflected wave 
interferes with the u+a characteristics generated at the piston sending a reinforcement 
wave downstream that interferes with the test gas. This effect was previously investigated 
by Gildfind (Gildfind_2012a). The acceleration tube flow behaviour is affected by viscous 
boundary layer growth, which reduces test time through the Mirels (Mirels_1963b) effect 
and also perturbs flow uniformity. In any case, approximately 1msec of usable test time is 
found, as predicted by McGilvray (McGilvray_2008a). 
 
The Hycause model was tested with the developed conditions. It is a three ramp inlet 
compression model, with inlet porthole injection, constant area combustor, and ramp 
expansion nozzle. A cross comparison between X3, X2 and T4 model pressure 
distributions for the nominal condition was made, with the aid of tridimensional reacting 
flow numerical simulations. Good agreement between facilities results was found at the 
inlet but the combustor show some disagreement attributed to slight model geometric 
differences and minor differences in facility free stream inflow. Some combustion is found 
in the numerical model at the inlet, but it may be attributed at his stage to deficiencies of 
the mixing and combustion numerical models. 
 
Experiments and modelling were repeated for the high pressure condition aiming to 
compare the differences due to scaling. Good agreement and scalability is found for non 
reacting cases, but cases with combustion show differences due to combustion scaling, 
with an important contribution coming from inlet combustion.  
 
Based on these thesis results, it is encouraged the development and upgrade of the facility 
with a new lightweight piston, reservoir extension, and high Mach nozzle in order to 
explore the Mach 10-15 access to space corridor.
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Part I
PROLOGUE

1
introduction
ONE of the main issues of access to space is its elevated cost per kilogram of payload into orbit. ¿is principally
comes from the fact that current state of the art relies on expendable rockets that are only partially recovered or
not recovered at all. Reusable technology promises the reduction of recurring cost through the reuse of the vehicle.
Rockets and related propulsion systems are required to carry the oxidant on board, which may constitute up to 90%
of the weight, and has a high associated cost. So dramatic cost reductions may be produced combining a reusable
concept with air breathing propulsion.
¿e current state of the art in air breathing propelled reusable vehicle envisages trajectories for access to space
that are bounded by dynamic pressure limits based on combustion eciency and structural requirements. Figure 1.1
shows a typical envisaged reusable vehicle trajectory with dierent air breathing propulsion options, in terms of the
speed and altitude. For the Mach range of approximately 6 to 14 the natural choice, based on specic impulse
calculations for state of the art propulsion systems is to use hydrogen powered Scramjets.
Any credible attempt to produce a reusable vehicle based on Scramjet technology would have to go through a
development road-map that inevitably requires testing, for example see [Cockrell Jr. et al., 2002, Rock et al., 1999,
Ferlemann et al., 2005] for a complete vision of the Hyper-X program. Flight testing cost, for purposes other than
system validation, is too high so ground testing is required for partial validation of individual technologies. ¿e
general issue with wind tunnel generation of hypervelocity ows is that currently no facility can simulate true ight
conditions for all the trajectory range, Billig [1993], Stalker [2006]. ¿e level of enthalpy required is too high for a
feasible continuous ow facility, so impulse facilities are used.¿e transient nature of impulse facilities ows poses a
rst limitation on test capabilities, since processes that take longer to develop than the test time cannot be simulated.
¿is may be the case for the thermal state of the vehicle, but also combustion instabilities, ow separation etc.
In addition to that, the study of combustion in air breathing vehicles requires matching of the combustion
timescales so in addition to the typical aeronautic scaling of Reynolds andMach numbers, simulation of the true
free stream temperature is essential to match the remaining physically relevant parameters. Not only that, attempts
to scale combustion (Pulsonetti [1992]) dictate that dissociating binary reactions scale approximately as pL, so if
an engine is tested at sub-scale (to t in a facility test section) the pressure has to increase proportionally. ¿e level
of total pressure of such a ow is on the order of gigapascals and it becomes unfeasible to use a facility where the
only mechanism for acceleration by the gas is its expansion from a stagnated state. Facilities that are able to produce
this ow are referred to by some authors as ultra pressure tunnels Billig [1989], and expansion tubes are one of
them. In an expansion tube the initially shock processed test gas is then accelerated with an unsteady expansion, so
stagnation is never produced. ¿e price is that test conditions can only be produced for times in the order of a less
than a millisecond with current state of the art. Whether this is enough to test a full model Scramjet combustion
experiment will be part of this thesis.
The University of Queensland has spent more than 25 years developing and testing impulse facilities with
free piston drivers such as expansion tubes. X-lab has two expansion tubes, with X3 currently the biggest free piston
driven expansion tube in the world. In the framework of Scramjet testing in expansion tubes, McGilvray [2008]
successfully performed experiments in a nose-to-tail Scramjetmodel in X2 facility.
Gildnd [2012] successfully implemented new techniques for condition development, which opened a new
window for Scramjet testing atUQ, proving that with this conguration theMach 10-15 corridor conditions can be
achieved.
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Figure 1.1: Specic Impulse (sec)
ranges vsMach number for dierent
propulsion technologies and fueling
options (le axes). Right axes shows
altitude, where ascension trajectory
for an hypothetical access to space
vehicle is plotted against. Adapted
from S.Fry [2004].
¿is thesis investigates the implementation of these conditions in the X3 facility and testing similar Scramjet
congurations as McGilvray [2008]. ¿e aim is to demonstrate that Scramjet tests can be performed in X3 at the
highest level of total pressure yet reported in the literature.
1.1 recent scramjet major programs around the world
Substantial achievements have been produced in the development of Scramjet technology in the last ten years.
From the historical paper reviews of Curran [2001], S.Fry [2004] where an exhaustive compilation of the Scramjet
research over the rst decades (back those dates), several ight demonstrators have proven that Scramjet propulsion
is becoming a reality. In words of Allen Paul in one of his conferences at the Centre for Hypersonics, it is not
only in the research community but also from funding institutions point of view, that Scramjet technology It is not
a matter of "if," - becomes a reality - it’s a matter of when.
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Air-breathing technology provides an increased propulsive eciency over other propulsion systems, and the
ability to operate without carrying an oxidizer can contribute to substantial weight savings. ¿is fact may enable
horizontal take-o and landing, either by its use in a propulsive stage or directly as a SSTO. ¿e benets include
safety, exibility, robustness, and operating cost, McClinton et al. [2005].
Although the past decade has been very fructiferous in the demonstration of Scramjet propulsion, there are very
important areas where the technology readiness level is still insucient for a reliable access to space system, which
should at least cover up to the Mach 15 area. ¿ese include the full demonstration of air-breathing propulsion at
this speed, the operation of high temperature materials and thermal protection systems, reusable cryogenic tanks
and their integration on the airframe structure, and highly integrated vehicle designs that require multidisciplinary
design and optimization tools, Bowcutt and Hatakeyama [2004], McClinton et al. [2005].
Figure 1.2: An artist’s impression of
the X-43A Hypersonic Experimental
Vehicle, Hyper-X in ight. (from
NASA).
One of the best publicly documented programs that highlights the current state of the art was theNASAHyper-X
X-43 program (heir of theNASP X-30), with successful ights in 2004 of two full aircra demonstrators atMach 7
and 10 respectively, for around 10 secs, Voland et al. [2006]. It is remarkable that the combination of ground testing in
NASA LARC Scramjet complex in three dierent facilities: a shock heated hypersonic pulse facility (Hypulse), Arc-
heated Scramjet test facility (AHSTF) and a combustion heated high temperature tunnel (8-ftHTT) oered relevant
ight prediction data, up to the point that McClinton et al. [2005] considers that this experience demonstrated that
ground testing meet the requirements of providing “system testing in a relevant environment” required to reach a
technology readiness of 6 which is one step below a full operational demonstration. We have to indicate that the
Mach 9.68 at 110K of altitude for the third ight of X-43AVoland et al. [2006] is a ight condition very close to the
ones that will be explored in this thesis.¿e roadmap of X-43 program include theC version (Mach 5 to 7, powered
by hydrocarbon fuels), the D version (up toMach 15), and the B version which will be larger, and test an integral
reusable combined cycle, integrating dierent propulsion systems in the same ow-path, Moses et al. [2004].
Another successful program in the USA was the X-51 leaded by the USAF with contributions from DARPA,
NASA, Boeing and Pratt&Whitney. ¿e full vehicle demonstrator steadily ew in 2013 about 200secs on hydrocar-
bon fuel (ethylene ignited) close toMach 6. It is highlighted that the vehicle reached a full thermal balance, with
steady ow-path temperatures, and achieved slightly higher thrust production than predicted in ground testing,
Lewis [2010].
DARPA and theUSAF are also active in developing Scramjet technology formilitary applications, asX-41 Falcon
. Obviously there is less information about this projects due to its classied content, but information released by the
press reported two ghts in 2010 and 2011 of the full ight demonstratorHTV-2 vehicle, with about 9 minutes glide
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Figure 1.3:¿e X-51 demonstrator
loaded under the wing of a B-52 for
ight testing. (courtesy of USAF)
Figure 1.4:¿e X-41 Falcon .
(courtesy of DARPA)
ight atMach 20.¿e both test did not fulll the expectations of 30min glide, and ended in crash ight termination,
but apparently enough information was collected to declare the test successful, Aviation Week & Space Technology
2013.
Fastt was another project developed under DARPA and ONR contracts by ATK GASL. It ew on hydrocarbon
fuel about 15secs on 2005, Foelsche et al. [2006]. Remarkably ground test also involved gun red models in addition
to wind tunnel.
Hy-V is another project in the USA, involving theTheUniversity ofVirginia, Virginia Tech, ATK, andNASA,
among others. According to the project description: -¿e goal of the program is to obtain ground and ight data for
the further advancement of scramjet technology. Particularly, the experimentwill investigate the dierences between
free-ying scramjet data and ground tested wind tunnel data... ¿e free-ying scramjet test will be a collaborative
eort to launch a sounding rocket with a scramjet from NASA-Wallops Island. . . -. It is a very interesting project in
the sense that the research approach is quite similar to the one employed in UQ Scramspace.
Australia has been very active in the research of Scramspace technology. A successful collaborative program
between Defence Science & Technology Organisation (DSTO) and the US Air Force Research Laboratory
AFRL was HiFire, awarded in 2012 with the prestigious Von Karman Award for International Cooperation in
Aeronautics by the International Council of the Aeronautical Sciences ICAS. ¿e program tested many dierent
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Figure 1.5: Fastt Scramjet . (courtesy
of ATK)
technologies, where the common denominator is the employment of a sounding rocket propelled ballistic trajectory,
where the test begins in the reentry phase. ¿e past and the present of this program include, Bowcutt et al.:
Figure 1.6:Hire-7 CAD gure
showing the REST inlet, are cone
and reorientation module. (courtesy
of UQ)
● Hifire-0 in 2009 demonstrated theMach 8 parabolic trajectory and reorientation manoeuvre.● Hifire-1 successfully own in 2010 at Mach 7.2, gather boundary layer transition data, as well as validated
dierent systems.● Hifire-2 Scramjet own in 2012 in a suppressed trajectory accelerating from Mach 5.4 to 8 while burning
hydrocarbon fuel demonstrating subsonic to supersonic combustion transition.● Hifire-3 also was tested in 2013 used the concept of radical farming in an axis-symmetric model atMach 8.● Hifire-4will test aerodynamics and control issues related to wave-rider concepts testing using the parabolic and
glide trajectory employed in the program, validating this way of testing for gliders design.● Hifire-5 and 5b concentrates its eorts in test high temperature materials,temperature instrumentation and 3D
boundary layer transition in aMach 7 trajectory. Model 5 had a sounding rocket failure, and 5b ight has been
rescheduled.● Hifire-6 will test and adaptative control systems aiming to perform ight manoeuvre atMach 7.● Hifire-7 tested in 2015 a rectangular-to-eliptical-transition inlet REST, in aMach 7.8 trajectory, using ethylene
as fuel. However no telemetry data was received and the causes are under investigation.● Hifire-8 will test an airframe integrated rest inlet, performing 30 segs of horizontal stabilized ight atMach 7.
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Figure 1.7:Hifire-3 Launch in
Andøya Space Center. (courtesy of
UQ)
¿e success of Hifire programwas supported by the earlier Australian eort in theHyshot program leaded byUQ,
where the basic approach for testing Scramjets in the way down from a parabolic trajectory reached by insertion
using a sounding rocket was systematically employed.
While Hyshot-1 did not reach its nominal trajectory due to a rocket failure, Hyshot-2 ew in 2002 reaching
Mach 7.5 for 3secs between 35-29Km altitude. It is arguably that this was the rst ight test demonstration of a
Scramjet vehicle, Smart and Hass 2006. While the rst launches ew a UQ designed 2D scramjet model, Hyshot-
III tested a 3D designed by QinetiQ (UK), it ew in 2006 at Mach 7.6. HyShot-IV aimed to test a fuel hyper-
mixer injector developed by the Japanese Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA), but failed to reach orbit due
to a nose cone failure. HyShot-Hycause targeted Mach 10 and involved dierent stakeholders, such as Defence
Science &TechnologyOrganisation (DSTO) andDARPA eventually leading to theHiFire program . A failure in the
reorientation manoeuvre prevent the vehicle for reaching its planned trajectory. It is highlighted that the Scramjet
ow-path geometry that will be used in this thesis is derived from the previous investigations of this experiment.
More countries with advanced on-going Scramjet projects but with with much less information available include
Russia and China. Russia has a long tradition on Scramjet research (Curran [2001], S.Fry [2004]), but recently
CIAM initiated the Igla program. ¿e GLL-AP-002 is a 3 meter demonstrator that will be boosted toMach 4 and
a dual mode Ramjet will take it to Mach 6, Aleksandrov et al. [2010]. ¿e vehicle will be fueled and cooled with
hydrogen, Metha [2008]. With even less information available, is China wu-14 (designated) which seems to be
a powered hypersonic glider that ight between Mach 5 and 10, Gertz. In the same direction (military strategic
weapon development), India is also testing the Brahmos-IImissile, which use Scramjet technology up to boost up
toMach 7. Also DRDO is ground testing theHstdv hypersonic technology a 1-ton demonstrator vehicle aiming to
cruise at mach 6.5, Subramanian. Although these programs employ supersonic combustion propulsion, their goal
is the development of hypersonic sustained cruise or reentry enhanced manoeuvrability for global strike purposes,
which imposes dierent requirements than access to space systems.
In this sense and still in India, it is much more interesting to the scope of this thesis the ambitious Reusable
launch vehicle technology demonstrator RLV-TD, aiming to insert a 1 ton payload in orbit, by the combination of
turbo-ramjets, Scramjet propulsion, and an atmospheric oxygen collector system for the latter operation of a rocket,
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Figure 1.8: Terry Cain (QinetiQ)
andHifire III (le ) with Alan Paull
(UQ) andHifire 2 (Right). (courtesy
of UQ)
Suresh 2007. Air-breathing technology is being developed in the dual mode Ramjet DMRJ at ISRO, with ground
testing fromMach 2 to 10.
Japan has also its own interesting projects, as the RBCC engine, which is an integrated ejector-jet dual Ramjet-
Scramjet and rocket propulsion system. A 3m demonstrator has been ground tested from 2006 (HIEST and RJTF
tunnels) for all the propulsion regimes fromMach 5 to 11. Flight test were performed for the ejector-jet mode at low
speeds in 2008.
Europe is also active in the development of air-breathing hypersonic technologies, some of them directly related
to access to space systems, Butterworth-Hayes [2008]. Skylon from the UK Reaction Engines, is a SSTO system
that uses an integrated propulsion system called Sabre. It does not use supersonic combustion technology, but
a combined rocket cycle. In the air-breathing mode the air is ram-compressed and cooled by a heat exchanger,
and then feed into a conventional rocket cycle with a turbo-pump, a rocket chamber and nozzles. ¿is mode
works up to Mach 5 at 25Km where the pure rocket mode takes over to boost up to orbit. A similar engine
concept (pre-cooler based) from the same company (Scimitar) is being considered for EU LAPCAT A2 (Long-
Term Advanced Propulsion Concepts and Technologies) program (coordinated by ESA), which aims to develop
Mach 3 to 8 hypersonic transport vehicles. In parallel EU ATLLAS (Aerodynamic and ¿ermal Load Interactions
with Lightweight Advanced Materials for High-Speed Flight) is developing new hypersonic capable materials,
Butterworth-Hayes [2008].
PREPHAwas an french-Russian cooperation project aimed to develop SSTO propulsion concepts based on dual-
fuel dual-mode Ramjet-Scramjet engines. It targeted a wide range of Mach numbers 3 to 12, relying on variable
geometry on the inlet and combustor. Ground tests were carried on scaled models up to Mach 6, Bouchez et al.
[2001].
JAPHARwas another french and German cooperation project to develop dual mode ramjets. Direct connect test
were performed at of ONERA fromMach 4.9 to 7.6, Dessornes and D.Scherrer [2005].
Still in FranceMBDA andONERA are cooperating in the LEA project, which aims to develop an air-breathing
hypersonic vehicle capable up to Mach 12, based on dual mode Ramjet-Scramjet. Direct connect test were
performed up toMach 7.5. Test fromMach4 to 8, will involve cooperation with Russia, Musielak [2010].¿e same
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Figure 1.9: Full scale mockup of the
HFL-VK Igla. From Aleksandrov
et al.
Figure 1.10:Model of the India
HstdvHypersonic Technology
Demonstrator Vehicle. Courtesy of
Bin im Garten
partners were involved in PROMETHEE project aiming to apply this technology to the development of missiles,
Falempin [2006].
¿e UK has its own air-breathing defense programs. ¿e sustained hypersonic ight experiment SHyFE is
founded by the ministry of defense, that aimed to develop a missile ramjet propulsion between Mach 4 and 6
using hydrocarbon fuel, Goodman and Ireland [2007].
Germany is also active in the mentioned programs, mainly by the involvement of Deutsches Zentrum fuer
Luft und Raumfahrt (DLR), but also at university and research centre level. ¿e Research Training Group
SCRamjet was created in 2005, involving mayor national institutes for the development of Scramjet technologies
and also the development of a Scramjet demonstrator.
Brazil has also its own programs, as the 14-X developed at the IEAv. It is aMach 10 air-breathing wave-rider
for defense applications. It has been ground tested in the Brazilian T3 reected shock tunnel.
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Figure 1.11: India Reusable Launch
vehicle RLV-TD. From Suresh 2007.
Figure 1.12: Reaction Engines
Skylon SSTO concept. Courtesy of
Reaction Engines
While this brief compilation of recent programs did not pretend to be accurate nor exhaustive, it reects the
enormous interest existing in the development of a mature Scramjet technology, particularly for SSTO applications.
And due to this interest and the great eorts performed, substantial achievements have been produced in the past
decade.
1.2 scramspace program
Scramspace (Scramjet Based Access to Space Systems) was a 14M$ funded project from the Australian Space
Research program (5M$), part of a 20 year road map , with the ultimate aim of building human capacity and
capability for Australia’s Aerospace sector. The University of Queensland is the principal project leader of a
consortium that supplied additional funds 9M$ and it is composed by: Defence Science & Technology Or-
ganisation (DSTO), University of New SouthWales, University of Adelaide, University of Southern
Queensland, University of Minnesota, BAE Systems Australia, Teakle Composites, AIMTEK, Deutsches
Zentrum fuer Luft und Raumfahrt (DLR), Centro Italiano Ricerche Aerospaziali (CIRA), Japanese
Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA), and the Australian Youth Aerospace Association.
¿e project involves ground-based research that addresses key scientic and technological issues for hypersonic
ight, where this thesis is included. Citing Scramspace ground testing goals: “¿e project will use hypersonic
ground testing facilities, in particular the unique X3 expansion tunnel at UQ, to push the upper limits of Scramjet
operation for access-to-space purposes. X3 is the only facility in the world that can be used for testing reasonable
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Figure 1.13: Reaction Engines
Sabre combined rocket cycle engine,
showing in blue the heat exchanger.
Courtesy of Reaction Engines
Figure 1.14: Lapcat A2 European
hypersonic transport vechicle.
Courtesy of Reaction Engines
scale Scramjets at very highMach numbers and at the actual dynamic pressures experienced by vehicles on ascent-
to-space trajectories. ¿is ground test research is innovative, will address key scientic and technological questions
for such Scramjets, and will maintain Australia at the forefront of world Scramjet research for access to space”,
feastresearch.
Scramspace initial and lead ght experiment, was an Scramjet free-ight demonstrator capable of cruising at
Mach 8 (8600Km/h). It performed the Scramjet hydrogen powered phase at 32-27Km altitude in the descent of a
350 sub-orbital trajectory reached by the use of aDLR S30 Improved Orion two stage rocket. Very unfortunately the
18th September 2013 launch at Andøya Space Center failed to provide payload insertion due to a nozzle failure in
the S30 stage.
1.3 thesis objetives and outline
¿is thesis has been structured in two main parts.
¿e rst part presents a theoretical introduction and literature review on expansion tubes and Scramjets.● chapter 2 Introduces the main theoretical aspects of how the X3 facility works. It begins with a brief introduction
to impulse facilities, then a literature review on Scramjet testing in expansion tubes, and nally with a qualitative
description of the ow processes in X3. It concludes by discussing test time, ow quality and experimental
measurement challenges.● chapter 3 Covers some of the fundamental concepts of Scramjets. Rather than compiling a general text on the
topic, it focuses on the dierent phenomena that are particular to the model tested. A basic cycle analysis is
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Figure 1.15: Artistic view of
Scramspace ght demonstrator
(S. Tirtey).
explained to introduce the most used performance gures. ¿en discussions are provided for Scramjet inlets,
injection, mixing and combustion in Scramjet combustors, as well as ow in nozzles.
¿e second part deals with Scramjet testing in X3 across two sets of experiments.¿e rst one is the nominalMach
10 condition and the second is the pressure scaled condition.● chapter 4Describes the experimental set up and involved hardware:modelmount, fuel injection, data acquisition,
sensors and probes.● chapter 5 Introduces the nominalMach 10 condition; its experimental set up, tests, data analysis, modeling and
comparison.● chapter 6 Introduces the nominal condition Scramjet experimental test campaign and data reduction. It also
performs some qualitative analysis based on 2D CFD, and sets up the main 3D CFD model. Lastly it will assess
the results with the help of CFD data.● chapter 7 Introduces the pressure scaled condition; its experimental set up, tests, data analysis, modeling and
comparison.● chapter 8 Explains the results obtained for the Scramjet testing in the high pressure condition.● chapter 9 Compares the results of the two campaigns, exploring scaling eects. A numerical ight extrapolation
of the results is performed.● chapter 10 Summarizes the conclusions and recommendations

Part II
EXPANSION TUBES AND SCRAMJET FLOWS

2
¿e expansion tube and its ow
processes
TRAJECTORIES suitable for air breathing propulsion result from the combination of two sets of phenomena: one
is combustion eciency, and the other is high pressure and thermal loading, S.Fry [2004].¿e rst results in a lower
limit for static pressure at the combustor, therefore setting the lower trajectory dynamic pressure.¿eupper dynamic
pressure limit is set by structural and thermal loads on the vehicle. Typical bounds are 50Kpa-175Kpa, Tetlow and
Doolan [2007]. Examples of single stage to orbit vehicles and their comparison with other kind of missions are
shown in Czysz and Vandenkerckhove [2000].
Taking a xed dynamic pressure as an engineering requirement for the trajectory, total pressure variation due to
Mach number increase can be plotted (assuming isentropic calorically perfect gas). Figure 2.1 shows this function in
terms of theMach number, which is calculated in Equation 2.1. It is highlighted that for the rangeMach 10-20 total
pressure required is of the order of 0.1-1.0GPa, but if a more sophisticated approach based on chemical equilibrium
reacting gas is used to calculate total pressure, it results in approximately 1 to 10 Gpa (see Figure 2.6). Nevertheless,
in order to simulate ight conditions in ground testing several non dimensional parameters have to be matched that
even worsen this gure.
Figure 2.1: Total Pressure (Pa)
variation due toMach number
for xed dynamic pressure (100Kpa).
Total pressure is calculated using an
ideal gas, constant γ approximation
(1.4 for air).
q = 1
2
γpM2 ⇒ p0 = 2qγM2 [1 + γ − 12 M2]
γ
γ−1
(2.1)
If duplication of ght conditions is desired, all non-dimensional parameters will have to be matched. Typically
the length of the vehicle has to be reduced to t a model in a test tunnel. ¿erefore change in other variables will
have to be made to keep similarity. Returning to Figure 2.1, it can be highlighted that if a model of scale 1/10 is tested,
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in order to keep similarity the total pressure has to be multiplied by 10. ¿erefore the order of magnitude for the
Mach 10-20 corridor is 1-10GPa (using constant γ of 1.4 for air).
In order to run a continuous facility that can provide these conditions, its power requirement will scale as ∼ 12 ρv3,
which can easily reach gigawatts for Scramjet ows, which corresponds to nuclear power plant generation scale. Also,
the stagnation of gas at such pressure and associated temperature is technologically very challenging. It seems clear
that the only facilities that can produce such ows, are pulsed ow facilities, and within those, expansion tubes.
¿is has the limitation that the time available for testing is short, so some ow variables cannot reach a fully
developed equilibrium during test. ¿is is for example the case of model wall temperature and heat ux, although
recently promising techniques are being reported which may match a wide ranges of wall equilibrium temperatures
by model heating, see Kovachevich [2010], Zander et al. [2012].
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Figure 2.2: Ludwieg tube or blow-
down conguration. Space-Time
diagram. Adapted from Billig [1989]
In any case, matching all the remaining parameters is practically impossible. And it is well known that only
duplication of the ight environment at the real length scale will precisely reproduce the coupled chemical and ow
processes that occur in a Scramjet, Anderson et al. [2000].
Following Pulsonetti [1992] and Anderson et al. [2000], the typical reaction rates found in Scramjet ight
environments are dominated by binary reactions.¿erefore, the reaction rate is proportional to the density squared.
Damköhler’s rst number is then proportional to the product of density with length. ¿is proportionality is the
same in the Reynolds number. Binary reaction rates are linked to mixture ignition phenomena, while heat release
is also dependent on tertiary reactions.
¿is leads to the conclusion that if temperature and velocity is replicated in the tunnel, Reynolds and
Damköhler (and Mach) partial combustion similarity can be achieved, by keeping the product ρL constant. At
constant temperature this translates to pL scaling.
¿ere are several types of impulse facilities that may accommodate the requirements for Scramjet testing,
following Billig [1989], Gildnd [2012] we briey discuss them here.
Figure 2.2 Shows a Ludwieg tube facility, and for this discussion may also represent a blow-down facility. A high
pressure and temperature gas is at a stagnated conditionwhen a valve opens or diaphragmbreaks, supplying a nozzle
that accelerates the gas towards the model. As mentioned, there is a practical structural limitation on the stagnated
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conditions a facility can hold. Also, the higher the stagnation temperature, the greater the potential for dissociation
of the gas; a er a fast nozzle expansion, chemical and even thermal equilibrium may not be achieved, and the test
gas may be contaminated with species or excitation levels that are not present in the targeted free stream state. On
other hand these facilities provide test times in the range of 0.1-1 sec depending on their length, and are relatively
quiet. An example of this kind of facility is Buttsworth and Smart [2010].
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Figure 2.3 shows a shock tube conguration which uses a non reected shock tube mechanism and a nozzle to
further expand the ow (since a basic shock tube can not reach Mach numbers for practical Scramjets, Gildnd
[2012]). One of the key points of this facility is that the test gas is not stagnated, although also has dissociation
issues. Test times are comparatively short ∼ 1millisecond (Billig [1989]), so that wall thermal equilibrium cannot be
reached. ¿is is paradoxically a good feature in terms of instrumentation, since sensors do not have to withstand
high temperatures for long, but the time response has to be in the order of megahertz to capture gas processes.
Figure 2.4 Shows a reected shock tunnel (such as theUQT4 facility), where the incident shockwave is reected at
the end of the tube, and the reection causes a regionwith high stagnation temperature and pressure.¿is gas is then
expanded trough a nozzle. In this case again gas is stagnated at the end of the tube, and chemical and thermal non-
equilibrium features pose a problem on test gas contamination. In addition, structural and thermal requirements in
the stagnation area limits the facility operation, see Bakos and Erdos [1995], Itoh [2002]
Figure 2.5 shows an expansion tube which was a shock tube for the primary acceleration of the ow, but instead
of a nozzle, an unsteady expansion is used to expand the ow to hypersonic speeds. ¿is ow feature introduces a
way to add energy and total pressure to the ow without compressing or shock processing the gas, both methods
potentially prone to gas contamination, Chinitz et al. [1994], Fischer and Rock [1995].
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¿is feature come with a price to pay, since test times are reduced < 1 milisecond (McGilvray [2008]), they are
more complex to operate, and may exhibit noisy ow, Erdos and Bakos [1994], Paull and Stalker [1992]. ¿is test
ow noise may be partially tackled with the use of an acoustic buer, Morgan [1997].
Figure 2.6 shows a compilation of the capabilities of the dierent ground facilities briey discussed above, in
terms of Mach number and total pressure. It is highlighted, that only expansion tubes such as X2 and X3 atUQ are
capable of reaching 0.1 to >1 GPa on theMach 10-20 corridor for a full nose-to-tail Scramjet conguration.
The University of Queensland has two free-piston driven expansion tube facilities. X2 has a total length
of 23 m and was commissioned in 1995 Doolan [1997]. X3 is 69 m long, and was commissioned in 2001, Morgan
[2001]. Gildnd [2012] achieved in X2 Scramjet test ows between Mach 10 and 14, at total pressures up to 10.4
GPa .¿e X2 test ows had relatively short test times (40– 200µs) and small core ow diameters (40-80 mm). X3
can achieve equivalent ow conditions to X2, but can accommodate larger models (acceleration tube diameter of
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Figure 2.6: Existing ground facilities
capacity in terms of Mach and total
pressure. From Gildnd [2012]
182.6 mm) and provide longer test times. Recently X3 has undergone several upgrades, including a new single-stage
free-piston driver, a contouredMach 10 nozzle, a new test section and dumptank, and improved instrumentation
and data acquisition, Gildnd [2012].
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Acceleration Tube
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Figure 2.7: General panoramic
picture of the X3 facility.
2.1 expansion tubes
In Gildnd [2012] a detailed description with references can be found about all the processes that occur in an
expansion tunnel. We will just review some of them here in the particular case of the X3 facility. Figure 2.8 shows
UQ’s X3 facility superimposed onto an x-t diagram of the ow processes (for illustrative purposes only). Figure 2.7
shows a panoramic picture of the facility.
In the reservoir, high pressure air drives a piston that accelerates towards a mixture of light driver gases. Due to
driver gas compression the piston decelerates, and driver gas pressure rises until the primary diaphragm is ruptured.
Light gases, typically helium, are used to create a strong shock, while minimizing the driver pressure ratio required.
¿e free piston mass is optimized (tuned operation) so that following the rupture, the piston displaces the same
driver gas volume that exits the diaphragm, for a short time providing virtually a constant pressure. Later the piston
reaches the end of the tube with a low velocity (so landing), see Gildnd et al. [2011]. ¿e original idea came from
Stalker [1966, 1967], Hornung [1988], Itoh et al. [1998], Hornung and Belanger [1990] .
¿e next stage is a secondary driver lled typically with helium.¿e purpose of the secondary driver is to create
a shock heated slug of gas which forms a more powerful driver than the primary driver gas. For our work, the driver
has to operate in over-tailored mode, so that the shock heated gas is hotter than the expanded driver gas. In an
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Figure 2.8: x-t diagram of X3.
alternate operating mode, the use of the secondary driver is purely to introduce a speed of sound increase across
the interface which enables high driver sound speeds to be used at (relatively) slow speeds without experiencing
noise. ¿is is the primary operating mode to generate high total pressure conditions for Scramjet operation. ¿is
technique was rst implemented in an expansion tube by Morgan and Stalker [1991], and eectively reduces the
driver gas to test section pressure ratio for an equivalent shock Mach number Morgan [1997]. In addition to that,
Morgan proposed that this mode of operation may provide a solution of the acoustic propagation (acoustic buer)
of noise described by Paull and Stalker [1992].
¿e driver ow is then directed to the shock tube where the test air slug is. ¿e test gas is shock processed and
then further accelerated through an unsteady expansion in the acceleration tube. ¿e ow is then processed by a
nozzle where it is slightly accelerated, but at the expense of lowering the static pressure. ¿e purpose of an steady
expansion is to increase available test core andMach number.
¿e use of expansion tunnel facilities to simulate Scramjet conditions has been explored in the past in other
facilities likeHypulse, see the time period between Rizkalla et al. [1989], Bakos et al. [1992, 1993], Bakos [1994] and
Tsai and Bakos [2001] (withMach 10-21, test times 2.5-0.3msecs with a dynamic pressure around 28Kpa). Later with
Chue et al. [2003], Hass et al. [2005].
Also conditions were developed at JX-1 in Tohoku university (see Sasoh et al. [2001, 2000]).
More recently other investigations like Ben-Yakar and Hanson [2002], Orley et al. [2011] involved working
on conditions (Stanford Expansion Tube Facility) typically aimed towards direct connection studies, where
conditions are simulated at the combustor inlet (Mach 2.72 Pressure 40Kpa, test time 0.5-1msecs), bypassing the
main inlet compression stage.
The university of Illinois is also developing air breathing propulsion conditions up toMach 7 Dufrene et al.
[2007].
For more than 25 years The University of Queensland has been developing and testing facilities with free
piston drivers expansion tubes.¿e rst developments were in TQ (Neely andMorgan [1994]), later upgraded to X1
, Paull and Stalker [1990, 1992].X2was commissioned in 1995, and a er years of dierent investigations, for example:
Doolan and Morgan [1999], Hayne [2004], Scott [2006], Scramjet conditions were developed by McGilvray [2008],
Gildnd [2012] and models tested, McGilvray [2008], McGilvray et al. [2010a].
X3 was conceived in 1994 Morgan [2000, 2001], is currently one of the largest high performance expansion tube
in the world.
McGilvray [2008] attempted a Mach 10, q = 84Kpa condition in X3, and performed a detailed investigation
on CFD modeling of the condition. ¿is condition was comparable to a T4 one (McGilvray et al. [2009b]). ¿is
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Figure 2.9: X3 free piston
compression section
would eventually have permitted the replication of the experiment reported in Gardner et al. [2002] in X3, solving
the problems reported there; mainly the addition of a nozzle, later developed by Davey [2006] (a scaled version of
X2 nozzle developed by Scott [2006]). As a proof on concept experiment, this condition was also created in X2 to
allow a 2/5 scaled version of the Scramjet to be tested.
Figure 2.10: X2 Driver CAD and
launcher picture
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Figure 2.11: Structured, unstructured
and 2D meshes of the X2 launcher.
3D contains ∼ 4 × 106 cells and 2D∼ 2.5 × 105
Gildnd [2012] successfully implemented a tuned driver condition in X2 by a major piston redesign, and
explored the use of a secondary driver. ¿is work opened a new window for Scramjet testing, proving that with this
conguration theMach 10-14 corridor conditions could be achieved. New Scramjet conditions have been tested up
to 10.4Gpa of total pressure, and 10.4MJ/kg of total enthalpy.
2.1.1 Free Piston Compression
¿emain feature of theX2, X3 and T4 facilities, is that they use a free piston compression stage to create the primary
driver gas. ¿is method was invented by the late Ray Stalker emeritus professor, Stalker [1960], who joined UQ
in 1977 and founded the Centre for Hypersonics at this university. Free piston compression is a reliable, cheap,
and good performance method to achieve the correct driver conditions, Gildnd et al. [2011]. It relies on the almost
isentropic compression of the gas, by a moving piston that initially is accelerated with compressed air, Stalker [1967].
Since this stage is by far themost expensive one in the expansion tube facility, it is of paramount importance to avoid
an impact of the piston at signicant speed, in order not to damage the facility. It is also particularly important for
Scramjet conditions to adjust the speed of the piston, so that it provides a sustained pressure driver gas when the
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diaphragm ruptures. ¿is is called tuned free piston operation (Hornung and Belanger [1990]), requiring a careful
control of the piston dynamics in order to fulll these requirements. Figure 2.12 shows some typical trajectories for
a piston at the end of the compression stage. ¿e green curve represents a piston with not enough speed, which
re-bounced due to residual high pressure driver gas in front of it, which has not fully vented. On the other hand the
red curve has too much speed and does not stop prior to reaching the end of the tube. ¿e blue line has the right
velocity so that it momentarily stops at a certain distance close to the end of the tube were it can be caught by a buer,
Itoh et al. [1998]. If the process is designed to use this inection point a so landing trajectory can be achieved.
¿e rst analysis on piston dynamics a er the diaphragm rupturing process where done by Stalker [1966], and
more recent ones by Hornung [1988], Itoh et al. [1998]. Gildnd [2012] details a complete compression analysis,
condition development and piston design for a Scramjet condition. Hornung [1988] developed initial models of the
complete compression process and post-rupture. Using these papers we will summarize here briey the 1D inviscid
modeling of the compression process, focusing on the qualitative description of them.
¿e piston motion can be calculated using Newton’s second law, with the forces provided by the pressure
dierence between the front and the back (here 1 denotes the front,2 is at the back, while the addition of 0 denotes
stagnation value). Friction force on the piston seals may also be added, but it is a second order eect and will be
neglected here for simplicity. D is the diameter of the piston, and m its mass.
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Figure 2.12: Piston possible
compression end states. Adapted
from Itoh et al. [1998]
md
2x
dt2
= (p2 − p1)piD24 (2.2)
¿e pressure at the front may be assumed to follow an isentropic compression up to the diaphragm rupture,
pV γ = ct, or heat loss and chemical state of the gas may be modeled with a corrected heat capacity ratio through a
polytropic index γ1.
p1 = p10 ( xL)−γ1 (2.3)
Once the diaphragm is ruptured, we will have a mass ow through the driver area change. Since the pressure is
much higher than the shock tube, the hole is choked, and mass ow is only dependent on piston front stagnation
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conditions. We may use Equation 2.3 to relate the pressure, with the pressure at rupture. A denotes driver tube
internal area.
dm
dt
= d (ρ1V1)
dt
= p10A√ γ1RgT10 ( 2γ1 + 1)
− γ1+12(γ1−1)
(2.4)
Pressure behind the piston can be related to the reservoir conditions with a unsteady expansion. Subscript 0
denotes stagnation values. Reservoir pressure may be assumed constant, or it may be modeled with an isentropic
expansion.¿e reservoir itself can be kept at constant stagnation conditions, or account for the launchermass ow in
case the reservoir is small. A pressure loss factor may be included to account for head pressure losses at the launcher.
¿ese eects are neglected for simplicity.
P1P2 P10P20
x
Figure 2.13: Compression tube sketch
p2 = p20 (1 − γ − 12 u2a20 )
2γ2
γ−1
(2.5)
When the piston decelerates at the end of the compression, ow at the back has to stop, and compressionwaves are
formed and collect into a shock wave. ¿is phenomena can be modeled as a reected wave where the gas stagnates
at the back of the piston, Hornung [1988].
¿e model described above can be solved numerically Gildnd [2012] or analytically through approximations
Itoh et al. [1998], with good results. Nevertheless since the piston compression dynamics is included in Jacobs [1999]
L1D uni-dimensional gas dynamics models of impulse facilities, it is not the approach to use for analysis, but rather
for preliminary design (since it is much faster). ¿e model is also useful for gathering a perspective of the ow
processes involved, and that is why it was reproduced here.
Hexa Tetra Quad△p 2.78E+05 2.15E+0.5 2.25E+04
q 6.80E+04 6.77E+04 9.73E+03
K 4.08 3.17 2.31
error 32% 2% -25%
Table 2.1: Pressure loss factor K = △pq ,
using 1 and 2 stations of the L1D
model (X2-LWP-2.0mm test) Gildnd
[2012]. Pressure base level is 6.85Mpa,
pressure in pa.
During the development of these models for the X2 facility, Gildnd [2012] experimentally found that the head
pressure losses through the launcher were much higher than expected, and with the change depending on the
condition. ¿is was not expected, since the launcher design kept the same area as the reservoir, and the head losses
were expected to follow a nearly incompressible losses in the form:
K = p2 − p11
2 ρv2
(2.6)
Where stations 1 and 2 represent here, a er and before launcher, and velocity can be dened with respect to either
one of them.High values of a head loss combinedwith changes depending on the conditionmay be an indication of a
nearly choked area.¿ismay occur because the ow path does not t the full launcher area, therefore introducing an
additional area obstruction, that maybe bigger than the critical for choking. To prove this hypothesis, experimental
condition in X2 from Gildnd [2012] were attempted to be reproduced with CFD.
Only the launcher and some sections of the reservoir and compression tube were meshed. See Figure 2.10 and
Figure 2.11. ¿e 2D axisymmetric model cannot represent accurately the launcher slot geometry, so one has to
account the fact that the area grows with the radial distance.
A standard commercial CFD so ware package, Fluent was used.¿e turbulencemodel employed is realisable k−ε
which is the recommended one for the case where massive separated ow regions are present, as was suspected. In
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Figure 2.14: Launcher 2D model
velocity contours and streamlines.
Flow goes from le to right with an
arbitrary inlet speed of 10m/sec
m˙ A∗/A Cd Me f f M K
5.0 0.15 0.48 0.32 0.15 2.14
10.0 0.31 0.48 0.64 0.31 2.25
15.0 0.46 0.48 0.96 0.50 2.50
18.0 0.55 0.48 1.15 0.55 2.87
19.0 0.58 0.48 1.22 0.58 3.16
20.0 0.62 0.48 1.28 0.61 4.19
20.2 0.62 0.48 1.29 0.62 6.26
20.2 0.62 0.48 1.29 0.62 7.16
Table 2.2:Mass ow (Kg/s), critical
area, discharge coecient, eective
and trueMach number and
incompressible head loss coecient
for CFD cases.
this case the process is assumed to be adiabatic for the walls. At the inlet total pressure is xed and equal to reservoir
total pressure. Turbulence at the inlet are obtained through xing a turbulence intensity of 5%, and characteristic
length of 1/10 of the radius, as a rough approach to fully developed turbulent ow.
Fixing a mass ow that corresponds to 10m/sec at the reservoir, we can measure the average pressure dierence
at the beginning of the launcher, and dividing by the dynamic pressure, obtain a head loss coecient in Table 2.1.
What is clear is that for a given reservoir tube velocity, the velocity at the launcher hole jets is much bigger than the
reservoir (almost by a factor of 10), so that the ow path area is eectively restricted. See Figure 2.14.
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Launcher Piston Compresion tube
Figure 2.15: Structured 2D
layering mesh for piston dynamics
computation. Mesh part represents
the uid, so that the piston is a “hole”
in the yellow area.
Since we do not know what mass ow the reservoir delivers during a test (which is also likely to change in time),
we run a range of dierent mass ows, decreasing the compression tube static pressure, while keeping the reservoir
constant.¿is is done with the tetrahedral model, that oers a better accuracy per Table 2.1. We will assess when the
launcher chokes. ¿e critical area A∗ to choke the ow is computed, along with theMach number at the launcher.
A∗
A
= M [2 + (γ − 1)M2
γ + 1 ]−
γ+1
2(γ−1)
(2.7)
Wemay also t themeasuredmass owwith the theoretical value by adding a discharge coecientCd that eectively
reduces the area of the launcher holes so that it matches the data. Also, we can compute theMach number at the
holes accounting for the eective reduction area,Me f f . ¿e mass ow is:
Figure 2.16:Mach number contours
when the Piston is moving down the
compression tube
m˙ = ACd √γP0√RgT0M [1 + γ − 12 M2]
− γ+12(γ−1)
(2.8)
¿ese results are shown in Table 2.2. We can see that for mass ows around 18Kg/s the hole becomes choked using
the eectiveMach number, while taking account the full launcher area we should not expect yet this condition.¿is
is because the eectiveMach is accounting for the eective area that the holes jets produce. We can also see, that if
we compute for these conditions an incompressible head loss factor it is quite likely to change with the demanded
mass ow (and therefore condition) and can become quite big. ¿is is the numerical substantiation of the fact that
mass ow in subsonic incompressible conditions depends on the pressure dierence across the launcher, but when
choked only depends on the upstream stagnation pressure and downstream pressure does not play any role. If we
use a discharge coecient of the form suggested, it remains constant for all testedmass ows, since we have removed
the compressibility eect out from the constant.
¿e nal test of the choked launcher hypothesis is to reproduce the experiments. ¿e model used is 2D
axisymmetric since the pressure loss values reported in Table 2.1 do not dier greatly with the experimental ones,
and the model is computationally much cheaper.
All the model settings discussed in the previous section are replicated here, and the test case is driver condition
X2-LWP-2.0mm from Gildnd [2012]. ¿e 2D mesh covers the entire reservoir, launcher and driver. It contains a
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Figure 2.17: Trajectory of the piston
(x, u) and pressure at the end of the
compression tube compared to L1D
model of X2-LWP-2.0mm blanked-o
test from Gildnd [2012] (without
friction).
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moving piston simulated by the layering technique (Fluent). In a nutshell layering introduces new cells to the volume
behind the piston domain as it moves, and removes cells from the domain ahead of it. Using integrated wall forces
over the piston, Equation 2.2 is solved, and piston position and speed is calculated. ¿is information is fed into the
re-mesher thus closing the coupled calculation loop. Figure 2.15 shows amesh picture when the piston has advanced
enough to clear the launcher area.
¿e setup was solved using a one order time-step implicit scheme (1 microsecond). ¿is approximately gives a
CFL close to 1. 5x104 time-steps were run corresponding to 5.0x10-2 secs of simulation time, and took approximately
4 days in an 8 processor desktop PC. No attempt has been done to study computing eciency. ¿e time history of
Mach number contours is shown in Figure 2.16. Most remarkable is the strong supersonic jet coming out of the
launcher, starting at the very beginning of the trajectory. As it was precluded in the previous discussion, the exit of
the launcher is choked formost of the piston trajectory.¿e formation of a shockwave at the back of the pistonwhen
moving backwards is also seen.¿is is not expected from a 1Dmodel, and occurs due to the strong radial variation of
the ow. Close to the axis a low speed recirculating ow exists, while at the outer radius a jet is encountered (either
supersonic or subsonic depending on the axial location). Using the L1D model that ts the experimental results
from Gildnd [2012] without friction, piston trajectory and pressure at the end of the driver tube can be compared.
¿is is done in Figure 2.17. It is remarkable that static pressure compression and expansion waves around the mean
value are reasonably well captured by the 2D CFD model. ¿ese waves may introduce signicant ow features in a
future model where a diaphragm would be allowed to burst and propagate waves downstream up to the test section.
It seems clear thatX2 launcher may choke when conditions are developed, which can be detected experimentally
by high head pressure losses values and variable with the condition explored. Since the X3 facility has the same
launcher concept, the same issue may arise although this was not veried with a similar study. Choking may
introduce higher pressure losses than expected, but can be fully characterized through experimentation. Once
several conditions are tested, an L1D model Jacobs [1999] is developed and head pressure loss factors are found by
matching the pressure traces with themodel. A CFDmodel of X3 launcher could be done with the aim of predicting
this factor, in the same fashion as with X2, but the position of the reservoir tank under the compression tube may
require a 3D model of the reservoir-launcher connection to get an accurate value of the pressure loss head there,
see Figure 2.8. So at the end it maybe cheaper to follow the well proven procedure rather than provide rst a CFD
estimation. Nevertheless the latter modeling may provide a more fundamental understanding of the facility.
Since X3 facility L1D calibrated models were already available (Gildnd et al. [2013]), it was assumed that piston
dynamics was known for theMach 10 condition. ¿is assumption allows us to create a CFD model of the facility,
including just the front piston part of the compression tube, where movement of the piston is given. Shock tube,
acceleration tube and nozzle are included in the same fashion as Gildnd [2012]. ¿e model will be described in
subsection 5.2.4, but this section will be used to describe some ow features of the expansion tube. Figure 2.18 shows
someMach contours of the model during the piston compression phase. Contour values are low (up toMach 0.1)
to plot the velocity waves that develop reecting back and forth, in the same way as seen in Figure 2.17 generating
pressure ripples around the mean isentropic compression expected value. ¿is is probably the only eect that may
dier from the assumption of a uniform pressure at the end of the compression (setting a mass ow inlet to simulate
the piston displacement) which may simplify the simulation since no piston movement would have to be simulated.
¿e last plot is contoured up toMach 1.0 to see the choking of the diaphragm orice plate.
2.1.2 Primary driver ow
At the end of the piston compression, pressure rises until the point of primary diaphragm rupture. ¿e rupture
process is itself a complex phenomenon that involves the uid interacting with a solid plate deforming at high strain
rates. Experimental studies show that the opening time can be correlated with the rupture pressure, geometry of the
diaphragm (diameter and thickness) and density of the material. Gildnd [2012] provides an extensive compilation
of such experimental correlations. It has also been veried experimentally in the literature that once the rupture has
been initiated, the rate of increase in opening area is fairly constant with opening time. So the whole process may
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Figure 2.18:Mach number contours
of the piston compression in X3
nominalMach 10 condition.
be estimated to have an initial holding time where rupture initiation occurs, and then a constant area opening rate.
¿is is called an iris opening model in the literature, Gildnd [2012].
¿e compression tube has an area change with respect to the primary driver tube, which can be further tuned
with the addition of an orice plate. Which reduces the choked area at the driver to driven area change, to a lower
value than the nominal, see Figure 2.19.¿e area change, when coupled with a tuned piston, allows a relative control
over the duration of steady pressure delivery. A big area ratio allows a bigger mass ow without having to increase
the length of the compression tube buer. ¿e penalty is that the ow chokes at the minimum area limiting the
mass ow for a given driver total pressure, and adds additional total pressure losses due to the contraction and
expansion of the ow. It is also an origin of ow disturbances, since a ducted supersonic jet is formed at the driver
exit. Figure 2.20 shows pressure contours during the rupture of the diaphragm, from the X3 2D CFD model of the
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Figure 2.19: Primary driver tube
(above) and diaphragm station
(below) with the orice plate installed.
Courtesy of D.E. Gildfind.
nominalMach 10 condition. ¿e supersonic jet can be seen with the formation of oblique shocks andMach disks,
although the main rst shock wave remains relatively undisturbed.
2.1.3 Secondary driver
A shock heated secondary driver is used for Scramjet conditions. In this conguration another driver tube is located
at the exit of the primary diaphragm so that the shock wave generated runs through a second driver. ¿e gas in
the secondary driver is also a light gas (100% helium), and set at a suciently low initial ll pressure, that the shock
processed gas has a higher speed of sound than the expanded primary driver gas.¿is has a similar benet as having
a driver with higher speed of sound, when interacting with the test gas. It also provides an acoustic buer, Morgan
[2001] that mitigates downstream noise propagation, rst realized by Paull and Stalker [1992].
¿e drawbacks are that part of the tube must be reserved for this device, a new diaphragm is added, and test
time is reduced due to the reduced length of the remaining facility. Also because gas shock processing drives less
time than the primary driver alone would do, Gildnd [2012]. ¿e benets of this conguration was explored rst
by Henshall [1956], Stalker and Plumb [1968] and later implemented to X facilities by Morgan and Stalker [1991].
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Figure 2.20: Pressure contours
of the primary diaphragm area
around rupture time. Coordinates
are stretched in the radius direction.
When the secondary driver shock wave meets the test gas in the secondary diaphragm, a reected shock is
produced for Scramjet conditions. ¿e strength of this reected shock may depend on the rupturing process of
the secondary diaphragm. Mylar sheets are employed, see Figure 2.25. At rupture, they shear on the periphery and
fragment around 1/4 of its diameter downstream, and later vaporize and burn, Gildnd [2012].¿e time scale of the
rupturing process is related to the diaphragm mass (Wegener et al. [2000]), which may be simplied as a holding
time or rupture delay. Figure 2.21 shows the secondary driver shock wave running down the tube and encountering
the secondary diaphragm, from the CFD model. ¿e reected secondary diaphragm shock wave appears in frame
8 as a lowerMach region propagating to the le , and then moving to the right when nally it meets the expansion,
canceling its eect. It seems evident that the strength of the reected wave would change depending on the opening
time. ¿is CFD model does not have an inertial diaphragm model, so signicant dierences may be found when
comparing with experimental data.
2.1.4 Accelerator tube
An important feature of an expansion tube is the use of an accelerator tube where the test gas is accelerated using an
unsteady expansion.¿is has the eect of adding total enthalpy since the property conserved in the expansion is the
Riemman invariant value through the expansion characteristic. dR+ = 0→ 2γ−1da+du = 0, and dh0 = − (M − 1) dh.
For a supersonic expansion where M > 1 and dh < 0, total enthalpy grows. In case of a steady expansion what is
conserved is total enthalpy and dh0 = 0.
¿e properties of the gas through the accelerator tube may still be estimated with the shock tube relations, but
using just this picture we may think that gas slugs (either shock-processed or test gas) can be arbitrarily big as soon
as the tube is long enough. Reality is not so benign and the development of boundary layers limits the lengths of
the gas slugs and therefore the test time generated. Mirels [1963a] was the rst one to develop a suitable theory that
explained the apparent test time reduction which has earlier been experimentally veried by Du [1959]. Figure 2.22
shows the eect on the shock-contact distance of the boundary layer eect; its remarkable that there is an asymptotic
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Figure 2.21:Mach contours for the
secondary driver ow.
limit on this size that is not predicted by the ideal theory. ¿e boundary layer formed is also depicted there, and
lastly a picture of the analysis that Mirels [1963a] performed, where the shock mass ow is trapped in the boundary
layer downstream of the contact surface, establishing the equilibrium length.
Since boundary layer development in a tube depends on the length-to-diameter ratio, this parameter cannot
be arbitrarily selected, and Mirels [1963a] theory imposes a constraint in the design and condition development
of expansion tube. In Figure 2.24 the Mach number evolution in the accelerator tube from the CFD model. ¿e
generation of the shock processed gas region can be clearly seen as well as the test gas with higherMach number
and the later expansion.¿e formation of instabilities is also noticeable at the shocked-test gas interface.¿is could
be of Richtmyer-Meshkov type, Brouillette [2002]. Whereby the shock wave passes through the interface of
two dierent density gases, the shock pressure gradient may not be totally aligned with the density gradient and
a baroclinic vorticity term arises, wrinkling the interface more an more as evolves through the acceleration tube.
¿e instability topological regions depend on dierent non dimensional parameters, signicantly the density ratio.
In this case the interface is high to low density. Whether this is expected in our condition or it is just a produced
numerical artifact has not been addressed theoretically. In case the instability is real the grid resolution of the model
is far from sucient to resolve it, since the instability growth rate depend on the size of the perturbation, and this
maybe arbitrarily small (up to the Kolmogorov length). Since our mesh is far from this scale, this eect cannot be
properly captured.
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Figure 2.22:Mirels [1963a] theory
for gas slug growth limitation by
boundary layer development.
At the back of the expansion there is another interface with the secondary driver gas, which can be seen as a lower
Mach gas slug. In this area the density is lower than at the front, and the uid is accelerating towards the front, so the
wrinkle of the interface could be due to a Rayleigh–Taylor instability. Again the mesh resolution is not enough to
accurately address the simulation of it, and neither has been checked for consistency with theoretical foundations
(time scales of the development, etc). Just these instabilities are presented in a qualitative way, acknowledging that
they are possibly present in accelerator tube ows, depending on the condition.
2.1.5 Nozzle Flow
At the end of the accelerator tube a nozzle is installed, so that a further steady expansion is added to the ow
processes. ¿is device increases the area of the ow so bigger models can be tested. From continuity and isentropic
ow we can write:
dA
A
= 1 −M2
γM2
dp
p
M≫1∼ − 1
γ
dp
p
(2.9)
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Figure 2.23: Accelerator tube (above)
and tertiary diaphragm (below,
Courtesy of D.E. Gildfind).
So the pressure decreases in proportion to the area powered by gamma for high nozzle entry Mach numbers. So
the product pL ∼ L1−2γ . Increasing the model size comes with the cost of a decreasing the scaling capability of the
facility. Nevertheless the installation of a nozzle is the only practical solution for increasing the model size, which
allows better model access for instrumentation and better test model manufacturing relative tolerances. Another
important fact is that:
dV
V
= − 1
1 −M2 dAA M≫1∼ −1M2 dAA ∼ 0 (2.10)
So at high Mach numbers very little change in speed is done over the ow while changing the area. ¿is result
seems conceptually important, Ortwerth [2000], since in hypersonic ows in nozzles (or Scramjets) behave “like” a
volumetric compression (piston or similar), where thermodynamic variables change with the duct area (as volume
does in a piston).
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Figure 2.24:Mach contours for the
accelerator tube, and nozzle.
Figure 2.26 shows Mach contours of the CFD model at the nozzle. ¿ere is an initial transient with the
shocked gas going through the expansion, and later the test gas in frames from 4 to 9 from the top. ¿e Nozzle
is underexpanded so expansion fans form at the exit that adapt the exit pressure to the dump-tank pressure that is
lower. Flow accelerates through the expansion towards the dump-tank walls, and at some point at the back end of
the tank a shock wave is formed. Close to the nozzle edge, the expansion remains although it changes when outside
dump-tank pressure varies. ¿e expansion waves from the lips towards the nozzle center roughly dene the extent
of the potential core ow, where the test model is located. It is suspected that the main reduction of the core size
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comes from the non uniformity of the nozzle inow rather than any process related to the nozzle, but this was not
fully investigated. In any case it seems reasonable to take a closer look at the Mirels theory when estimating the
inow properties of a future nozzle design, since in this simulation this eect seems to have a big impact. As the
acceleration tube unsteady expansion behind the test gas is entering the nozzle, temperature and pressure rise and
test time ends. In the last frame the arrival of the secondary driver gas is evident from the large drop in Mach
number due to higher speed of sound of helium gas.
Figure 2.25: X3 Mach 10 nozzle.
2.1.6 Test Time and ow quality
Useful test timewould span from the contact discontinuity with the shocked gas, up to the beginning of the unsteady
expansion, once the ow goes through the nozzle expansion.¿e nozzle expansion itself may not be fully developed
since the time for ow establishment is between 2 for (turbulent) to 3 (laminar) residence times ∼ L/V , Anderson
et al. [1990]. We have seen that boundary layer development and instabilities may have an inuence on the size
of the test gas slug at the expansion tube. ¿e tertiary diaphragm rupture process may also disturb the test ow,
Dufrene et al. [2007]. In addition to that, expansion waves from the tertiary and primary diaphragms reect on the
secondary interface the former, and on the piston the latter. ¿ese waves propagate downstream at speed u + a and
may reach the test gas sooner than the the edge of the accelerator tube unsteady expansion, see Figure 2.8 u+a lines.
With so many variables playing a role, steady test time has to be determined experimentally or through detailed
computational models that can take into account all these phenomena.
Another important phenomena to take into consideration is ow noise. ¿is can arise from dierent sources
either not strictly related to ow processes, like stress waves and diaphragm rupture, or ow generated, wall
turbulence and acoustic radiation from small cavities and gaps, Erdos and Bakos [1994], Schneider [2008], Juliano
and Schneider [2008]. As mentioned earlier the propagation of primary driver noise due to rupture and ow at the
diaphragm area, propagates downstream depending on the condition as was realized by Paull and Stalker [1992].
¿ey investigated this phenomenon, proposing a way to damp the transmission of noise to the test ow by setting
the speed of sound of the shock processed gas higher than the expanded gas, from Figure 2.8 a2/a3 > 1.25. Morgan
[2001] envisaged a way to implement this requirement for low enthalpy conditions (in the terminology of Paull and
Stalker [1992]) with the use of a secondary driver with a lighter gas.
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Figure 2.26: Test gasMach contours
at the nozzle for the nominalMach
10 condition.

3
Scramjet ow processes
SCRAMJET basic ow processes will be explored here, aiming to address some of the phenomena that may arise
during the experimental campaign. ¿is chapter also explains some standard theoretical results that are particular
to this propulsion technology. First a brief review of the typical thermodynamic cycle is provided, where eects
due to a largeMach number are explored. ¿en the cycle is broken down into the devices that perform each part
of the work, meaning inlets, combustor and nozzle. Considering our specic geometry, basic inlet ow features
are explored. ¿ere is a brief review of mixing processes and supersonic ow injection, prior to introducing some
unidimensional laws for combustor analysis. Later in the chapter, bidimensional supersonic nozzles are introduced.
3.1 scramjet performance
Wewill introduce here some propulsion theory basics in order to introduce the performance gures used in the rest
of the text. Following Heiser and Pratt [1994] we may write that for any propulsion system a suitable performance
gure is:
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Figure 3.1: Scramjet engine as a
Brayton thermodynamic cycle.
Where 0 is the free stream station. 3 is
the combustor inlet, 4 the combustor
outlet, and 10 or e, the exhaust.
Intermediate 1 and 9 account of the
partial compression and expansion
that happen inside the Scramjet duct.
η = Thust Power
Added Heat
= FV0
Q˙
(3.1)
Where a vehicle is propelled by a generated thrust F and a ight speed V0 by adding an amount of heat Q. ¿is
eciency parameter can be split into two eciencies, a thermal eciency ηth and a propulsive eciency ηp . ¿e
former measures how well the added heat is transformed into mechanical energy, and the later how well this
generated mechanical energy is transformed intro thrust power
η = Mechanical Power
Added Heat
⋅ Thust Power
Mechanical Power
= ηthηp (3.2)
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Mechanical power in an air-breathing vehicle is generated as a dierence in kinetic energy between the inlet and
outlet gas ow streams. Where m˙ f is the fuel mass-ow, and m˙0 the air mass ow. f = m˙ f /m˙0 is dened as the fuel
to air ratio.
Mechanical Power = (m˙0 + m˙ f ) V 2e2 − m˙0V 202 (3.3)
¿e thrust can be calculated by the momentum ux dierence between the inlet and the outlet.
F = (m˙0 + m˙ f )Ve − m˙0V0 (3.4)
¿is result implicitly assumes that the engine nozzle is adapted to outside pressure.Otherwise F = (m˙0 + m˙ f )Ve+
peAe − m˙0V0 − p0 (Ae − A0), and the cycle gets more complicated.
So the propulsive eciency is almost dependent on the ight speed and nozzle exhaust velocity (since f ≪ 1). It
will be amaximum of one, at VeV0 = 1 that is where the exhaust velocity is equal to ight speed. But in order to produce
thrust Ve > V0 has to happen, so the eciency is always lower than 1, ηp < 1. From Equation 3.2 and Equation 3.3
ηp = 2 (1 + f ) VeV0 − 1(1 + f ) (VeV0 )2 − 1
f≪1≈ 2Ve
V0 + 1 (3.5)
Under the same assumption ( f ≪ 1) we can write the thermal eciency from Equation 3.2 as:
ηth = (VeV0 )2 − 1Q˙
V 20 /2
(3.6)
Where a combustion eciency ηb can be dened such as the amount of fuel enthalpy that eectively gets
transformed into heat, per unit of air mass.
Q˙b = ˙ηbQ =ηbm˙ f △ h fm˙0 = ηb f △ h f (3.7)
We can write the thermal eciency in terms of the thermodynamic cycle eciency, from the analysis of the
Brayton cycle from Figure 3.1, Cycl e Work = V 2e2 − V 202
ηtc = Cycl e WorkHeat Added =
V 2e
2 − V 202
ηb f △ h f (3.8)
ηth = ηbηtc (3.9)
And nally
η = ηbηtcηp (3.10)
η = 2(
√
ηth
f△h f
V 20 /2 + 1 − 1)
f△h f
V 20 /2
(3.11)
It can be seen that if the thermal eciency ηth is known the only remaining parameter is the ratio of injected
chemical energy to kinetic energy f△h fV 20 /2 . And for a given ηth , the eciency increases as this ratio decreases.
Nevertheless we have to keep in mind that thrust also decreases as the ratio decreases. In the Scramjet operating
regimes, this ratio is quite small, so designs shall be aimed to maximize thrust (also decreasing associated engine
drag), andmaximize thermal eciency.¿e Specic Impulse, can be related to the dened eciency as Equation 3.12.
¿is equation dictates that this parameter decreases as the ight speed increases.
Is p = Fg0m˙ f = △h fg0V0 η (3.12)
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¿e problem is now to get the thermal eciency, which directly relates to the thermodynamic cycle. Still following
Heiser and Pratt [1994], we can analyze the thermodynamic cycle using two assumptions. ¿e rst one is that we
can model the gas as a thermally perfect , and the second is that we might know the compression and expansion
processes eciencies, ηc and ηe respectively. A way to characterize these eciencies can be dened as the ratio of
the actual enthalpy jump to the adiabatic jump between the same isobars. Referring to Figure 3.1
ηc = h3′ − h0h3 − h0 ηe = h4 − h10h4 − h10′ (3.13)
Now following Segal [2009] and Ortwerth [2000] we can write the exit nozzle velocity in terms of these
eciencies, and extrinsic enthalpy ratios .
V 210 = V 2 + 2H0 [(H3H0 ) − 1]
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ηcηeηb
⎛⎜⎝ f △H f /H0(H3H0 )
⎞⎟⎠ − 1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3.14)
It can be seen that with xed eciencies, exit velocity is dominated by the ight conditions, and the parameter
ψ = H3H0 and △ψc = f ηb△H fH0 . ¿e former is the enthalpy ratio of the inlet, and for reasons to be described later is
usually xed. And the second parameter is the ratio of added heat to ight enthalpy. Now the thermal eciency is
written in Equation 3.8, where Ve ≡ V10, and following Segal [2009] we can write the specic impulse as:
Is p = Fg0m˙ f = 1g0 (V10 − V) (3.15)
=V
g0
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣(1 + 2(γ − 1)M20 (ψ − 1) [ηcηe△ψcψ − 1])
1/2 − 1⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
¿e values ψ and△ψc that are practically achieved depend on non-equilibrium (in the sense of time dependent)
thermodynamics, which is (obviously) not covered in the classic thermodynamic cycle analysis . First ψ give us the
amount of inlet compression, and is limited by the combustor limit entry temperature. ¿e more compression (by
ow deceleration) the more entry combustor temperature, and air starts to depart from being calorically perfect.
¿at means that part of the energy is employed in the change of the heat coecients of air, by exciting molecule’s
rotational and vibrational modes, or even at higher temperatures, leading to air dissociation. ¿en when quickly
expanding the gas through the nozzle, the gas may not have time to achieve equilibrium again, and that energy
employed is eectively lost. Fixing a practical entry combustor temperature in the 1440K-1670K range, eectively
limits the entry combustorMach number to roughly one third of the free streamMach number M3M0 ≅ 0.38, Heiser
and Pratt [1994].
Similar issues arise in the amount of heat that can be added to the ow in the combustor, △ψc . Time available
in the combustor scales with LV , and in order to get a good fuel heat release, therefore a high ηb , one must mix the
fuel with air and allow the chemical reactions to nish. A bigger combustor leads to more viscous drag losses, and
reducing the ight speed may not be an option, so there is also a practical limit on the△ψc parameter.
A remarkable feature of Scramjet combustion is the fact that the ratio of injected chemical energy to kinetic energy
f△h f
V 20 /2 becomes small because the ight speed is high, and it is reected in Equation 3.15 by the presence of M20 in
the denominator. So the ability to produce thrust from burning fuel is reduced with the velocity.¿erefore Scramjet
designs have to reduce aerodynamic drag forces to the maximum extent in order to make use of the available thrust.
3.2 compression processes, inlet.
¿e mission of the Inlet is to provide air supply at high pressure and temperature to the combustor so that an
ecient combustion can be achieved. While at subsonic and low supersonic speeds this maybe achieved using an
air compressor, at hypersonic speeds it may be done by the deceleration of the ram ow, which transforms free
stream kinetic energy into pressure energy, using a supersonic diuser. One of the essential features of Scramjet
inlets is the fact that ow is not diused up to sonic condition as in a ramjet, rst since it could create practically
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unsustainable levels of loads and heat ux in the combustor, and second because as we have seen in section 3.1 the
eciency is low. Hence the ow at the combustor is partially diused and the combustion happen in supersonic
conditions, Heiser and Pratt [1994].
Diusers in general are dicult to design since the ow encounters a progressive increase in pressure, therefore
a negative pressure streamwise gradient, which promotes boundary layer growth and separation, leading to
instabilities, and ow distortion. While these problems pose engineering challenges in subsonic and supersonic
diusers, in hypersonic inlets these issues are greatly amplied, Segal [2009]. Figure 3.2 shows some of the
phenomena that will be discussed later.
In addition to that, in order to reduce the high drag associated with the engine-aircra interference, inlets must
be highly integrated which means that vehicle shock waves and boundary layers may be ingested.
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Free stream conditions at the inlet in a trans-atmospheric ight may vary quite a lot, requiring possibly variable
geometry to operate. In turn, high pressure and heat loads makemechanisms very complex, and can o en requiring
active cooling, Figure 3.3
Since Scramjets operate at highMach numbers, ow is processed with small turning angles resulting in slender
inlet geometries, where careful control of the mechanical tolerances and edge radii is required. ¿ese requirements
must be reconciled with high thermal expansions and structural deections generated by the already mentioned
environment, Wie [2000].
We will restrict our discussion to the ow processes. And rather than consider an extensive range of inlet
congurations and processes, we will briey mention the common ow features that we expect to see in the
experiments and their analysis.▸ Inlet Spillage, is an o design condition that almost inevitably happens where inlet variable geometry is not
available. Since xed Scramjet inlets typically decelerate the ow by the generation of oblique shock waves, the
geometry is only optimized for a certain Mach number. ¿is results in part of the ow escaping the combustor
entry at lowerMach numbers than designed for, and ingestion of the shocks at biggerMach numbers. ¿e former
generates drag, since the inlet compresses part of the ow that later is wasted, and the latter generates pressure
losses due to shock impingement. ¿e best situation is the shock-on-lip location of the shock wave, were no spillage
is encountered, Figure 3.2. But if the speed increases, the main shock wave reection impingement can lead to ow
separation. So some safety margin is included in the design to avoid it, and some spillage is allowed, Figure 3.6 .
In order to ne tune the inlet operation to dierent free stream conditions, our Scramjet model has variable cowl
positioning.
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▸ Inlet unstarting, is the main restriction on the capture area to throat area relation (or contraction ratio), and
it dictates the amount of compression. For a given Mach number there are two bounds to this ratio. ¿e upper
bound is the contraction ratio that an isentropic compression would give for the inlet Mach number. Since the
compression always has losses, the inlet ratio has to be smaller than that, or the inlet would not able to operate
supersonically.¿e lower bound is dened by the fact that at contraction ratios bigger than a certain value, there are
two oweld congurations that meet the boundary conditions. One is a supersonic compression where the ow
remains supersonic from the inlet up to the throat (the favored one). ¿e other is the formation of a normal shock
wave at the combustor entry, so the ow from the inlet is supersonic, then the frontal shock wave makes it subsonic,
and then accelerates again to the throat. For contraction ratios smaller than a certain value, the later solution is not
possible, this value is the Kantrowitz limit, Kantrowitz [1945].
¿e bounds where these ows occur change with the freestreamMach number, and is depicted qualitatively in
Figure 3.6.¿e attractive contraction ratios region fall in the area were both solutions coexist, so a starting process is
needed (by variable inlet geometry area for example). Once started, ow remains supersonic for steady conditions.
Nevertheless if the inlet back pressure is raised enough (by combustion in the combustor for example) the non
started solution may occur again. In impulse facilities the time available for ow establishment is short, and ow
conguration transitions take many residence times to develop, so these facilities favor inlet starting even for high
contraction ratios, Wie [2000].
Some Scramjet/ramjet congurations use an extension of the inlet called an isolator to act as a buer, keeping
combustor pressure uctuations from propagating upstream to the inlet. It is basically composed of a constant area
section where a shock train is developed. Whether the train is composed of normal or oblique shocks depends on
the inletMach number.¿is train will expand and contract along the duct as pressure is uctuated at the combustor,
providing the basic mechanism for inlet isolation. (If the uctuations are small enough and the duct is long enough),
Figure 3.7.▸ TheBoundary layerphenomenon in hypersonic ow is one of themain features that dierentiate hypersonic from
supersonic or subsonic ows. At high speeds, viscous dissipation at the boundary layer starts to play a signicant role
increasing the temperature, gas density and transport properties. In addition to this it generates a strong coupling
to the thermal condition at the walls. From Anderson [1989] the laminar boundary layer size in hypersonic ow
M ≫ 1 scales with δM≫1x ∼ M2√Re while for subsonicMach numbers it scales as δx ∼ 1√Re so for the same Reynolds
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number and distance δM≫1/δ ∼ M2 . At highMach number the hypersonic boundary layer is orders of magnitude
bigger than a subsonic one. In addition to that, high temperatures found at the boundary layermay well reach the air
dissociation region forMach 10-15,Wie [2000], altering not only the ow eld but also combustion processes.¿ick
boundary layers not only increase friction drag and heat uxes, but generate large boundary layer displacements that
can signicantly alter the outer ow. ¿is is explained further in the next paragraph.
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▸ Viscous interaction between the boundary layer and the outer ow occurs because the increased boundary layer
displacement alters the edge pressure distribution of the outer ow (which is not changed at lower speed). ¿is in
turns alters the boundary layer ow, thereby establishing a balance through interaction. A simple way to describe it
would be to state that the ow appears to “see” a substantially dierent geometry with thickened walls, and the wall
thickness in turn is dependent on the ow conguration. ¿is eect may have dramatic impacts on the eective
capture area of the inlet, Segal [2009].
As an example, for at plates the boundary layer displacement creates an eective plate “angle” increasing the
pressure at the outer edge. ¿is pressure correlates with the parameter χ¯ = M3√c√Rex where c = ρw µwρe µe , subscript w
denotes properties at the wall and e at the boundary layer edge. For χ¯ ≥ 3 the interaction is considered to be strong,
and its eect is more noticeable in the areas close to the leading edges (low Rex ). For low values of χ¯ the interaction
is weak, and tends to appear further downstream.
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▸ Boundary layer transition is another closely related phenomena. Up to now our discussion about boundary
layers has been restricted to laminar ones. But for large Scramjet inlets the overall Reynolds number may be quite
big, and transition to a turbulent regime will happen at some location. Turbulent boundary layers increase friction
losses and heat ux loads, and in turn they are able to sustain larger adverse pressure gradients without separation.
Determination of the transition may play a very important role in an inlet design.
Turbulent transition in hypersonics is a complex phenomenon, well beyond the scope of this text. However it is
considered worth mentioning that some correlations do exist depending on the transition trigger mechanism, Wie
[2000]. For a boundary layer with no pressure gradient, transition will occur when Reθ/Me > 150 where θ is the
momentum thickness.▸ The Entropy layer is another phenomenon generated by blunt leading edges either at the inlet tips or inlet cowl
edges. Blunt edges are necessary to cope with high heat transfer rates. A blunt edge creates curved shock shapes
and the incoming ow gets processes by dierent shock angles, thus there are dierent amounts of compression and
entropy generation.¿emore normal the shockwave the greater the entropy change, and themore oblique the lesser.
Downstream of the leading edge a layer of dierent streamlines with dierent entropies is formed, the entropy layer.
Entropy gradients generate vorticity, and may interact strongly with the development of the boundary layers, and
thereby triggering transition. Viscous interaction may also modify shock positions, pressure distributions, and in
general other global characteristics such as the inlet capture area,Wie [2000]. Figure 3.9 shows an artistic schematic
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of these phenomena. Experimental correlations for the shock shape and stand o distance are available for cylinders
and spheres, Anderson [1989], but they may not be available for complex geometries.▸ Shock interactions are typical even for simple geometries. Phenomena such as reection of shock waves in walls,
reection over a tangential slip surface, Mach reections, and shock-shock interactions are common. Although
these are well studied in bi-dimensional ow and other common geometries Shapiro [1953] they may not be well
studied for complex geometric congurations. For example, Wie [2000] discuses the importance of the shock-
leading edge-blunt shock intersection, where signicant heat uxes are found due to the interaction (20-40 times
higher than an isolated leading edge). Some of these ow congurations are also quite sensitive to perturbations
andmay produce oscillations, bueting and noise, see for example Chang et al. [2012]. In the short duration ows of
expansion tunnels, these phenomena are not prone to develop since the time scales needed are orders of magnitude
of residence times whereas only “many” residence times are reached in mili-second pulse facilities. ¿is is similar
to the inlet starting characteristics in this facilities.▸ Shock-Boundary layer interactions may have been included in the last paragraph about shock interactions,
but are discussed separately since they may lead to inlet ow separation, and are therefore being critical for inlet
design. Since inlet compression is typically achieved through wall inclinations which generate shock waves, pressure
increases abruptly at the boundary layer area. ¿is also happens for a shock wave reection in a wall.
A negative pressure gradient is unfavorable for ow separation, and the degree that this pressure jump can
be tolerated without massive separation depends on the geometry, turbulence, wall temperature, and free stream
conditions. Separation is not a desirable feature since additional shocks are created that were not “designed” for,
it introduces losses through compression-expansion-recompression, generates high heat transfers at the separated
zones (hot spots), produces unsteady waves and acoustics loads, de-energizes the boundary layer and creates an
additional eective contraction that may cause inlet unstart, Wie [2000].
Figure 3.10 shows two paradigmatic cases of shock-boundary layer interaction that illustrate these undesirable
features. Just focusing in the wall reection case, we can see that the incident shock reects on the boundary layer
imposing an downstream pressure gradient. ¿is gradient propagates upstream through the boundary layer, so
separation may occur ahead the reection point. ¿e separated ow region causes another shock wave, due to the
engrossed recirculation area. In turn the second shock wave compresses the boundary layer and squeezes it against
the wall. Since now the boundary layer thickness has decreased, expansion waves are formed. When the boundary
layer stops decreasing and reaches its nal size, another reattachment shock wave forms, and the boundary layer
reattaches. We can see that the overall picture diers signicantly from the inviscid reection one, Anderson [1989].
Since it is a critical problem, it has been extensively studied, and correlations do exist for common geometries. It
seems that the pressure rise needed to separate the ow does not depend on the source of the pressure rise (corner or
impinging shock), and can be correlated withMach number, Reynolds number, turbulent or laminar state, wall
temperature, and distances to transition points, leading edges or corners, Wie [2000].
3.3 combustion processes.
We have already identied several key features of Scramjet combustion processes. As explained in section 3.1 the
amount of heat released in the combustion becomes lower than the kinetic energy of the free stream,which translates
into a limitation on the thrust the engine can produce. Combustion eciency and internal drag are features that
may further reduce this limitation, so it is paramount to increase the former and reduce the later at the maximum
extent.
It is also stated section 3.1 that since kinetic energy is high, stagnation enthalpy is high, and the compression
process reaches high temperatures prior to combustion. We would like the maximum possible combustor temper-
atures to increase the ideal engine eciency cycle. But when temperature is too high, air molecules start to store
more energy in the vibrational and electronic modes, and macroscopically this is reected by a variation of the
heat coecients with temperature. In addition to that, air may also chemically dissociate, adding another mode for
energy storage. Once the combustion has completed, we would like to have all of these energies back, but there may
not have enough time for the air relax to its original state before, and the energy is therefore wasted. So the amount
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of compression shall be practically limited to the one that ensures combustion along the length of the combustor,
Smart [2012].
Residence time in a typical combustor may be of the order of miliseconds, and therefore on the same magnitude
as chemical reaction time as depicted in Figure 3.11, andwewill see later that also of the samemagnitude thanmixing
processes, both thermal and fuel diusion. ¿erefore questions about fuel ignition, ame holding, and combustion
eciency are addressed thoroughly in the literature, see for example Ingenito and Bruno [2010]. In order to tackle
this issue, one may orient combustion process design to decouple dierent phenomena, making it dominated by
one mechanism, Ferri [1973]. Dierent combustion devices such as ame-holders, injectors, and dierent fueling
possibilities are explored, for example in Turner [2010]. Since combustion requirements are tight, hydrogen becomes
a natural choice since it has a large specic heat of combustion, is easy to ignite in a wide range of equivalence ratios,
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its reacting paths are well known, and it meets the requirements to become a heat-sink coolant for practical vehicles,
Ferri [1973].
Since all commented issues lead to a wide spectrum of technologies, and our aim is to understand the basic
experimental phenomena that we expect to address in our campaigns, we will restrict our discussion about
combustors to the technologies employed in the Scramjetmodels and related technologies tested in this study.
3.3.1 Fuel Injection
Its relatively common in the UQ tested Scramjets, at the time of writing to employ Inlet injection, for example
Gardner et al. [2002], Odam and Paull [2006],McGuire [2008], Lorrain [2014], among others.¿is technique allows
a signicant portion of fuel mixing and reaction initiation prior to fuel entering the combustor, therefore requiring
to shorter ducts that are designed to hold the already premixed reaction, Turner and Smart [2010]. Disadvantages
may include the formation of complex ow interactions at the inlet, and early ignition of fuel at the inlet, both
contributing to higher drag and dicult operation.
Port hole injection is performed with ush oblique holes, which do not require complex devices disturbing the
combustor ow path. Ignition of the mixture is achieved by shocks in the combustor, designed using the concept of
radical farming, that is addressed later in subsection 3.3.3
¿ere is a signicant research eort into supersonic injection in cross-ow in the literature, see Billig et al. [1970],
Ferri [1973], Portz and Segal [2006], maybe due to the fact that in addition to the practical problem it also reveals
some interesting and complex ow features. ¿e basic technique consists of injecting fuel at normal or angled
directions with respect to the ow, so that the fuel penetrates the ow eld, enhancing mixing.¿e injection hole is
choked so that the mass ow only depends on the injector upstream state, which is easy to control.
Once the fuel exits the hole, an underexpanded jet formswith a characteristic barrel shock andusually aMach disk,
see Figure 3.12.¿e interference of the jet structure and the incoming air ow generates a strong bow shock the same
way as a perpendicular cylinder would, which can introduce signicant losses. ¿is can be partially alleviated with
angled injection. Upstream and downstream of the jet, there are separated recirculating regions, whose size depends
on the incoming boundary layer thickness, among other factors. ¿e jet, bow shock, and recirculation areas bend
downstream, asymptotically aligning with the air ow. In the bending process a horseshoe vortex structure forms
in the front recirculation area, and a wake structure forms intermediately downstream of the hole. ¿e jet bending
produces counter rotating vortexes, as well as circumferential vortical structures that intermittently shed vortices,
Kovachevich [2010]. ¿ese high levels of vorticity enhance the mixing process locally, and further downstream (10-
20 hole diameters Heiser and Pratt [1994]) will transform into shear layers.
Combustion complicates the picture even more, where local reacting areas may form in the recirculation zones,
and also in the wake mixing layers, which may lead to signicant changes in the ow pattern, Ferri [1973].
A way to characterize the “goodness” of the injection process is to assess the penetration distance of the injection,
since it accounts for the basic momentum transfer between the jet and the free stream, that later will translate into
mixing. In fact early correlations account the position of theMach disk as a function of the dynamic pressure ratio
of the streams, Billig et al. [1970],
y
D
∼ √q f
qa
(3.16)
Where y is the distance of the Mach disk to the wall, D is the diameter, q is the dynamic pressure, and subscripts
f and a represent fuel and air respectively. Numerous correlations address this problem, see Segal [2009], and in
addition ofmomentum transfer, recent ones addresses the incoming air boundary layer thickness and themolecular
weight of the fuel in the form:
y
D
∼ A(q f
qa
)B ( x
D
+ C)E ( δ
D
)F (M f
Ma
)G (3.17)
where x is the distance from the hole center and M is molecular weight. Portz and Segal [2006] provides a
compilation of literature correlations in this form and suggest values that t them Table 3.1
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Coecient Value
A 1.05M − 0.192
B −0.0803M + 0.615
C −2.34/M
E 0.406M−0.823
F −0.067M + 0.325
G −0.0251
Table 3.1: Correlation for
penetration length from Portz
and Segal [2006] in the form
y
D ∼ A( q fqa )B ( xD + C)E ( δD )F (M fMa )G ,
where M is the airMach number.
3.3.2 Mixing processes
Heiser and Pratt [1994] provide a good introduction to mixing concepts that is worth introducing here briey.
In order to enable combustion, fuel and air have to be mixed at the molecular level. ¿is distinction is pointless
if the mixing processes occur in laminar regime since all transport is driven by molecular diusion. But this
mechanism is quite slow compared to Scramjet characteristic time processes. Turbulence, if not already present,
has to be promoted to enable much quicker turbulence transport in order to enhance mixing. Nevertheless the aim
is mixing at molecular level, so ultimately molecular diusion plays a role.
¿is introduces the important distinction ofmacromixing andmicromixing, the latter referring to true molecular
mixing. During the turbulent cascade, rstly large chunks of fuel, and later smaller pieces, progressively combines
with air. One may depict interfaces between them stretching and deforming, while molecular diusion happens
between them. ¿is corresponds to amacromixing scenario.
¿is distinction played a fundamental role in understanding the evolution of turbulentmixing layers, since adopt-
ing the phenomenological assumption that turbulence behaves as an extra diusivity will lead to the conclusion that
combustion can take place as soon as turbulence is present, when in reality the mixture has to take all the way down
on the turbulent cascade for that to happen.
If we picture just the evolution in time of a point in a mixing layer, with that model in mind it would be the same
if at the point we have a constant concentration of fuel and air (lets say 50%-50%) all the time, than to have 100%
air half of the time and another 100% of fuel half of the time. In the rst case the mixture is micromixed and it will
combust, while in the second case it is only macromixed and it will not combust. In order to distinguish one from
another, the model should account how much time fuel and air spend at what concentration level.
¿ese concepts can be illustrated in the canonical ow of parallel mixing of two streams, Figure 3.13. Heiser and
Pratt [1994] dene the convective velocity as the average between streams uc = 12 (u2 + u1), and also the velocity ratio
r = u2/u1 , u2 < u1, where the velocity increment is related to the other values as: △u = u1 − u2 = 2uc ( 1−r1+r ), see
Figure 3.13. Prandtl solved this case using his concept ofmixing length (Prandtl [1925]) for constant density giving
the velocity prole:
u
uc
= 1 + ( 1 − r
1 + r)[3( yδ ) − 4( yδ )3] (3.18)
Where δ here is the shear layer width. ¿is evolves axially as δx = 6C2 ( 1−r1+r ), where C has been determined
experimentally, and express the ratio for the mixing length to δ. ¿is is consistent with the dimensional analysis
approximation δx ∼ △uuc , Segal [2009], and the size is linear with the distance.
It has been found thatmicromixing starts to occurwhen a criticalReynoldsnumber of the formRetr = △uδν ∼ 104,
Dimotakis [2005]. ¿is corresponds to a criticalmixing transition length that can be calculated with the shear layer
size. Also the size of the micromixing layer can be related to the shear layer size as δmδ ∼ 0.45 − 0.48, Segal [2009].
So everything is estimated except the size of the turbulent mixing layer. Unfortunately in a Scramjet, mixing layer
density dierences and compressibility has to be taken into account in Equation 3.18.
It has been found experimentally that the shear layer in the compressible case does not grow as fast as for the
incompressible case, so a diminishing factor would have to be introduced in the form f = 0.2 + 0.8e−3M2c1 where
Mc1 = u1−uca1 is the convective Mach number which becomes the natural choice in case of compressibility (being
Mc2 = uc−u2a2 the convective Mach number for the secondary stream).
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When compressibility and density changes are introduced in an expression for the shear layer size the estimation
is of the form, Slessor et al. [2000]:
δ
x
= Cδ (1 − r) (1 +√s)2 (1 + r√s) ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣1 − (1 −
√
s) / (1 +√s)
1 + 2.9 (1 + r) / (1 − r)⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ f (3.19)
where s = ρ2/ρ1 is the density ratio, Cδ ∼ 0.36, and the compressibility factor is replaced by the form f =(1 + αΠ2c)−β where α ≃ 4,β ≃ 0.5 and Πc = maxi=1,2 (√γ i−1a i )△ u. With the shear layer size, themicromixing layer size
can be estimated and the mixing transition length.
Further complication is added in case of burning occurring in the mixing layer, but experimentally it is found
that the growth rate decreases with respect to this formula, and that the decrement is lower for higher speeds, Heiser
and Pratt [1994].
Fortunately, or unfortunately, these theories only apply to the canonical ow explained, and reality becomes
further complicated.¿e latter because it would be ideal to have a theory covering all cases ofmixing, and the former
because applying the exposed theory will lead to the conclusion that stoichiometric requirements of H2 combustion
cannot be met by shear layer mixing,Heiser and Pratt [1994]. At this stage only experimentally tted data formixing
eciency can tackle the question about what length is appropriate to make combustion happen to an specied level.
For the particular case of a row of angled or perpendicular injectors several correlations for themixing eciency
were developed, Rogers [1971].Mixing is characterized by themixing eciencywhich is the fraction of hydrogen that
would react if complete chemical reaction occurred. For perpendicular injections where holes are spaced s, where
0.5 < q fqa < 1.5 , in a at plate injection of hydrogen atMach 4, Rogers [1971] showed:
ηm = 0.485⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ xD (
q f
qa
)−0.671
e
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
0.149
s
D
= 12.5 (3.20)
ηm = 0.297⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ xD (
q f
qa
)−1.51
e
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
0.210
s
D
= 6.25
McClinton [1972] corrected the applicability of these results to angled injections by modifying the dynamic
pressure ratio by the injection angle θ,
(q f
qa
)
e
= ( q fqa ) sin θ
1 − ( q fqa ) cos θ (3.21)
3.3.3 Combustor
Numerous publications are devoted to the uni-dimensional analysis of combustors, for example Kutschenreuter
[2000] and Heiser and Pratt [2000], which basically try to integrate the 1D equations of gas dynamics from the
assumption of the distribution of area, heat release and friction. We will use Shapiro [1953] to follow a qualitative
assessment of the ow process happening in an idealized uni-dimensional combustor.
In our Scramjet model, the combustor follows a constant area law, and without friction or area change reduces
to:
dM2
M2
= 1 + γM2
1 −M2 (1 + γ − 12 M2) dT0T0 (3.22)
¿is can be integrated for whatever change in T0 represents a heat addition due to combustion. ¿is is the classical
Rayleigh line and is plotted in Figure 3.14. In our combustor we will have supersonic entry ow, so our part of
the plot begins in theMach 1.0 to 10 area. Going up to the T0 line from an arbitrary supersonic combustor entry
Mach, as we increase the total temperature value, we go further to the le , soMach number decreases. It may do
so up to choking (Mach 1), whereupon no more heat can be added.¿e maximum heat that can be added given its
inlet conditions is then qcpT = (M2−1)22(γ+1)M2 , Curran et al. [1996].¿e curve is quite sti in terms of the total temperature,
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so adding very little change in total temperature cause a large drop inMach number. ¿is is signicantly dierent
in the subsonic branch, were total temperature change is of the order of one, to get the ow choked. So supersonic
combustion is more restricted than subsonic combustion.
Following the heat addition and Mach drop we can see that the static temperature increases (as expected),
velocity and density changes very little, and there is a signicant drop in total pressure. ¿is drop is associated
with a drag penalty, and is named in the literature as Rayleigh loss; nothing can be done to avoid it since it arises
directly as a result of fundamental thermodynamics. Again, the situation is quite dierent in subsonic combustion
where this loss is less signicant. Pressure in supersonic combustion increases, while in subsonic ow decreases.
¿e adverse pressure gradient can be quite large and may produce boundary layer separation, which is another
restriction compared to subsonic ow, where the gradient is favorable.
A similar analysis can be applied in case of a combustor with no heat addition and adiabatic walls, where only
friction is acting:
dM2
M2
= γM2 (1 + γ−12 M2)
1 −M2 4C f dxD (3.23)
¿e solution is the classical Fanno ow, and is plotted along the same premises as the Rayleigh one in Figure 3.16.
¿e parameter which marks the evolution of the ow is in the line 4C f LmaxD which always decreases. So in a
supersonic combustor with friction,Mach number decreases, velocity and density decrease, temperature increases,
total pressure decreases quite abruptly as in the case with heat addition, and pressure increases with the same adverse
gradient issue (again this does not happen in the subsonic branch).
In general Scramjet combustors, the amount of fuel mass injected for stoichometric combustion is quite low (in
H2 combustion it is a 1/8 mass ratio). Mass injection can also be analyzed, and is worth reproducing here, from
Shapiro [1953]
dM2
M2
= 2 (1 + γM2) (1 + γ−12 M2)
1 −M2 dmm (3.24)
Where injection was assumed with the same molecular weight, velocity and enthalpy as the free steam. ¿e
integration of this equation gives Figure 3.15. Any injection will increase the mass-ow, therefore the ow evolution
is indicated by an increase of this variable. For the supersonic branch, injection causes theMach number to decrease
quite abruptly for high supersonic ow, and total pressure losses are also increased. Pressure gradient is also adverse
for injection: velocity decreases and temperature increases.
From all these simplied cases we can argue that the design of supersonic combustors is more challenging than
subsonic ones since all phenomena independently studied (heat release capability, total pressure losses, pressure
gradient, etc) conspire to more severely restrict the available design solutions.
In a real situation all the eects are combined and one may have to solve the complete Figure 3.17 inuence
coecients to get an approximation of a real combustor case, typically through numerical integration. Despite the
simplicity of a uni-dimensional approach, it remains a quite powerful tool, see for example Heiser and Pratt [1994]
in interpretation of experimental data, and Figure 3.17 for model tting of experiments. ¿is usefulness may come
from the fact that complex phenomena are hidden but accounted for in the integral formulation.
For example one may attempt to model the heat release as a function of the combustor distance (combining mix-
ing and/or reacting models), then through integration compare the given pressure distribution with experimental
data to generate validated combustor models. It is also typical to model the pressure distribution in variable area
combustors of the form pAn = constant (Crocco relationship, see for example Curran et al. [1996]). In a more
experimental fashion one may try to measure pressure distributions and then try to deduce the rest of the variables
Billig [1993].
Typically, the inlet injection concept is combined with radical farming, see Figure 3.18. In these designs an oblique
shock-expansion wave train is allowed to enter into the combustor, so high pressure and temperature areas formed
by wave interactions generate chemical radicals that rst promote ignition, and then combustion, Gardner et al.
[2002], Odam and Paull [2006], McGuire [2008]. One of the keys to this process is that once radicals are formed
in the hot areas, they remain frozen in the stream until another area is found, so there is a reaction build up, and
ignition and reaction happen.
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3.3.4 Nozzle expansion.
We will follow Heiser and Pratt [1994] to study the basic ow in a bidimensional nozzle, that as we will see later,
represents our model nozzle. It is argued that this conguration is easier to design and integrate than axisymmetric
ones in an hypothetical access to space vehicle. Most of the designs aim to generate a minimum length geometry
since supersonic nozzles with high entryMach number tend to be excessively long.¿ey explain in the framework
of a potential calorically perfect gas that the optimal design is achieved by introducing a sharp corner at the entry so
that a prandl-meyer expansion fan is formed.¿e amount of expansion is restricted by the amount of turning, and
is selected to be one half of the total turning angle for the total expansion.¿e remaining turn will be performed by
the reected expansion waves. Figure 3.19 illustrates this concept. Region 1 is the supersonic entry, and region 2 is
the expansion fan centered at the corners. Region 3 is the exit of the fan, and since no reected characteristics have
arrived there yet, it is an uniform ow, so that the wall is normally designed as a straight line. ¿eMach wave angle
with respect to the wall in region 3 is normally smaller than the fan turning angle for high entryMach numbers so
region 3 is thin and the expansion fan opens towards the walls which is a typical feature of these designs, Heiser and
Pratt [1994]. At region 4 the expansion characteristics reect against the symmetry plane and cross the incoming
ones. ¿is area can be calculated by the method of characteristics and the last characteristic crossing marks the
beginning of region 6 where the ow is fully expanded and uniform. Region 5 expands region 4 ow by the reected
waves using another half of a turning angle (the initial done by the expansion fan). So the shape of the wall has to
conform to the reected wave geometry bending incrementally as the waves introduce turn. Ideally the last wave is
the one coming from the end of region 4 and nishes the nozzle expansion.
Since at the end of region 4, static pressure uniformity is achieved, and no more characteristics arrive at the
symmetry plane, one may substitute the whole bottom symmetric part of the nozzle, by a reecting wall or ap that
extends only up to there, see Figure 3.20. ¿is approach further reduces the length of the nozzle since part of the
expansion can be done by the back of the vehicle. Heiser and Pratt [1994] shows that for moderate entry Mach
numbers typical expansions provides designs with unfeasible nozzle lengths, even with these modications. ¿e
solution is to cut the nozzle design at a decided threshold, taking into account the fact that most of the expansion
and thrust are produced at the early stages of the expansion, so the performance is not greatly reduced by this
decision.
¿e addition of a hinge mechanism to the ap may provide a method to adapt the nozzle to external pressure
conditions. At Figure 3.21 the same nozzle is shown in overexpanded conditions. ¿is means that amount of
expansion done would result in a pressure lower than the ambient pressure outside the nozzle. ¿e exit area has
to be somehow less and the pressure must increase towards the end to match outside pressure, so shock waves
appear at the back. If these waves are not fully contained within the geometry, the exit ow will be not uniform
and will have some angularity, and the thrust will not be aligned with the desired direction (and therefore may be
considered a loss). If the shocks are strong enough they may separate the boundary layer at the wall, and may also
create a normal shock with additional losses.
In this case the ap can be moved up so that the ow is pre-compressed and then expanded so that at the exit
the slip line is more parallel to the ow, reducing thrust angularity, see Figure 3.22. In the underexpanded case,
Figure 3.23, the outside pressure is less than the one that the nozzle produces, so the ow has to expand more, and
it does so though new expansion waves at the exit. ¿is increases the exit area and introduces again some ow
angularity, Figure 3.23
In this case the ap can be opened so that the additional expansion necessary to match the external pressure
is produced inside the nozzle, see Figure 3.24. ¿e ow at the exit will become uniform and parallel for a certain
positions of the ap. It has to be remarked that decreasing exit ow angularity comes with the cost of added drag,
in this case through the increase in pressure created by the external ap shock wave. So benets and drawbacks of
the ap deection need to be balanced.
So far the nozzle expansion process description has been restricted to potential uniform ow (with the presence
of shock waves), but there is no mention of viscous eect such as boundary layers, or the eects of fuel injection
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and combustion on the nozzle ow pattern. So the conclusions about ideal shapes based on these assumptions may
be misleading.
Stalker et al. [1988] explored injection jet stream eects in a nozzle expansion ow with the same topology as we
considered. ¿eir analysis models the injected stream as aMach distribution coming from the combustor exit, so
for our purpose it is valid whatever causes this variation. We can see from Figure 3.25 that the combustor Mach
distribution enters into the nozzle corner expansion fan (represented here as a single line) and generates dierent
waves. It is shown there that as the expansion crosses the ow, compression waves are generated at the beginning,
and then expansions form towards the end. ¿ese waves propagate towards the thrust surface producing a distinct
pressure pattern that depends on the given conditions. So entry non-uniformity has a great impact on the nozzle
ow.
We will take this eect as an advantage in this thesis, since in the absence of direct measurements of the ow
distribution in the combustor, one may use the nozzle pressure measurements to make an indirect estimate of it. As
we will see in the experimental results our Scramjet conguration is quite susceptible to producing nozzle pressure
patterns, and we will use these to characterize our ow when possible.
Sources of losses, apart from ow exit angularity and non uniform inow, are friction and freezing of the ow. As
hypersonic boundary layers are bigger than in the supersonic case by a factor Mach squared, Anderson [1989],
we may infer that viscous losses are also more signicant than in that case. One may attempt to shorten even
more the nozzle design to decrease the wet surface, but this will incur additional thrust losses due to the presence
of underexpanded regions, and we have also seen that most of the thrust (and friction) is produced at the very
beginning of the expansion, so no denite trend is found, and designs shall balance these eects, Segal [2009].
Freezing of the ow involves a series of eects that arise due to the fact that chemical recombination and
vibrational relaxation take considerably more molecules collisions (and therefore time) to reach equilibrium. If
the combustor exit temperature reaches levels where signicant dissociation and vibrational excitation are present,
then the nozzle expansion may be too fast to reach equilibrium. Since this energy stored in chemical and molecular
motion is not recovered with the nozzle expansion, it is lost at the exit, and must be taken into account. One may
produce performance gures of this eect comparing the measured values with the equilibrium ones.
¿e overall nozzle performance is typically assessed in terms of the velocity coecient (ratio of exit speed by the
ideal isentropic expansion speed), entropy increase, or thrust coecient, among others Heiser and Pratt [1994]. All
of themmay include the eect of exit angularity and ow freezing through the use of the eective velocity component
and equilibrium states as the reference states for comparison.
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Figure 3.11: Scramjet ow time scales
(secs). FromWarnatz et al. [2006]
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Figure 3.12:Normal injection into
supersonic ow. Flow features,
adapted from Kovachevich [2010]
Figure 3.13: Supersonic shear layer.
Adapted from Heiser and Pratt [1994],
Brown and Roshko [1974], Razzaqi
[2011]
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Figure 3.14: Rayleigh line values
of thermodynamic variables, non-
dimensionalized by sonic values in
terms of theMach number. From
Shapiro [1953]
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Figure 3.15: Injection line values
of thermodynamic variables, non-
dimensionalized by sonic values in
terms of theMach number. From
Shapiro [1953]. Here mass ow is
represented by w
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Figure 3.16: Fanno line values of
thermodynamic variables, non-
dimensionalized by sonic values in
terms of theMach number. Here
f¯ = C f . From Shapiro [1953]
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Figure 3.17: Billig [1993] experimental
pressure distribution ttings for
unidimensional modeling in a
cylindrical conical combustor.
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Figure 3.18: Radical farming Scramjet
concept, adapted from Odam [2004]
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Figure 3.19: Supersonic minimum
length nozzle potential ow regions.
Adapted from Heiser and Pratt [1994].
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Figure 3.20: Typical practical
Supersonic adapted nozzle. ¿e
bottom surface consist of a ap,
where the green line represents a slip
line Heiser and Pratt [1994]
Figure 3.21:Nozzle in overexpanded
conditions. Where the green line
represents a slip line, red lines shock
waves and blue lines expansions.
Adapted from Heiser and Pratt [1994]
Figure 3.22:Nozzle in overexpanded
conditions with ap correction. ¿e
green line represents a slip line, red
lines shock waves and blue lines
expansions. Adapted from Heiser and
Pratt [1994]
Figure 3.23:Nozzle in underex-
panded conditions. ¿e green line
represents a slip line, red lines shock
waves and blue lines expansions.
Adapted from Heiser and Pratt [1994]
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Figure 3.24:Nozzle in
underexpanded conditions with ap.
¿e green line represents a slip line,
red lines shock waves, and blue lines
expansions. Adapted from Heiser and
Pratt [1994]
Figure 3.25:Nozzle expansion of a
non uniformMach prole. From
Stalker et al. [1988]
Part III
SCRAMJET TESTING IN THE X3 EXPANSION
TUBE

4
Experimental set up
EXPERIMENTS were performed to give comparison of testing the same Scramjet model in a reected shock
tunnel and in an expansion tube (nominal condition). In addition, comparison were made with a smaller model
tested in X2 facility using ρL scaling. Finally new conditions were obtained to investigate the eects on performance
of higher total pressures (pressure scaled condition).
¿is chapter describes the experimental set up of the condition development and Scramjet testing campaigns for
the nominal condition and pressure scaled condition. Although some specic modications for the pressure scaled
tests will be introduced in their separate chapters. It is a key chapter, since it introduces most of the hardware used
for the tests, design, manufacture and operation. ¿is includes modications and preparation of X3 facility.
We will talk about the model selected for testing, its motivation, available instrumentation, and modications
performed on the model.
¿en the model attachment mount is described, along with the fuel injection system. Its calibration and timing
are explained later.
Chosen instrumentation and data acquisition system follows, including sensors and calibration of the probes.
Dumptank Plate
Data Acquisition Rack
Ludwieg Tube
Fuel System Operator PanelScramjet MountScramjet Model
Mount Rails
Hydrogen bottle Figure 4.1: X3Hardware
modications. New parts colored
red on the CAD model of X3’s test
section and dumptank. ¿e main
modication was moving the data
acquisition system to one of the sides
along with a new cabling plate on the
dumtank top. A Ludwieg tube and
a fuel operator panel was tted close
to the data acquisition for convenient
operation. Inside the dumptank the
Scramjetmount was allocated.
4.1 hardware overview
¿e X3 facility rst required some tuning to be able to perform Scramjet testing for comparison with the other
UQ facilities, T4 or X2. A similar task to that done by McGilvray [2008] in X2 was repeated here using a similar
methodology. ¿is included the installation of a Scramjet mount, the relocation of the data acquisition system,
installing a new dumptank cabling plate and the tting of a Ludwieg tube for fuel injection, and its fuel timing
devices (a recoil sensor and a timer). A general picture of what has been modied is depicted in Figure 4.1.
¿e secondmajor task concerned themodications of the Scramjetmodel.¿ese included somepractical changes,
such us the introduction of access panels, replaceable leading edges, optical openings, frontal probe ttings, and
Kulite pressure sensor adapters for existing model PCB (pressure sensor) holes.
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T4 X2
X/L
Figure 4.2: X2 and T4models
normalized geometry comparison.
Stretched in height direction for a
better view. X2 is a 2:5 scaled version
of T4 one.
4.2 scramjet models
¿e model was designed by M.Frost and A.Paull for HyCause program (Walker et al. [2008]) and tested in T4
by McGilvray et al. [2010a]. It is a two dimensional concept with a three ramp inlet followed by a straight duct
16.97
5.23
125.0
36.37
6.51
10
0.
0
1.227
X2 model
T4 model
Figure 4.3: X2 (above) and T4 (below)
models, adapted fromMcGilvray et al.
[2010a,b]. Not to scale.
combustor, a linear nozzle and a cowl surface. Fuel is injected using ush portholes at the inlet third ramp, with a
45deg angle with respect to the local stream.¿e body side is tted with PCB holes (0.5 ne pitch thread) suited for
the adapters described in Figure 4.16. At the nozzle Kulite metric holes are used. Nevertheless Kulites can also be
installed in the PCB holes using the adapter Figure 4.17 designed by Andrew Ridings.
Components T4 Length X2 Length Angles
1st ramp 241.45 114.22 4.31
2nd ramp 164.66 59.21 9.30
3rd ramp 142.15 55.71 14.69
Combustor 300.00 200.00 0.00
Nozzle 387.68 165.30 12.0
Table 4.1: Scramjet T4 and X2 models
main dimensions (mm). Angles are
identical (deg)
A general picture of the model and the model tested in X2 (scaled version) can be found in Figure 4.3.
Although the aimwas to produce exact scaled versions, there are slight dierences at the inlet, and the X2 version
has a longer combustor. Figure 4.2 shows a normalized distance plot of both geometries that has been stretched in
height for better comparison.¿ese dierences appear not to have any signicant eect in the results fromMcGilvray
et al. [2010a], apart from the combustor extension.
Some structural modications were made to the T4model for its use in X3 but the ow path remained unaltered.
First, access panels were cut in the sides so that transducers could be accessed without having to remove the whole
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Access Pannel
Windows
Replaceable 
Leading Edge
Replaceable 
Leading Edge
Figure 4.4:Modications to T4
original model
side plate. ¿ree oat glass windows were ush installed and bonded at the perimeter with RTV sealant. ¿is
arrangement was proven to be good enough to survive several shots. Due to the constant damage to the leading
edges during the shots (by Mylar and steel primary diaphragm fragments) replaceable ones were designed for the
cowl and rst ramp. ¿ey typically have to be replaced approximately every 5 shots.
Figure 4.5: X3 attachment and
Ludwieg tube with the Scramjet
positioned for testing.
4.3 attachment system
An attachment pod was designed and built from standard parts and manufactured in house byWilson Engineering.
It is depicted in Figure 4.5 and one primary feature is that includes sliding rails on linear bearings that allows the
model to be pulled out for easy access. Rails are manufactured by Rollon (model ASN-63 1650mm, Rollon [2011]),
with the main loads specied in Table 4.2. ¿e pod position with respect to the dumptank can be adjusted in length
by sliding the rails and xing them with pins to holes in the installation plates. Height is not adjustable, and was
xed so that the model inlet center line coincide with the nozzle axis. ¿is arrangement allows testing of the X2
model without any modication, and allows optical access to the full ow path. Originally the pod was designed to
be height adjustable, but later it was xed for simplicity, so that the mounting system is general purpose.
Figure 4.8 (bottom pictures) show the attachment when extended for mounting operations. As it can be seen
there, it is mounted upside down so that the dumptank cabling plate stays on top, avoiding the accumulation of dust
and particles in this delicate device. Mounting themodel in the pod is much simplied with the use of a scissor table
(red platform on the bottom), purchased for this purpose. ¿e solenoid valve is mounted in the pod, which allows
the installation of a model “as it is” without having to mount the solenoid valve inside it. Should the model have its
own injection system, the long exible fuel hose can be extended up to the inside tting. PCB coaxial and Kulite (5
pin to 25) cables were purchased and/or manufactured long enough (3m) to accommodate the installation of any
engine.
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C0rad C0ax Mx My Mz
Load 36 25 1.4 14 20
Table 4.2: Allowable ultimate loads
in Rollon rails, fully extended, loads
applied at the middle of the extended
rail. From Rollon [2011]. Forces are in
Kn, and moments in Kn m.
4.4 fuel injection system
An ideal fuel injection system should deliver the exact amount of fuel required for a xed equivalence ratio. In
addition to that, it should work in a synchronized manner, so no fuel is injected prior to the arrival of the test
ow that could change the condition within the dump-tank. Lastly, since we are dealing with hydrogen gas at high
pressure, the system shall be reliable and safe.
Components Rating (min) Mpa
NPT to Tube 137
Needle Valves 23
Union Tees 32
Tube to Tube 32
Tube 20
Solenoid Valve 10
Flex hose 16
Table 4.3: Ludwieg tube component
pressure ratings
¿e common approach within Centre forHypersonics to meet these requirements is to use a Ludwieg tube
controlled by a fast acting valve. ¿ere is quite a considerable experience with these systems since Morgan [1983],
and it is a quite reliable system.
A Ludwieg tube is basically a tube closed at one end lled with fuel at high pressure with a valve in, that delivers
fuel when opened. ¿e key is that when the valve opens an expansion wave travels down the tube, and a relatively
steady state pressure is maintained at the valve until a reected wave comes back from the other end. Viscous build
up in the tube causes a steady (but minor) drop in pressure with time, but it is not signicant during the test ow
period. An order of magnitude estimation of the time available from this process is t ∼ 2La so for a 10m tube we may
expect up to 10 milliseconds, which is more than enough for an expansion tube test.
Since we need to control fuel mass-ow rate, calibrated injection holes are used in the fuel plenum cavity tted in
the Scramjetmodel, so that they choke during the steady pressure period. Mass ow then depends on the upstream
cavity conditions and the area of the holes.
¿e system acts in a synchronized way by detecting the expansion tube facility recoil, and timing the injection
relative to this event. Several delays have to be experimentally measured, rst one between the recoil sensor
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Figure 4.6: Solenoid valve, Asco
activation and the arrival of the ow in the Scramjet model, then from the sensor activation to valve ring, and
from the valve opening to steady mass ow delivery conditions.
Due to the fact that the valve response time (from valve command to steady mass ow rate) is of the order of 20
milliseconds, which is roughly the time delay between primary driver rupture and test section ow arrival, detection
has to take place before primary diaphragm rupture. ¿is is why a recoil sensor is chosen, because recoil motion
Parameter Min(X2) Max(T4) Unit
Mach 9.9 10
Static Pressure 2050 1980 pa
Static Temperature 320 263 K
Inlet Capture Area 0.0016 0.0100 m2
Air Mass Flow 0.127 0.857 kg/s
Injector Holes 4 5
Diameter 0.002 0.002 m
Area 1.26E-05 1.57E-05 m2
Cd 0.5 0.5
Tube pressure 0.96 5.19 Mpa
Tube Temperature 300 300 K
H2 Mass Flow 0.0037 0.025 kg/s
Equivalence Ratio 1 1
Table 4.4: Preliminary Ludwieg
tube sizing. A preliminary pressure
sizing estimation was done based
on the geometry of the injectors for
both X2 and T4models, and the
nominalMach 10 condition. ¿en
pressure was doubled for the bigger
T4model simulating a ρL scaling of
2. A discharge coecient of 0.5 was
used for preliminary data [McGilvray,
2008], that reduces the eective
area to account for losses. It can be
noticed that pressure can go up to
5Mpa. More holes may be introduced
if further mass ow is required.
Mass ow in a choked hole may be
calculated as m˙ ≃ 0.58CdAp0 √γ√R gT0
takes place as soon as the piston moves, which it is produced hundreds of miliseconds before rupture, giving the
necessary time for the valve to open. A delay counter is set up between the recoil detection and the ring command.
A preliminary pressure sizing estimation was done in Table 4.4.With this estimation and using a safety factor of 2,
the system was rated approximately to 10Mpa. Since signicant experience was acquired in Portwood [2006] about
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Figure 4.7: Fuel system diagram
designing andmanufacturing aLudwieg tube to achieve similar characteristics required here (but formore stringent
Oxygen requirements), the main features of their system have been used here. Including the use of Swagelok 316
stainless Steel with themaximum thickness (1.2mm) inmost of the components. Figure 4.7 depicts the ow diagram
of the system. Individual components are rated to the specied pressures in Table 4.3. All tubing at the regulator,
L/D Cd
L/D > 7 <0.81
7 > L/D > 1 0.81
1 > L/D > 0 >0.81
L/D ∼ 0 1.0
Table 4.5:Discharge coecient in a
sonic hole. D is diameter and L the
hole length. Note that when the plate
is very thin the hole does not choke.
Ward-Smith [1979]
operator panel, up to the Ludwieg tube is done in 1/4” 316 steel with 1.2mm thickness.¿e Ludwieg tube is 5/8” with
the same characteristics, bent by RGCMetal Rolling in Queensland.¿e solenoid valve is aAsco SCB223A10NV,
stainless steel.
In Figure 4.8, there are several pictures of the Ludwieg tube set up.▸ Testing and calibration, was performed in several stages. An initial set-up was mounted on a bench table, so
that initial calibrations were performed on the solenoid valve regarding opening times.¿emeasured unpressurized
opening time of 15 milliseconds was found. It slightly changes with signicant pressure dierential, but this eect is
compensated for later by setting the delay counter. ¿en the whole system was mounted on the dump-tank and
pressure tested up to 3.5Mpa with air. No leaks were detected. Several air tests were performed to characterize
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Figure 4.8: Ludwieg tube set up.
In the rst picture (le to right, top-
bottom) the operator panel and the
Ludwieg tube coil are shown. In next
one, the dumptank tting is at the
center. ¿is tting is composed of a
plate with an O-ring in the exterior,
and a NPT 1/2” hole in the interior.
¿e reason for this is that there was
insucient thickness in the dump-
tank plate to t two NPT holes. ¿e
plate tting has a NPT 3/4” hole
originally that it is adapted to the
5/8” tube through a 3/4”-NPT to 5/8”
tube connector. Inside the dumptank
there is a exible hose Ryco T18D
with 618-0808 ttings placed to
enable retraction into the Scramjet
for operation. ¿e exible hose ends
are tted with a 1/2” Swagelok tube
in the dumptank tting, and NPT
1/2” in the solenoid valve. From the
valve, another 1/2” Swagelok SS-FJ-
8-TA8-36CM exible hose, with NPT
1/2” ends, allows to connect dierent
Scramjetmodels.
quantitatively the response time.¿ree sets of ll pressures were tested, 300Kpa, 600Kpa and 900Kpa.¿e solenoid
valve was red and pressure traces at the plenum chamber were measured using the data acquisition system. Using
the standard procedure explained in, for example, Gangurde et al. [2007], the system was calibrated. Generally a
mass-ow pressure relation is looked for on the form:
m˙ = Cm˙(p0) (4.1)
Since in a calibration test, tube gas mass can be calculated from pressure and temperature at initial and nal states,
andmass ow is proportional to plenum chamber pressure, one can integrate this pressure to get the predictedmass
ow and then use the knownmass dierence value to come up with a tting factor. Letting i be the initial tube state
and f the nal, and pc denoting plenum pressure:
C = ( V
RgT
)⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
p
1−γ
2γ
0i∫ f
i
p
γ+1
2γ
c dt
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎝p0i − p0 f ( p0ip0 f )
γ−1
γ ⎞⎟⎠ (4.2)
m˙ = Cp γ−12γ0i p γ+12γc (4.3)
Yet another pressure-mass ow calibration approach was investigated since it was suspected at the time that
the main parameter controlling the mass ow is the injector orice discharge coecient. Since conditions here are
designed to be sonic, pressure and temperature ranges (Reynolds number) are known, and geometry is similar,
this coecient should be similar across systems. For example Table 4.5 reports experimental data for just the hole.
¿e approach consists in the use of the same Gangurde et al. [2007] model, but involves integrating it analytically
to get a solution that depends on the discharge coecient. Fitting past calibrations with this solution should give a
similar coecient.
Using mass conservation in the tube:
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Figure 4.9: Isothermal and Isentropic
pressure variation for Ludwieg tube
V dρ
dt
= m˙ (4.4)
and choked ow at the holes (isentropic expansion from initial values). A = CdpiR2
V dρ
dt
= p0A√ γRgT0 ( 2γ + 1)
− γ+12(γ−1) = p0A√ γRgT0 c (4.5)
Rewriting in terms of the density:
V dρ
dt
= −Ac√γρ0p0 ( ρρ0 )
γ+1
γ
(4.6)
d(ρ/ρ0)
d(t/ Lac ) = −( ρρ0 )
γ+1
γ
(4.7)
A solution is found, for density, pressure and mass ow:
ρ
ρ0
= (1 + c γ − 1
2
t
tc
) −2γ−1 (4.8)
p
p0
= (1 + c γ − 1
2
t
tc
) −2γγ−1 (4.9)
¿e characteristic time tc = Lac is proportional to the length divided by the speed of sound in the Ludwieg tube.
¿is characteristic time is consistent with an expansion wave traveling downstream the tube. ¿is model assumes
that the pressure at the chamber is the same as in the tube, and that the main losses are due to the holes. A solution
assuming isothermal expansion can also be found.
p = p0e−t/tc (4.10)
Both solutions are plotted in Figure 4.9. Despite the contradictory assumptions the variation is somewhat similar,
so dierent models as reported in Gangurde et al. [2007], McGilvray [2008], both give good results, even though
they do not share the same hypothesis.
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Figure 4.10:McGilvray [2008] X2
fuel calibration data (Pressure Kpa, vs
time in ms) tted (color lines) with a
Cd 0.4 and Equation 4.9
¿is method was tested with the data available from McGilvray [2008], in Figure 4.10. It shown to work well,
taking into account that only one unknown number is needed to t all the pressure traces.
¿e same method was tested again using data generated (with air) in the X3 system, giving plenum chamber
pressures shown in Figure 4.11. In this case the ow lasts much longer than when using hydrogen, and processes are
clearly distinguished. ¿ere is a pressure rise in the plenum, a relatively steady pressure region until the reected
wave reaches the plenum t ∼ 2La . ¿en a series of waves empty the tube with a decay time constant of t ∼ Lac .
And lastly the valve closes, and the pressure decays with the same constant based on the length of the exible tube
downstream the valve. It is clearly noticed that the valve closes later for higher pressures.
Nevertheless the tting of the curve with Equation 4.9 did not work as expected due to the large discrepancy
in the values of the t when the valve closes and when remains opened. So despite the fact that the model gives
an estimation of the orders of magnitude and insight upon the phenomena, it may not produce good quantitative
results. ¿e reason why it seemed to be working in Figure 4.10 is that in that case hydrogen was used and the
discharge process has a long duration, see Figure 4.11. ¿at reduces the error produced by the non modeled steady
pressure region and closing time. In addition to that, the model adds all the losses in the discharge coecient,which
is not suitable for modeling valve opening and closing processes, since total pressure losses through the valve and
the tube are on the same order of magnitude as the discharge.
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In any case this conclusion does not invalidate the original idea of using similar coecients on similar holes, but
just reects the necessity of including valve and tube losses in the calculation, and to also include the tube transient
time response. To prove this hypothesis, an L1D model from Jacobs et al. [2010] was run. In this calculation the
geometry of the fuel system was loaded, localized losses for the valve where used, and tube friction was added. A
sketch of the inputs is depicted in Figure 4.12.¿emodel calculates the transient evolution and in particular plenum
pressure chamber and mass ow, and the results are plotted in Figure 4.13. We can see that the agreement is quite
good and it is capturing well the reected wave that ends the test time. So L1D seems a good tool to analyze and
design Ludwieg tubes.
4.5 fuel trigger system
Since the unpressurized opening time for the solenoid valve is of the same order as ow transit time down the tubes,
it has to be triggered before primary diaphragm rupture. A well validated approach (T4, X2) is to use the physical
recoil of the tunnel, since it begins as soon as the piston moves, well before rupture. A delay timer is needed for
timing the ow injection at ow arrival, at a nite time a er the recoil event.
Customized trigger electronic boxes were developed by Jacobs [2012], and a complete report can be found there.
¿ey are mainly composed of a PIC18F2520 microcontroler that can be programed and accessed through a RS232
port, 5 volt regulator to supply power from 9 volt batteries, and an optical switch based on an LED light source and
photo-diode. Hardware units are:● A recoil capture box: Using the optical switch box, a plate is inserted between the LED and the photo-diode.¿e
box is placed in a stationary lab frame (shock tube frame), and the plate is linked to the tube through a mounting
on the secondary shock tube bearings. In each shot the plate is positioned at the end of the LED, so it maintains
the same reference point for timing even though the tube may have moved during operation. When the tube
recoils, the plate moves, LED light is exposed to the photo-diode and a trigger signal is generated. Pictures of the
device are shown in Figure 4.14.● A trigger box with a delay counter. A trigger signal is fed into the microcontroller box through the AN0 input.
¿e output RB1 signal is connected to the command box. RB0 is a TTL copy of AN0 for measurement purposes.
¿e microcontroller counts a specic number of milliseconds a er having detected a specied trigger level in
AN0, and sends a command signal in RB0.¿e calibration of the requred delay is done from experimental shots,
where time measurements are done between AN0 and steady fuel pressure at the plenum chamber. A picture is
shown in Figure 4.15.● A solenoid valve command box. It commands and supplies power to the solenoid valve when the RB0 signal is
detected.
4.6 fuel calibration
¿e fuel system was calibrated as in section 4.4 and the results are shown in Table 4.6. A discharge coecient was
calculated as was the pressure ratio between the chamber and the initial lling pressure. Comparing the results it is
noted that the chamber pressure is 80% of the lling pressure and that the eective area (aected by the discharge
coecient) is around 60% of the geometric area. Using this information, the choked ow formula Equation 4.5 can
be used to compute the mass ow. In this condition we used CFD to estimate the Scramjetmodel inlet capture area
ratio, which was calculated to be around a 70% as will be further explained in section 6.2.
Several equivalence ratios were used to explore dierences in combustion behavior. Equivalence ratios of 0.5, 1.0
and 1.5 were selected. ¿is results in Ludwieg tube H2 lling pressures of 0.87Mpa, 1.8Mpa and 2.6Mpa.
In order to assess the variability of the mass ow we may use a simple statistical method. In general the value of
the mass ow will depend on all the variables used for its determination. If we postulate that the variability of all
of them is normally distributed and centered around the mean, then the mass ow variability will also be normal
and centered (central limit theorem). We can use our calibration experiments as eective random input samples to
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approximate the standard deviation on the parameters C and Pc/Poi , which are 4.2% and 2.1% respectively from
Table 4.6 values. ¿e mass ow also depends on the pressure readings, and the dial gauge has a 50Kpa error (1%).
Gas properties are assumed constant.
Using the modeled distributions and giving random inputs to see what was the output error in the equation
m˙ = Cp γ−12γ0i [poi(pc/poi)] γ+12γ , up to 1500 calculations were used to capture a standard deviation of 4.8% on the mass
ow.
SHOT poi po f ∫ f
i
p
γ+1
2γ
c dt C pc pc/poi m˙ Cd
Pa Pa Pa seg Pa Kg/s
F1 7.0E+5 3.0E+5 1.30E+4 5.54E-9 5.67E+5 0.81 3.24E-3 0.59
F2 1.1E+6 5.0E+5 1.95E+4 5.14E-9 9.08E+5 0.83 4.80E-3 0.55
F3 1.7E+6 7.0E+5 2.92E+4 5.44E-9 1.44E+6 0.85 8.01E-3 0.58
F4 2.1E+6 8.5E+5 3.52E+4 5.48E-9 1.78E+6 0.85 9.98E-3 0.58
427 2.7E+6 1.0E+6 4.42E+4 5.79E-9 2.30E+6 0.85 1.36E-2 0.61
Table 4.6: Fuel system calibration
with H2. Mass ow is m˙ = Cp γ−12γ0i p γ+12γc
here C is calculated as Equation 4.2.
¿e volume is estimated to be 1.92m3,
and area corresponds to 5 holes of⊘2mm. Average values are C = 5.48E-
09, pc/poi= 0.84, Cd = 0.58
During the calibration test, experimental random errors are produced in all the variables (that is why we consider
them as a statistical sample), but not in the tube volume (that was xed and it was calculated from the CAD), or
temperature (assumed constant at 300K). To estimate the impact of its measurement, we can use:
δm˙(V ,C , p0i , p0 f , ...) =
¿ÁÁÀ(∂m˙
∂V
δV)2 + (∂m˙
∂T
δT)2 + ( ∂m˙
∂Cı
δCı)2 + ... (4.11)
See for example Lorrain [2014]. In our case we have already calculated the variability at constant volume and
temperature of the rest of the terms (called here Cı), so only variations with respect to these parameters have to be
calculated. ¿e mass ow is linear with the volume m˙ = kV , and inversely proportional with temperature m˙ = k/T ,
see Equation 4.2. So the rst term is ∂m˙∂V δV = kδV = m˙ δVV , and the second ∂m˙∂T δT = k 1T2 δT = m˙ δTT . so Equation 4.11
gets reduced to:
δm˙
m˙
= ¿ÁÁÀ(δV
V
)2 + (δT
T
)2 + (δm˙
m˙
∣V=c t)2 (4.12)
¿e estimated error in the volume is 5%, and in temperature 3% (10 deg ambient excursion). ¿e total combined
relative error is then 7.6%.
4.7 instrumentation and data acquisition
¿e data acquisition system is located in a 8x19” standard electronic rack that contains a data acquisition computer
with BNC adapter cards, PCB ampliers,Kulite ampliers, and heat ux gauges ampliers. It also contains the trigger
system delay and command boxes. It is located on the side of the dumptank, Figure 4.18.¿e computer unit is a
National Instruments PXI1042Q with 7 BNC adapter cards. It can hold up to 48 input channels in its actual
conguration. It runs an X3 customized so ware application in Labview, written by T. Eichmann.¿ere are two
time sampling rates, a fast one at 1Mhz for the tunnel and Scramjet sensors, and a slow one at 0.1Mhz for compression
tube and fuel injection. ¿ey are conveniently separated in dierent sides of the data acquisition box.
Wiring from the databox up to the the dump tank is done through a dumptank electrical interface designed by B.
Capra and built by B.Allsop. It can hold up to 18 x 25 pin cables (6xKulites per cable) and 32 BNCconnectors, a total
of 140 channels, Figure 4.21. It contains, at the time of writing, more channels than the data acquisition computer
can record, but further channels can be augmented by simply upgrading the computer. Wiring inside the dumptank
is composed of 32 PCB to BNC and 2x(6Kulite, 5 pin) cables, both up to a length of 3 meters to be able to pull out the
Scramjet for maintenance operations. When retracted, cables are folded and protected inside the attachment base.
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4.8 pressure sensors
Almost all available traducers were devoted to the measurement of pressure. For the Scramjet surface pressures,
most of the instrumentation ports available in the model were recess mounting systems for PCB pressure sensors.
For these type of transducers the typical mounting arrangement is shown in Figure 4.16. It is known experimentally
that any contact of the PCB front face with the surface signicantly corrupts the measured signal. ¿e mounting
arrangement used preclude this error by using precise dimensions to prevent diaphragm contact.
¿e same holes could also be tted with adapters to plug Kulites. ¿ey are not “ideal” mountings since they have
a long hole that may damp the pressure response of the transducer, and increase the response time. ¿ese were
designed by Andrew Ridings and manufactured by Frans De Beurs. Pressure ports at the nozzle were originally
designed for Kulites. PCBs used were calibrated the usual way detailed elsewhere, for example Gildnd [2012].
However it is worth mentioning that PCBs are sampled at higher frequencies than the device resonant crystal, and
this translates into noise in the 100KHz - 1Mhz band.¿is noise can be later ltered during post-processing. Kulites
are amplied by Masters&Young PTA-110 cards, and PCBs through constant current signal conditioner ampliers.
4.9 probes
¿e purpose of the probes is to measure and quantify free stream ow conditions with the best possible accuracy.
However, as none of them measure the required properties directly, analysis is required to deduce the appropriate
ow parameters. ¿is means that the calibration becomes ow specic, with the Reynolds number and Mach
number being the primary determinants.
¿ree dierent types of pressure probes were used. Pitot probes, partial impact cones, and static a Pinckney
probe (Pinckney [1975]). We have done some preliminary probe calibrations based on theory and CFD. ¿ese
are based on the hypothesis of chemically frozen state, that may be a good assumption for the slender probes, but
certainty not in the normal shock Pitot probe due to the high stagnation temperature. In all cases we dene a
pressure coecient of the form
Cp = p − p∞1
2 ρ∞v2∞ (4.13)
Figure 4.23 shows an axi-symmetric Fluent solution for the two probes. Both of them have a hole which gives access
to the transducer, to assess qualitative eects since the pressure should not change much in the hole. Both of them
have the same ow conguration, with an oblique shock wave and a running boundary layer that modies the
location of the shock.¿e only dierence is the position of the hole. In the cone it is in the rst ramp, whereas in the
Pinckney probe, it is located a er a second ramp expansion corner only present in this conguration.¿e location
of the Pinckney hole is carefully placed so that it recovers the free stream static pressure, Pinckney [1975]. In a
“typical” static pressure probe the hole is positioned much further downstream where static pressure is signicantly
recovered, making the probe quite large. In addition, in hypersonic ow viscous interactions may frequently occur
(see section 3.2 for a brief discussion) and the long boundary layer may alter the measurement. Table 4.7 shows
the values computed for the pressure coecients. Turbulent values have slightly higher values as expected. We can
appreciate that the Pinckney probe ismuch less sensitive to dynamic pressure, and represents a closermeasurement
of the static pressure. Having twomeasurements at similar ow locations (symmetric with respect to the nozzle) we
can extract dynamic and static pressures as:
Laminar Turbulent
Cone 1.47E-01 1.50E-01
Pinckney 5.76E-03 6.36E-03
Table 4.7: Cone and Pinckney probes
pressure coecient Cp = p−p∞q∞ for
nominalMach 10 condition (p∞ =
1Kpa, q∞ = 70Kpa). Turbulent
values are computed with K − ω sst
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Cp1 = p1 − p∞q∞ Cp2 = p2 − p∞q∞ (4.14)
q∞ = p1 − p2Cp1 − Cp2 p∞ = p2 − p1 (
Cp2
Cp1 )
1 − ( Cp2Cp1 )
Where subscript 1 refers here to cone values, and 2 to Pinckney values. It can be seen that if Cp2 ≪ Cp1 then
p2 ∼ p∞which is the aimed value for an static probe.
Although this arrangement looked optimal for gathering free stream values, its performance did not work as
expected, as we will see in section 6.1. One of the problems was that the probes weremeasuring nozzle o-center line
values, and the second was that the Pinckney showed higher values than expected, and also high variability during
shots. ¿is behavior was initially attributed to possible interference between the cone, Pinckney and the Scramjet
inlet, despite the fact that they were located based on computed angles of the expected shock locations. ¿is was
further investigated using a coarse CFD model to assess the locations of the shocks and the boundary layer growth.
It is not expected to be highly accurate as it was created using an unstructured tetrahedral grid without boundary
layer adaptation, but was usefull for a quick assessment of the situation. Figure 4.22 shows a general picture of the
ow with the location of the shocks, in this case there is a strong interference between the model shock wave and
the probe.
Since viscous interference eects were suspected, and latter model showed signicant deciencies with pressure
bumps on the surface caused by the grid, another model was created using a structured hexahedral grid, this time
with a corrected location of the probes in the Scramjetmodel to avoid the model shock. In this case no interference
is shown, as expected. ¿erefore the behavior seen cannot be explained by probe interference, and later a dri in
the Kulite voltage signal was discovered as the main cause, probably due to the transducer damage.
In all circumstances here it was assumed that no signicant transient response delay is occurred at the probes.
¿is had previously been veried through simulations aimed to calculate the delay found between cone experimental
and calculated values of pressure response from X2Mach 10 and 15 shots in Gildnd [2012]. ¿e aim was to see if
a 3D CFD model could explain the apparent shi , since 2D models (without holes) used in Gildnd [2012] showed
no delay. ¿eoretically the eect of lling the cone hole should be related to the propagation of pressure waves
along the duct, which are the ones carrying the information of the lling process. So this phenomena should last
an order of magnitude of ∼ L/a, where L is the duct length and a is the speed of sound, which gives approximately
10 microseconds delay. ¿is is 10 or 20 times less than measured delays, so it seems that this eect should not
theoretically be attributed to the probe. In any case a 3D model was developed and run with the Eilmer3 inow
provided byDavidGildfind for X2Mach 10 and 15 conditions. Flow is laminar and uniform, andwall temperature
is xed at room temperature.
¿e qualitative pictures in Figure 4.26 show the initial starting process, as the accelerator gas sweeps over the
probe. We can see the main shock wave coming over the probe, and the accelerator gas behind it. Overall Mach
number is still low so the shock angle is higher than in the test gas that will arrive later. ¿e shock enters the hole
generating some reected waves in the duct. In the front part of the hole expansion waves are generated while in
the back a normal shock wave is present. ¿e interaction between them gets complicated, but it seems certain that
waves bounces back and fourth for up to approximately 5 microseconds when the duct pressures equalize. ¿is
process is conned to the initial accelerator gas. Pressure evolution at the end of the hole can be plotted over time,
and compared with a pure quasi-steady estimation taking Taylor-Maccoll values at the cone surface with the
instant inow values at the location. ¿e Taylor-Maccoll model is implemented in Cfpylib. ¿is comparison is
done in Figure 4.25 for bothMach numbers and extended to the duration of the test (400 microseconds). Values
reached are not identical, mainly due to the fact that we have boundary layer eects, but what it is interesting is
that the Taylor-Maccoll line almost follows the CFD line, so the transient eects of the hole lling are small. ¿e
delay is a bit more noticeable atMach 15, but denitely cannot explain the discrepancies found in Gildnd [2012].
As a conclusion, one may treat the ow as steady (with the instantaneous free stream conditions) when using these
probes.
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Figure 4.11: Plenum chamber
pressure traces for the Ludwieg
tube fuel calibration test, with air
(top) and Hydrogen (bottom)
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Ludwieg Tube
L=12m, D=18mm
Flex Hose
L=3m, D=12mm
Solenoid Valve
D=9mm, K=1.4
Flex Hose
L=0.5m, D=12mm
Holes, Cd=0.6
(5x)D=1mm
Plenum
L=0.1m, D=18mm
Figure 4.12: Sketch of the L1D model
geometry and losses
Figure 4.13: Plenum chamber
pressures Kpa vs time s, from L1D
model and experimental data with air.
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Figure 4.14: Recoil capture board
(le ), and installed box (right). ¿e
laser light is blocked with a piece of
cardboard attached to the tube. From
Jacobs [2012] (le )
Figure 4.15:Delay timer board (le ),
and box (right). From Jacobs [2012]
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Figure 4.16: PCB mounting in
Scramjet pressure holes. From
Kovachevich [2010]
Figure 4.17: Kulite adapter for PCB
holes. By Andrew Ridings
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Figure 4.18:Data acquisition box
exterior. 18x19” rack contains cards
(exterior), ampliers (interior),
computer and trigger box (interior)
Figure 4.19: BNC connectors in the
dumptank electrical plate. view
from inside, looking up, facing
downstream.
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+50dB
+5%
-5%
+/-10%
+/-5%
Fn
Fhz
VdB
-3dB
0
Figure 4.20: Frequency response of
a PCB transducer. Typical resonant
frequency for a 112A22 type is 250Khz.
Adapted from Piezotronics
Figure 4.21:Dumptank electrical
interface plate.
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Figure 4.22: CFD models of the
Scramjet frontal probes showing
shock locations for the Pinckney
probe at interference distance (centre)
and nominal distance (down). Run
in Fluent with a k − є (centre) and
K − ω sst (down), over a tetrahedral
grid (centre) and hexahedral (down).
Upper picture shows the real location
of the probes.
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Figure 4.23: Cone and Pinckney
probes CFD pressures, pa. Condition
is nominalMach 10, using Fluent,
K − ω sst model.
19mm
15o
20o
20mm
26.3mm
29.3mmCone Probe
Pinckney Probe
2o
Figure 4.24: Cone and Pinckney
probes general dimensions, in mm
and deg.
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Figure 4.25: Pressure values at the
hole location of the cone probe for
Gildnd [2012]Mach 10 condition
(top) and 15 (below), computed with
Taylor-Maccoll relations with the
instant inow values (red lines), and
from Figure 4.26 CFD model (green
lines).
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Figure 4.26: Pressure contours at the
symmetry plane and the surface of a
15deg cone probe (half hole model)
for the M10 inow from Gildnd
[2012] for the rst 5 microseconds. At
this stage the ow is still accelerator
gas andMach number is low.

5
Nominal Condition Development
THE main purpose of developing Scramjet conditions in X3 is to explore the ability of the facility to produce
ows with high levels of total pressure, in the order of gigapascals, for the access to space trajectory acceleration
corridor betweenMach 10 to 15. It is not yet clear what the maximumMach limit for Scramjet operation will be,
but somewhere in the vicinity of 14 appears to be theoretically possible, and will be necessary if a Scramjet stage is
used on an space vehicle. ¿e purpose of this chapter is to develop the ow condition to experimentally study this
part of the ight envelope.
Free stream variable Value
p [pa] 990
T [k] 263
u [m/s] 3180
M 9.8
Pitot [Kpa] 122*
q [Kpa] 65.7
Re [106/m] 2.64
P0[Mpa] 81.5*
h0[Mj/kg] 5.3
Table 5.1: Aimed T4 condition for
development in X3 facility. From
McGilvray et al. [2010a], values
with * are measured and the rest are
computed.
Figure 5.1: Rake congurations
C1 (Le ), and C2 Right. ¿e main
dierence is the location of the
Pinckney static pressure probe, and
the addition of Pitot probes close to
it to capture dynamic pressure. ¿e
rake probe pitch is 20mm so 180mm
of the radius is covered, while the
nozzle exit has 225mm radius.
Increasing total pressure allows us to increase the free stream static pressure therefore producing owswith higher
density for the same speed and temperature. It can be demonstrated that partial ow similarity can be achieved if
the product p×L is maintained, so the model length limit of the facility may be tackled by increasing proportionally
the free stream pressure, Pulsonetti [1995]. ¿is way real engines can be meaningfully tested at scale in a ground
facility.
In order to start the condition development process, we chose an initial baseline test using well known conditions
over a proven Scramjet geometry.McGilvray [2008] successfully tested a scaled version of ourmodel in theX2 facility,
and developed same ow conditions for X3. Gildnd [2012] successfully proved in X2 that the gigapascal range of
total pressures in theMach range 10-15 can be achieved through the use of a tuned primary free-piston driver. Using
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this technique X3 conditions are going to be produced for this thesis. ¿e X3 target condition is the one reported
in McGilvray et al. [2010a]. In those experiments the same model geometry was tested in the T4 tunnel, and a 2:5
model was tested in X2 in a scaled pressure condition.Wewill use exactly the samemodel asMcGilvray et al. [2010a]
T4 experiments with the same targeted condition, and data will be cross-compared between these three facilities.
Due to its importance, T4 condition fromMcGilvray et al. [2010a] is reproduced in Table 5.1.
Using this condition as a baseline, it is repeated a second campaign in chapter 8, where the static pressure is
increased by at least a factor of two, in order to compare scaling eects. Due to test schedule arrangements, this
condition is identied in the present chapter, but its analysis will be explored later.
5.1 baseline condition
¿is section introduce the experiments and analysis which led to the duplication of the condition of Table 5.1 in X3.
¿e detailed description of the experimental set up was done in chapter 4 introducing also the Scramjetmodel.
Figure 5.2: Location of measurement
points in X3 facility. From Gildnd
et al. [2013]5.1.1 Experimental Set up
To fully experimentally characterize the ow one would have ensure the direct measurement of all the variables
involved in the ow similitude parameters, both in time and space. Since this task would be overwhelming (if not
impossible), especially in hypersonics where ows evolve very fast and produce a harsh environment for sensors,
it is necessary to make partial measurements of some variables and reconstruct the remaining ones by the use of
analytical and numerical tools.¿is fact is important since overall uncertainties are a combination of bothmodeling
and experimental measurements.
X3 facility operational procedures have previously been developed to gather data for condition development,
taking into account the previous limitations. Data acquisition consist primarily of themeasurement of time accurate
wall pressures at selected facility axial tube locations. ¿is allows calculation of average shock speeds and tube wall
pressure traces. In addition to that a measurement rake is installed at the test section so that the test ow can be
characterized spatially and temporally across the nozzle exit. Flow is then reconstructed in a series of modeling
stages, rst by the use of one-dimensional theory, then by one-dimensional numerical ow simulation, and then
by two-dimensional simulation. If the ow evolution is correctly matched to the measured variables, it provides
validation support that remaining ones will be matched as well. Error analysis then involves quantication of the
uncertainties in the directly measured parameters, and a sensitivity study on how these errors propagate through
the simulation to produce errors and uncertainty in the derived parameters.
X3 has tubewall pressure sensors in the compression tube, along the secondary driver, shock tube and acceleration
tube, as shown in Figure 5.2.¿e instrumentation rake in the test section allows the characterization of the ow in the
radial direction (it is assumed that the ow is axis-symmetric), and a er sweeping the rake longitudinally for several
repeated experiments longitudinal variation is also characterized downstream of the nozzle exit. ¿e measurement
rake may contain several dierent probes, see Figure 5.1 and Table 5.2. ¿e most typical probe (in terms of impulse
facilities generally) is the Pitot probe where Pitot pressure is measured.¿is probe oers the highest sensitivity to
dynamic pressure of all since the ow is stagnated through a normal shock wave, but its signal is noisier McGilvray
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Slot Coordinate [mm] C1 C2
1 -100 PS PC
2 -80 X PC
3 -60 PC PT
4 -40 PC PT
5 -20 PC X
6 0 PC PS
7 20 PC X
8 40 PC PS
9 60 PC PS
10 80 PC PC
11 100 PC PC
12 120 PC PC
13 140 PC PC
14 160 PC PC
15 180 PC PC
Table 5.2: Rake congurations. C1 was
used in shot 403 to 410, and C2 in 411
to 415. PS means Pinckney (Kulite),
PC cone probe and PT Pitot (PCB).
Radial coordinate locations are given
with respect to the nozzle center.
et al. [2009a] and the probe gets easily damaged. It is also only weakly dependent onMach number in hypersonic
ow. Cone probes (the most numerous ones observed in Figure 5.1) developed by Gildnd et al. [2013] uses an
oblique wave to measure pressure, so is therefore more survivable. It is less sensitive to dynamic pressure since static
pressure becomes a signicant fraction of the measurement. It may have viscous interactions depending on the
condition. ¿erefore is more dependent onMach and Reynolds numbers than a direct Pitotmeasurement and
a reasonable estimate of the free stream mach number is needed for accurate use. ¿e Pinckney probe, the biggest
one in Figure 5.1, is the most sensitive to static pressure, since pressure is measured a er an expansion corner were
the dynamic pressure contribution is small. It needs to be calibrated for the condition as well as the cone probe. An
estimation of the calibration may be done by CFD as is done in section 4.9 following the work done in Gildnd
[2012].
5.1.2 Shot log, Pitot rake survey
Table 5.7 shows a summary of all shots done for condition development. X3 earlywork stages of the test and condition
development were done by Gildnd et al. [2013]. It has been reported here for a complete reporting of this condition
development activities. Shot 403 was the rst candidate identied to reproduce conditions reported in McGilvray
et al. [2009b]. Shots 410 to 415 were repeated experiments devoted to fully characterizing this condition. For this
purpose two full rake congurations were used, Figure 5.1.
¿e use of dierent probes aimed to measure dynamic and static pressure, since static pressure is the scaling
parameter to be controlled. ¿e discrepancy between measured Pinckney static pressure, and that inferred from
cones, Pitot probes and estimations based on analytical models, were not fully understood up to shot 409. It was
discovered that the issue arose from a poor calibration of the Pinckney probe. CFD models of this probe Table 4.7
show that a small pressure coecient was enough to explain why the probe was measuring higher static pressure
values than expected. Since dynamic pressure is roughly 70Kpa and Cp is 6.36 × 10−3, from Equation 4.14 we can
expect approximately 450pa ofmeasurement dri over the real static pressure value. Figure 5.3 shows 403 rake typical
traces.We can see some key qualitative features.Wehave identied the static pressure trace, the cone pressures inside
the core, and the cone pressures outside the core. Cone pressures are noisy, but we recognize that part of the noise
comes from sampling close to the resonant frequency of the PCB, Figure 4.20. Static pressure is measured with a
Kulite, which is less noisy (although the resonant frequency of the crystal is also in the 0.3-0.4Mhz range). We can
identify the accelerator gas up to 0.3 miliseconds, a relative at area that is the test gas (up to 1.2 msecs), and then
an increase in static and cone pressure simultaneously that corresponds to the expansion. Later than 2 miliseconds,
the driver gas with secondary diaphragm fragments arrives which is seen as an abrupt jump in the noise levels for
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Figure 5.3: Raw pressure traces for
403 shot. At the top gure core traces
are black colored, while gray ones
are outside the core area. Pinckney
probe measurement is red, and scale
is at the right axis. Blue dashed lines
mark the averaged data window.
Picture bellow is a zoom of the test
region.
both signals, Miller et al. [2014]. ¿e test gas has a noticeable rise in pressure, so experimentally it is fairly dicult
to distinguish where the expansion begins, and a close look to a CFD solution may be needed to assess when the
Mach number drops signicantly enough to consider that the expansion has arrived.
From a spatial perspective, rake measurements estimated a radial core size of around 200mm, spanning 500mm,
so no issues were identied at that preliminary state to test a 450x100mm height inlet.
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Figure 5.4: 900 - 1200 msecs test
window experimental averaged values
of dynamic pressure in Kpa vs radial
and axial location coordinates of
the test section. Axial location 0
correspond to the nozzle exit, and
radial 0 is the nozzle center.
5.1.3 Data analysis
In order to test a representative 1m length Scramjet, we will need roughly 2 ow lengths (see subsection 6.2.1) which
would correspond to 600 microseconds test time at 3000m/s. Taking into account around 300 microseconds for
the accelerator gas, we should begin to take developed ow data at 900 microseconds. We will take one ow length
for averaging, so that the test window is 900-1200 microseconds, see Figure 5.3. ¿e data from the probes are then
transformed into free stream properties through the probes calibration parameters, see section 4.9. ¿en they area
statistically treated, calculating the average and standard deviation. In each test, one test section axial location is
xed while 15 radial locations are sampled. So at the end of the campaign, we can obtain the axial-radial distribution
of the dynamic pressure in the test section, by interpolation.¿e distribution is shown as a surface in Figure 5.4 and
as contours in Figure 5.5. ¿e contours include the standard deviation error normalized by the mean.
¿is averaging period may seem rather large, since only a fully developed snapshot is required to investigate our
Scramjet ow. But looking again at Figure 5.3 some qualitative low frequency patterns can be identied, particularly
in the bottom traces from the outside core. We are not interested in this area, and it may be argued that this
phenomenon is related to the unsteady motion of the shear layer that originates at the lip of the nozzle (as will
be seen in Figure 5.7). Nevertheless this noise seems to be also partially present inside the core depending on the
test, see for example the Pinckney probe measurement of our second condition in Figure 7.2. So the real source
cannot emanate from the nozzle lip since the model is well outside the characteristic’s region of inuence.
Fearing that this noise would contaminate our steady average estimation, a rather big test window was selected.
In addition to that, median based statistics are computed since it is arguably more robust to noise than the average.
Since part of the pressure rise over the window duration will be due to the condition itself rather than just
noise, it would appear to be important to take into account the fact that the pressure waves takes time to propagate
downstream - From Figure 5.7 this time would be t ∼ L/(u + a) - otherwise our axial pressure measurements
would be systematically lower upstream than downstream, and an axial pressure gradient will be generated from
the temporal one.¿is is related to the concept of slug tracking, seeMcGilvray et al. [2010b], and althoughwewill use
it for our Scramjetmeasurements in order to be coherent with the procedures employed in McGilvray et al. [2010b],
it will not be employed here.
Reasons for this decision include several facts. ¿e rst one is that the noise is not very repeatable. Since every
set of measurements position is associated with a dierent experimental shot, it is dicult to normalize these
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Figure 5.5: Experimental 2D Dynamic
pressure contour plot of the test
section area. In Kpa. Coordinates are
the same as Figure 5.4. Targeted value
is ∼70Kpa. Normalized (with respect
to mean) standard deviation (below).
measurements with the ones upstream. Another practical issue is that the noise amplitude is as big as the steady
pressure rise in the test window, as we will see in Figure 6.4 (measurements in the Scramjet duct when slug tracked).
So this uncertainty is going to be there no matter how well we normalize the average rise. From the same picture,
signals do not seem to correlate at dierent points, so the noise does not seem to follow the slug.¿iswas not formally
investigated, but taking into account that it is happening in a duct which may be considered quite unidimensional
for these purposes, one may anticipate that slug tracking the ow in the nozzle exit may become a very dicult
task. Every upstream point inuences a Mach cone downstream so one would have to follow 2D characteristics
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Figure 5.6: L1D X-t diagram of the
condition. Whole facility at the last
part of piston compression and the
formation of wave processes (above).
Last expansion and nozzle (below).
to gure out what values shall be chosen to normalize. ¿is is true even in an unidimensional duct , meaning:
pressure uctuations do not convect downstream at the ow speed, but at highMach numbers one may neglect the
contribution of the speed of sound resulting in the slug trackmethod.
In addition to the propagation of information there are other considerations when analyzing transient data. For
a brief discussion we may picture a hypersonic vehicle, with a drag coecient CD , so there are no issues with the
normalization along a length. ¿is analysis is typically found in ight mechanics texts, and is related to the concept
of stability derivatives. In pure stationary motion the drag on the vehicle will be D = qACd where q = 12 ρV 2 is
the dynamic pressure, and A an area. In transient conditions generally the drag coecient may be function of time
CD(t). In the non-dimensional gas dynamics equations time derivatives are aected by a term Lv in a Strouhal
number, [Rodriguez et al., 2011]. If L is the size of the vehicle, then transient terms would be small if the time of
the problem we are interested in is much bigger than the time needed by a particle of the ow to go through the
vehicle. Or in other words, we have many ow lengths compared the the vehicle length. In this case one may write
the dependence of the drag coecient on time through the dependence on q, since the problem is so slow that really
only q is changing. So D(t) = q(t)ACd(q), and dividing the measured drag by the dynamic pressure and the area
will certainly give us the drag coecient, even changing in time.
When it is not the case, and our vehicle has the same order of magnitude of the ow length, wemay still avoid the
dependence of the drag coecient with time, expanding the dependence with the dynamic pressure including the
rate. Cd(q, q˙) = Cd0 + ∂Cd∂q q+ ∂Cd∂q˙ q˙+O(q¨). To compare with the steady drag, we may put together any dependence
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Figure 5.7:Mach number evolution
in the accelerator + nozzle model, in
750microseconds steps
with q, at the end the rst two terms are just a linerization of Cd(q). ¿en D(t) = q(t)A(Cd(q) + ∂Cd∂q˙ q˙ + O(q¨)),
so dividing D(t)q(t)A = Cd(q) + ∂Cd∂q˙ q˙. By making the drag non dimensional by the dynamic pressure (changing with
time), we recover eectively the steady part (that includes changes in Mach, Reynolds, etc), but there is a term
that depends on the rate. ¿is force is related to the fact that we need to push the air away, in addition to overcome
the steady drag.
Our measurement problem in the Scramjetmodel, is that our inow is changing at the same rate as the residence
time, and even gathering a reasonable estimate of the dynamic pressure evolution, we may have our pressure
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Figure 5.8: Pressure contours at
several stages of X3 full facility model.
measurements aected by dynamic pressure rate terms, in the same way as the drag of a ying vehicle case. In
order to verify that these terms are negligible we will do some CFD model estimations later in this thesis.
So in the end, our data analysis will be reduced to calculating time averaged nominal values to dene the Scramjet
inlet inow. Since we have a limited number of radial and axial measurements, as well as limitations related to cone
and Pinckney data, we need to make certain assumptions to reconstruct the prole. We will assume rst that the
prole is axisymmetric so that detected core radial variations apply uniformly around the axis. We will use CFD
pressure coecient values from section 4.9 to calculate the dynamic pressure for the cones, and static pressure for
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the Pinckney probe. Pitot probe is assumed to measure roughly twice the dynamic pressure, since the error of not
using a proper pressure recovery factor is less than the experimental variability. Only one Pinckney data is recorded
per shot, that corresponds to one axial and radial location. We will assume a fairly constant static pressure prole
along axial stations for the core ow. Cone pressures were not corrected by the static pressure since it may be larger
than the error correcting from an estimated value than the contribution itself, which is roughly a 10%.
Summarizing, the basic shot post-processing for Scramjet test averaged data was set up as follows:● Zero all the PCB signals by subtracting the pre-run voltage levels.● Filter signals with a low pass digital lter with a 50microseconds sample window (see Figure 4.20 for time
resolution of PCB).● Detect cone probe raise (shock arrival), and set the time reference zero as this event.● Use 900 to 1200 microseconds of test time window.● Calculate statistics in time, and between shots. Get the median and median deviation.● Interpolate (linearly) values for unknown locations of the test section.
¿is process is applied to Table 5.7 shots 403 and 410-415, resulting in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5. Twomain conclusion
may be extracted from the analysis. First one is that the core ow is quite uniform and most of the area is contained
in the +/- 10% of the targeted value. Second, the variability between shots is acceptable, with most of the core area
under 20% variability, except two points where variability grows to 35%. ¿ese points are not truly representative
due to the fact that are related to the fact that the Pitot probes were much noisier than cone probes.
5.2 modeling
As mentioned in subsection 5.1.1, modeling is an essential part of our data gathering procedure, since we cannot
directly measure many free stream variables so the problem is not closed. ¿en, we need to reconstruct what is
happening in the tunnel by a series of successive renementmodels. Analyticalmodels subsection 5.2.1 oers a quick
but accurate estimation of the shock speeds and free stream properties, so they are used extensively in the condition
development phase. Nevertheless, they cannot take into account secondary wave processes, such as reection of
characteristics, etc, so it is dicult to estimate test time and other features. L1D (subsection 5.2.2) oers a complete
facility model, including piston dynamics. It tackles all longitudinal wave propagation eects, but being an one
dimensional model it cannot predict viscousMirels eects in the accelerator tube, see subsection 2.1.4, or nozzle
expansion accurately. In order to calculate these eects hybrid models (subsection 5.2.3) are used where the L1D
ow solution at the beginning of the accelerator tube is used as an inow for a 2D CFD calculation of the transient
ow in the accelerator tube and the nozzle. ¿is model gives all the information we need for the calculation of
our condition, nevertheless one may wonder if bidimensional eects play a role in the accuracy of the accelerator
inow description. In order to see if these dierences are important, a 2D CFD model of the facility is solved in
subsection 5.2.4 starting at the front of the piston, taking its trajectory from the L1D solution. Since this approach is
still in the development phase and is quite expensive to compute, we will only use it for comparative purposes.
5.2.1 Analytical
An analytical model based on the shock tube relations was used systematically during condition development for
quick analysis. As mentioned there it is based on Cfpylib and relies on the computation of air properties in chemical
equilibrium by CEA2. Table 5.3 shows analytical results of the shot 403 that became the nominal condition. ¿ere
are some errors with respect to the targeted condition of McGilvray et al. [2009b], particularly a 22% (81Kpa) in
dynamic pressure. Nevertheless the accuracy of the method is considered good enough to be useful for a rst order
estimation.
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Figure 5.9: L1D results from Gildnd
et al. [2013]. Experimental pressure
trace at compression tube and L1D
model (above). Shock speeds (below)
5.2.2 L1D models
AnL1Dmodel Jacobs [1999], was developed for the condition byGildnd et al. [2013]whichwas used as a baseline for
other calculations.¿emodel carefully matches the compression tube pressure trace, and shock speeds, particularly
at the accelerator tube.¿ere is an obvious discrepancy at the beginning of the secondary driver where ow is highly
tridimensional whilst being treated as one dimensional. See for example Figure 5.8 frames 4 to 6, where the primary
diaphragm ruptures producing a supersonic jet, creating pressure waves that bounces over the wall. ¿is leads to
errors in the region near the diaphragm, but a er a few diameters downstream the primary process is well modeled
by a one-dimensional analysis.
Figure 5.6 plots the results of this model in a space-time x-t diagram. Only the last part of the piston trajectory
is shown, where it is compressing the driver gas near the station x=0. In the compression tube the formation of a
shock wave behind the piston is noticed. A pressure drop is also observed through the launcher around x=-15m. At
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State P T Rho a U
pa K kg/m3 m/s m/s
CT compressed 1.97E+7 3995 10.9 1736
1st Expansion 9.67E+5 1197 1.786 950 2329
1st Processed 9.67E+5 1305 0.357 2125 2329
1st Shock 7.00E+4 298 0.113 1016 3409
2nd Expansion 1.36E+6 1497 0.437 2276 1549
2nd Processed 1.36E+6 1784 2.655 813 1549
2nd Shock 3.90E+4 298 0.456 346 1870
3rd Expansion 1.98E+4 625 0.111 496 3573
3rd Processed 1.98E+4 3876 0.015 1268 3573
3rd Shock 1.20E+2 298 0.001 346 3938
Nozzle Exit 8.96E+2 262 0.012 324 3675
Total Values 3.07E+8 5010 209 1342
Pitot Values 1.54E+5 3875 0.123 1217
Cone values 1.26E+4 811 0.054 561 3518
Targeted 9.90E+2 263 0.013 325 3186
Relative Error % 9.5 0.6 9.0 0.2 15.4
Table 5.3: Shot 403 results from
analytical model. Targeted values
fromMcGilvray et al. [2009b]
Figure 5.10: Compression tube
pressure at CT for test, L1D model,
and 2D model
x=10 we can see the reected wave of the secondary driver. At x=23, the unsteady expansion takes place and the test
gas is expanded towards the nozzle, at x=40m. In the lower gure the third expansion process and the nozzle ow
are plotted. We can see that the third expansion fan eventually reects from the second interface and propagates
forward reaching the test section and terminating the ow. Nevertheless the pressure was already high there due to
the prior arrival of the expansion fan.
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Figure 5.11:Wall pressure at ST1 for
test, L1D model, and 2D model
Figure 5.12:Wall pressure at ST2 for
test, L1D model, and 2D model
5.2.3 Accelerator tube and nozzle models
¿e samemethodology of Gildnd et al. [2013] was used, to further rene L1D predictions an axis-symmetric model
of the accelerator tube, nozzle and dump-tank entry is used.¿e supersonic inow to the model is given by the L1D
time history result at the rst transducer of the acceleration tube. In this way the tube boundary layer and the nozzle
expansion may be calculated with more accuracy. Since the inow does not contain information about the tunnel
turbulent viscosity, a value has to be assumed, 3% turbulent intensity, was used based on CFD++ estimate. Walls are
isothermal held at 300C.
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Figure 5.13:Wall pressure at ST5 for
test, L1D model, and 2D model
Figure 5.14:Wall pressure at ST6 for
test, L1D model, and 2D model
¿emesh was created in ICEM using structured block quadrilaterals. It contains around 0.3 million nodes which
provides a y+ ∼ 100 mesh resolution at the wall, suitable for wall function approach using Goldberg [2001]. ¿e
model was run in CFD++ code with an implicit dual time stepping set with a global CFL of 2.0. Some numerical
convergence exercises were performed on time integration and mesh density aiming to obtain a good compromise
between accuracy and computational cost, although a rigorous formal investigation was not performed.¿e model
uses Park [1990] chemistry model for reacting air. Helium and argon are considered as non reacting. Figure 5.7
shows the evolution of the Mach number in the acceleration tube and the nozzle. ¿e boundary layer structure
from Figure 2.22 is seen, with a characteristic thinning of the test gas area (region with higherMach number), so
when it enters the nozzle the radial prole is quite distorted. ¿is eect may pose a big challenge when designing a
new nozzle because it may perform quite dierently if a uniform inow is assumed.
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Figure 5.15: Compression tube
pressure at ST7 for test, L1D model,
and 2D model
5.2.4 Full 2D + Piston dynamics
Modelling of the facility including piston dynamics was performed. Results were included in section 2.1 for a
qualitative description of an expansion tube ow.
¿e part of the mesh that represents the compression tube, is sequentially cut (overlapping mesh) by a line
representing the front of the piston. ¿e piston trajectory is taken from the L1D model, so there is no dynamic
coupling between the piston and the ow. Diaphragms are modeled as walls up to the rupture pressure, where upon
they open instantaneously.¿emesh was created in ICEM using structured block quadrilaterals. It contains around
0.48 million nodes which although it was set to provide y+ ∼ 100 for the Goldberg [2001] wall function turbulence
model, it was not well resolved at the wall, with 10 nodes in the boundary layer area. So the accuracy was somewhat
compromised by the computational expense, which had to be low for an initial attempt.
Figure 5.8 depicts the evolution in pressure for themodel at dierent arbitrary states showing piston compression,
primary diaphragm rupture, second diaphragm reected wave, tertiary expansion wave and nozzle ow.
5.3 comparison and assessment
We will rst compare pressure traces along the tube walls with the raw information that the tests provide. Starting
with the compression tube pressure trace, in Figure 5.10 we can see that the match is relatively good despite the
fact that the peak is not totally identical. ¿is may be explained by the fact that the buer volume is not correctly
captured in the CFD model, and has to be corrected in the L1D model. Shock absorbers and other devices volume
have to be accounted for. Even though measurement is at a location that can be simulated in the CFD model, but
not in L1Dwhere information is radially averaged. Also, it has to be noted that the 2Dmodel has its piston trajectory
imposed from the L1D solutions so errors in this model would be propagated.
Volume and pressure losses through the diaphragm aect the shape of the compression curve. A careful tuning of
these parameters produces better agreement as shown in Figure 5.9. In case of the CFDmodel where no assumptions
are made, it seems that the shape is captured well enough to conclude that the model is maybe correctly capturing
the modeled L1D eects. Pressure waves at the beginning of the compression seem to be also captured in the CFD
model, although they are more dissipated than in the test. ¿ey seem to match also in frequency, so that we may
conclude that they are longitudinal waves reecting back and forth since the L1D model is capturing them as well.
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Figure 5.16: Compression tube
pressure at AT2 for test, L1D model,
and 2D model
Figure 5.17: Compression tube
pressure at AT6 for test, L1D model,
and 2D model
At the end of the compression, the piston is going over the measured point (t=0.145) which produces dierent
numerical artifacts depending on the model, so this area does not make much sense.
ST1 values are also plotted in the same picture. ¿ey show an interesting feature recognized in Gildnd et al.
[2013] where test shock speeds at the beginning of the secondary driver seem to disagree with the L1Dmodel, being
slower.¿e 2Dmodel seems to capture better this shock speed, so this eectmaybe attributed to the uni-dimensional
modeling.
To continue comparing traces we are going to time reference the signals from the shock arrival, so that they
always match at the shock arrival. Later we will deal with the shocks speed comparison. ¿e trace for ST1 is shown
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Figure 5.18: Compression tube
pressure at AT8 for test, L1D model,
and 2D model
in Figure 5.11. ¿e rise in pressure seems to be better in the 2D model than in the L1D, since we are very close to the
diaphragm area change. ¿ere are obvious errors in the peak values of both models, although the 2D one matches
the asymptotic tail of the experiments.
With another time shi , we compare ST2 data in Figure 5.12. Now all traces match better for the rst two
milliseconds. L1D seems to be better, probably because the ow starts to behave more uni-dimensionally away from
the diaphragm. Asymptotic behavior does not match, but there is an error in the transducer time constant, since
it drops to negative absolute pressures. It is noted that pressure ripples at the peak seems somehow to have similar
frequency. ¿is eect can be tracked back to the longitudinal waves in the compression stage, since L1D seems to
capture them well. ¿e behavior of ST3 is very similar to ST2. ST4 has a faulty trace, so we will not compare it nor
compute shock speeds.
Figure 5.13 shows the ST5 trace which is located a er the secondary diaphragm, see Figure 5.2. Neither CFD
model captures the peak area values, although L1Dmatches better, probably due to a better modeling of the rupture
with a holding time.¿e 2Dmodel did not include any modeling of this process, so it instantly opens as soon as the
pressure reaches the burst one. Figure 5.14 plots ST6 traces, where the conclusions are similar to ST5. L1D matches
even better, although there is a time constant error in the transducer, as in the case of ST2. ¿e same applies for
Figure 5.15 at ST7.
We jump now to AT2 plotted in Figure 5.16 a er the tertiary diaphragm. We can see that the agreement is good
at the beginning, but the expansion of the 2D model diverges signicantly. It seems that the eect of the diaphragm
rupture is also important at the tertiary diaphragm. As L1D shows a very good agreement.
We will plot now AT6 in Figure 5.17 and AT8 in Figure 5.18. Results are very similar with better agreement in
L1D than in the 2D model. We cannot see the pressure drop at the end of the accelerator gas that is typical from the
test data. ¿is may be attributed to the lack of mesh denition in the boundary layer, since as we will see later, the
rened model of the accelerator tube taking the inow of the L1D shows the correct pressure trace. Pressure trace
AT8 is very important since it denes the inlet to the nozzle. Since we know the experimental pressure it is possible
to use it as a boundary condition for calculating the nozzle. Nevertheless the radial variation of the ow variables
is not known at this location, and that is the main reason for running the 2D models of the acceleration tube with
L1D inow; to develop the ingested tube boundary layer.
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Figure 5.19: Compression tube
pressure at AT8 for test, L1D model,
and L1D+Accelerator 2D CFD model
Figure 5.20: Shock speeds for test
data (403 to 415) shots, L1D, analytical
and full 2D models.
We will focus now on the comparison of shock speeds. We have implicitly used these results since we have been
shi ing the pressure traces so that they match at the shock arrival. ¿ey are plotted in Figure 5.20. A rst remark to
point out is that the test shock speeds are very consistent. In this plot shots 403 to 415 are used. Very little change in
shock speeds is measured between shots.
L1D performs quite well, and the analytical model is very good for capturing themean ow properties, validating
the assumptions behind it. Nevertheless L1D is able to give useful time accurate information, such as the drop in
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Figure 5.21: Experimental and
Accelerator CFD model cone pressure
traces at dierent radial stations of the
measurement Rake, when located at
240mm from the nozzle.
shock speed at the accelerator tube, and also gives 1D time proles that can be used for detailed 2D models of the
accelerator tube and nozzle.
We can see that the full 2D model does not perform well, especially in the accelerator tube. It seems that it has
two main deciencies, one is that it did not include a rupturing hold time for the diaphragms. ¿e other one is
that there is not enough boundary layer denition in the accelerator tube, so that the Mirels [1963b] boundary layer
structure is not formed, as we can see in Figure 2.24 compared to Figure 5.7, where it seems to be qualitatively
correctly developed.¿ese deciencies can be easily corrected (given enough computing time), since the full model
was poorly dened due to its tentative nature.
We have to remark that full CFD models were the rst attempts to simulate the facility with a complete 2D
simulation, so are far from perfect. In the other hand L1D is a well proven tool, but unfortunately cannot give us the
correct spatial and temporal distribution of the nozzle exit ow. ¿e simulations are quite expensive and one has
to use implicit time integration and boundary layer wall functions to obtain a cost aordable solution, while it is
known that is not the best approach to track shocks or capture separated ows. But, at least, we have an estimation of
what is the nozzle exit ow, with limited resources. It is noticeable that in these simulations the disparity of scales is
gigantic, so all numerical results will be aected by the numerics if the physical feature is under the resolution. And
the full resolution is not feasible for the whole process, so one has to establish a best compromise between accuracy
and cost.
We will use then the approach from subsection 5.2.3, since it contains the essential inow information from
L1D, but provides a bidimensional ow that can be used as an inow to the Scramjetmodel. Figure 5.20 shows that
accelerator shock speeds are similar to L1D and experiments. Figure 5.19 shows pressure traces from experiments
and the CFD accelerator model at transducer AT8. Boundary layer development changes signicantly the pressure
time evolution with respect to L1D, especially seen in the pressure drop a er the arrival of the shock. CFD results
agree better with measured traces, at least during accelerator and test gas slugs. Later expansion is more abrupt in
the CFD solution, but hopefully it will be late enough not to inuence the simulation of the test ow.
Now that we have a full solution at the nozzle exit we can compare the rake measurements with our predictions.
We will rst examine the evolution of the ow at dierent points. Choosing the axial location 240mm from the exit
of the nozzle, which corresponds roughly to the Scramjet inlet centre, see Figure 5.24, Figure 5.21 is produced.We can
identify from the trace, the arrival of the shock wave (19.5ms), the accelerator gas and a strong peak produced where
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Figure 5.22: Experimental and
Accelerator CFD model cone pressure
traces at dierent radial stations of the
measurement Rake, when located at
the nozzle exit.
Figure 5.23: Experimental and
Accelerator CFD model cone pressure
traces at dierent radial stations of the
measurement Rake, when located at
500mm from the nozzle.
interface location is suspected (at 19.7ms). It is noted that the model produces a similar order of magnitude peak in
this area. ¿e test gas maybe located between (19.7ms and 20.5 ms) but the expansion is initially weak, andMach
number does not decrease substantially up to 21ms as seen at the CFD, (reported in Gildnd et al. [2013]). ¿at is
why we have chosen a test window for averaging between 0.9 to 1.2 miliseconds from the arrival of the accelerator
gas.
We can see that from the centre line up to a 100mm radius, pressure traces are quite comparable to the measured
values at least for the test gas area. We will compare radial distributions later, but as a rst glance it seems that the
core is quite uniform for at least 50% of the nozzle radius, which covers an area double the size of our our Scramjet
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Figure 5.24: Scramjetmodel position
w.r.t nozzle exit.
inlet (+/- 50mm). Outer radial locations see a drop in pressure, from the core area up to 180mm, which is the last
point in the rake; ¿e CFD model seems to capture this pressure drop tail well.
Figure 5.22 plots values at the immediate exit of the nozzle, which corresponds to the inlet tip, see Figure 5.24.
Core size is uniform up to 100mm radius, and CFD values are acceptable within the test gas, but are signicantly
higher in the outer core. Although the nozzle expansion is not well captured according to this gure, it does no
matter much for the Scramjet inow since the inlet is located within the core ow.
Figure 5.23 Shows traces at the end of the surveyed area, at the back of where the Scramjet inlet will be located.
CFD values are larger than measured although they are considered good enough at the test area. Core ow is still
uniform within 100mm radius. An observed pressure drop through the outer traces is also captured by the CFD,
however ¿e CFD predicts larger values. When analyzing all station traces, it seems that the CFD solution is less
expanded that the real case, but to assess this question we need to plot radial distributions.
We have plotted the pressure prole with the Scramjetmodel positioned at the nozzle exit in Figure 5.24 to help
visualize the ow aecting the model inlet. ¿e plot corresponds to a 2D interpolated inow Scramjet solution.
Approximately the inlet tip is located right at the nozzle exit, but down from the centre line about 50mm.¿e inlet
meets the center line of the nozzle close to the 250mm axial station. ¿e cowl tip, which gives the maximum radial
coordinate (in case the inlet captures its full area), is positioned at 550mm downstream of the nozzle, and 50mm
shi ed radially. ¿ese locations correspond qualitatively to the rake locations used for the survey.
Figure 5.25 plots the same data as in Figure 5.4, where dynamic pressure distribution versus axial and radial
distance was calculated using all measurements and survey shots, averaging between 900 to 1200 microseconds of
test time. We did the same for the CFD solution and plotted over that gure. It shows that both distributions agree
well in the core area (+/- 100mm) corresponding to the rst 250mm of the nozzle. Outside the core of this area, the
CFD solution seems to have less radial pressure drop than in the tests. At the back of the test area, at around 450mm
downstream of the nozzle exit, CFD data has a pressure peak at the center that is not found in the test data, although
drops to test values at a 100mm radius.
¿is can be better observed with a 2D contour plot of the distributions. We can see that the test ow has a higher
dynamic pressure at the middle and then drops longitudinally, while the CFD shows a further increase towards the
back. In any case the contour plot range is from 60Kpa to 80Kpa, while the targeted value is 70Kpa, so the red peak
dierences are 20% at most, while maintaining a 5% error in the green area. ¿e CFD axis-symmetric solution is
rotated around the symmetry axes to generate a test area volume where Scramjet inlet surface data is generated by
interpolation, as depicted in Figure 5.27
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Figure 5.25:Dynamic pressure from
Figure 5.4 experimental survey, and
simulated CFD data over these.
Figure 5.26:Dynamic pressure
distribution at the test area.
Although the dynamic pressure distribution from the CFD is matched to the one coming from the cones survey
for the same test window, there are importantmethodology drawbacks.We have chosen towait for two ow Scramjet
lengths to pass before we gather data, and as we see in Figure 5.3 both cone pressure and static pressure are rising.
Looking at Figure 5.6 (below) it is hypothesized that the expansion fan is reecting at the secondary interface,
propagating u+a characteristics upstream and modifying our test ow.
Table 5.4 shows targeted andCFD values (hybridmodel).¿e last is given at the point where the nozzle axismeets
the Scramjet surface (∼ 240mm), for the averaged test time window. We can see that eectively, dynamic pressure,
Mach number and static pressure are within reasonable error bounds, but temperature is way over the expected
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Figure 5.27: Test ow area data is
transformed to a 3D volume. Scramjet
Inlet ow is obtained by interpolation.
value since we have chosen a far downstream part of the test ow. Agreement at the front is better, but we may lack
ow development time when testing the model, so an engineering compromise solution had to be made. In any
case, when analyzing Scramjet experiments, we will two type of inows, one with an uniform distribution with the
targeted condition, and other with the nozzle prole coming for the CFD, in order to analyze the implications.
5.3.1 Condition uncertainties
From the survey of the nozzle exit, we have experimental variability data for cones and pinkey probes, which is
insucient to derive the free stream variability. Despite this we can relate static and dynamic pressure to those
measurements through probe models, static pressure is only measured in one radial position, and temperature is
not directly measured, so there is insucient data to close the problem.
Variable Targeted CFD Error%
p [pa] 990 951 4
T [k] 263 409 56
u [m/s] 3180 3918 23
M 9.8 9.65 1
q [Kpa] 65.7 61.8 6
Table 5.4: Targeted conditions vs
CFD Scramjet center line test window
averaged
We can tackle this situation using condition models. It is noted that the variability comes from two sources.
¿e rst one is the shot-to-shot variation of the free stream values, which is related to the shot lling pressures,
temperature, scatter in diaphragm rupture pressure, and other sources particular to the facility. ¿e second source
is the time variation of the free stream during the actual test duration, and is related to the selected test window,
ow establishment time and other factors. We may postulate that these sources are uncorrelated, meaning for small
departures around the condition, the temporal evolution of the free stream is independent on the free stream values.
¿is way we may split the problem into two: rst we estimate shot-to-shot free stream variation without temporal
evolution, then we estimate shot temporal variation having xed free stream values. If all individual errors, lling
pressures, averaging error errors, temperatures, etc, are assumed to follow a normal distribution, then the combined
eect of all of them may follow also a normal distribution for a large number of tests (central limit theorem). Under
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this hypothesis, theory says that the total variability is the square root of the individual squared deviations, see
Lorrain [2014] for example.
Variable Mean variable Uncertainty
1D P 19.7Mpa 5%
1 He P 18.0Kpa 0.5Kpa
1 Ar P 12.0Kpa 0.5Kpa
1 Air P 0.5Kpa [0-1]Kpa
1 T 298K 10K
2 He P 70.0Kpa 0.5Kpa
2 Air P 0.5Kpa [0-1]Kpa
2 Air T 298K 10K
3 Air P 39Kpa 300pa
3 T 298K 10K
4 P 120pa 20pa
4 T 298K 10K
Table 5.5: 403 condition estimated
uncertainties in lling pressure
and temperatures. 1 corresponds
to primary driver, 1D is primary
diaphragm rupture, and 1 is
compression tube. 2 is the secondary
driver, 3 is the shock tube, and 4 the
accelerator tube. Values in the form []
corresponds to uniform distributions,
the remaining ones are normal.
In order to calculate shot to shot free stream property variation, we will use our nominal analytical model
presented in subsection 5.2.1. Since we have many variables that may inuence the shot, and because the model is
fast to compute, we will not use a linear expansion approach as in Lorrain [2014] but rather a statisticalMontecarlo
method. We will sample many random model shots in order to calculate the variability in the solution. It can be
shown that the error in the estimation of the variability goes with ∼ 1/√2(n − 1) where n is the sample size, and the
error in the estimation of the mean goes with ∼ 1/√n, Hoel [1962].
Table 5.5 reports the assumed variation range in the parameters. It is highlighted that most of the lling error
pressures are larger than the gauge resolution, and therefore the later was neglected.¿is is due to small unavoidable
leaks in the tubes. When lling the primary and secondary tubes with light gases, they are ushed regularly to avoid
ambient air ingestion. To take into account the unknown remaining fraction of air in the tubes, this is modeled
through uniform distributions where the bottom pressure may have from 0 to 100% content in air. ¿e remaining
variables are true normal distributions centered in the mean, and with a standard deviation estimated with the
experienced values from the campaigns.
Variable Average Shots STD % Temporal STD % Spatial STD % Total%
p [pa] 896 16 25 14 33
T [k] 262 7 9 12 16
u [m/s] 3640 2 1 1 3
M 11.3 4 6 5 9
q [Kpa] 79 9 14 7 18
Re [106/m] 2.6 7 9 10 15
P0[Mpa] 299 15 8 21 27
h0[Mj/kg] 6.6 5 2 1 5
Table 5.6: Condition 403 sources
of uncertainty. STD is standard
deviation (1 sigma) relative to
the mean in %. Shot to shot is
calculated with aMontecarlo
method based on subsection 5.2.1
with input distributions Table 5.5
and 360 samples. Time and space
variations are calculated with
subsection 5.2.3 at the Scramjet inlet.
Temporal variability is averaging
error at the center line, and spatial
one is the maximum dierence
of the whole inlet with respect
to this value. Total variation is
δ =√δ2shot + δ2t ime + δ2s pace , Lorrain
[2014]
¿e second source of error is due to transient evolution of the free stream, and might be estimated through the
subsection 5.2.3. We can see for example in Figure 5.23 that despite the model has errors estimating the absolute
evolution of the measurements, it still can give a good approximation of the evolution rate (the slope of the
experimental curves). So in the same way that in Figure 5.25 the average dynamic pressure is calculated in the test
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window interval, the transient statistical deviation can be calculated. Since this calculation gives a longitudinal and
radial distribution of values, values at the Scramjet inlet surface are taken, and two values are given.¿e rst is truly
the transient statistical deviation of the center line, the second is the maximum spatial variation of the inlet with
respect to the center line. ¿e latter is not a measurement error since the spatial distribution is known, but is taken
into account as a deviation with respect to aimed values. ¿is way, temporal and spatial variability are taken into
account.
Values are reported in Table 5.6. We can see that experimental error in the dynamic pressure from Figure 5.26
falls within expected values according to this analysis. ¿is error comes partially from the determination of the free
stream static pressure, particularly from the time averaging. Qualitatively traces from Figure 5.3 show a pressure
rise during the shot that inevitably gets reected in the data. One may close the experimental averaging window
to reduce this eect, but then small uctuations become more determinant. In any case the use of Scramjet frontal
probes to record static and dynamic pressure seems quite important to normalize the pressure evolution inside the
Scramjet, in the same way done in McGilvray [2008].
It can also be highlighted that the error of the sensors used to capture pressure (PCB,Kulite, >2%, see for example
Gildnd et al. [2013], Lorrain [2014]) is much less than the error due to the experimental method. In the same way,
the error due to the CFD model grid convergence may also be estimated to be negligible, see Lorrain [2014]. ¿is
does not preclude that model predictions are accurate, but that its variation due to grid resolution is typically lower
than our expected experimental variability.
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1Diag 2Diag 3Diag Pres Pct ct% vol Pdri Pst Pacc RakeX RakeConf
SHOT mm thou thou Mpa Kpa Ar % He% Kpa He Kpa Air pa Air mm
386 3 5 5 4.9 45 5 95 140 90 250 242 Conf 0
387 3 5 5 4.9 45 5 95 140 90 250 242 Conf 0
388 3 5 5 4.9 45 5 95 140 90 250 242 Conf 0
389 3 5 5 4.9 45 5 95 140 95 200 242 Conf 0
390 3 5 5 4.9 45 5 95 140 95 200 242 Conf 0
391 3 7.5 5 4.9 45 10 90 140 95 200 242 Conf 0
393 3 7.5 5 4.9 45 20 80 140 95 200 242 Conf 0
394 3 7.5 5 4.9 45 35 65 140 95 200 242 Conf 0
395 3 7.5 5 5.1 45 55 45 140 95 200 242 Conf 0
396 4 5 7.5 7.3 60 55 45 140 127 267 242 Conf 0
397 4 5 7.5 7.1 60 55 45 187 117 267 242 Conf 0
398 2 5 5 2.8 30 55 45 93 63 133.3 242 Conf 0
399 2 4 4 3.0 30 20 80 120 65 200 242 Conf 1
400 2 4 4 3.2 30 20 80 100 52 160 242 Conf 1
401 2 4 4 3.4 30 20 80 100 52 160 242 Conf 1
402 2 4 4 3.6 30 30 70 70 39 120 242 Conf 1
403 2 4 4 3.8 30 40 60 70 39 120 242 Conf 1
404 2 4 4 4.0 30 50 50 70 39 120 242 Conf 1
407 3 4 4 6.5 45 60 40 100 55 160 242 Conf 1
408 4 4 4 9.0 60 23 77 133 73 210 242 Conf 1
409 3 4 4 6.5 45 40 60 100 55 160 242 Conf 1
410 2 4 4 3.8 30 40 60 70 39 120 242 Conf 1
411 2 4 4 3.8 30 40 60 70 39 120 242 Conf 2
412 2 4 4 3.8 30 40 60 70 39 120 242 Conf 2
413 2 4 4 3.8 30 40 60 70 39 120 30 Conf 2
414 2 4 4 3.8 30 40 60 70 39 120 30 Conf 2
415 2 4 4 3.8 30 40 60 70 39 120 500 Conf 2
Table 5.7: Baseline condition
development shots log, lling
conditions. First 3 values are the
diaphragms thickness. ¿en Reservoir
pressure (Pres), compression tube
pressure (Pct), primary driver
composition (%Ar, %He), lling
pressure of the secondary driver
(Pdri), shock tube pressure (Pst),
accelerator tube presure (Pacc), rake
position in the dumptank with respect
to the nozzle, and rake conguration.
6
Scramjet Testing Nominal Condition
THE SCRAMJET MODEL is tested in this chapter, at the nominal condition from chapter 5. First the description
of the experimental campaign is provided, as well as an overview of the data processing. ¿en the CFD models are
introduced, which are used in the rest of the text. Somemodels explore qualitatively the ow, and aim to understand
the experimental implications of some assumptions. ¿en the main model is introduced that will set up a baseline
for comparison with experimental data.
¿e test used the same physical model as have been used in the T4 experiments. X2 was a 2:5 scale reducedmodel.
Results are nally introduced at the end of the chapter, beginning with comparisons against data from the X2 and
T4 facilities, for fuel-o, fuel injected into nitrogen (reaction suppressed), and fuel into air. Results are produced
and compared for a wide range of equivalence ratios, and the presence of combustion during the shots is assessed.
Later with the help of CFDmodels, several performance gures are calculated, including spillage, net thrust, mixing
and combustion eciencies, and thrust and heat loss distribution.
6.1 experimental campaign
¿e aim of the experimental campaign is to test whether the X3 expansion tube facility can test Scramjets and
reproduce the experiments reported in McGilvray et al. [2010a,b] with the same quality, and that results are
consistent with the scaling laws. General pictures of the model in the test section are shown in Figure 6.1
Test shots are shown in Table 6.1, all of themwere tested in developed condition 403, which is referred to asMach
10 nominal. ¿e test matrix was created so that we have at least two shots per point to assess test variability. Some
important points, such as fuel-o and fuel-on with an equivalence ratio of 1.0, were repeated more times.
In order to reproduce the experiments from McGilvray [2008] we adopted the same approach, which consisted
of gathering pressure data along the Scramjet center line.
Signals recorded are split into two time bases groups because of the very dierent time scales which apply in the
driver compression and early shock formation processes, and in the ow in the Scramjetmodel.¿e long time base is
sampled at 100Khz, and comprises the compression tube, ST1 shock tube transducer, fuel triggering signal and fuel
plenum chamber pressure. ¿e second time base is sampled at 1Mhz, and records acceleration tube pressures, 1-27
PCB transducers, 1-12 Kulite, ST1 transducer and fuel plenum pressure. Both sets are triggered by a rising pressure
threshold of 500Kpa in ST1. ¿is event is used to synchronize both sets for post-processing.
¿e video is triggered by a photo-diode, or the last acceleration tube signal AT8. A TTL signal generator is used
to generate the camera trigger signal from analogue input.
¿e fuel trigger box position has to be zeroed prior to the test by moving the adjusting plate until the axial
plate just covers the photo-diode. ¿e time delay from movement detection to fuel trigger signal has been set to
130msec (determined experimentally), and it takes about 20msec to reach the maximum fuel pressure.¿is process
has shown excellent repeatability. Figure 6.3 shows a timing sequence: signal Trigger is red by the trigger box plate
at the very beginning of the facility recoil, then the delay counter waits 130ms and command the signal Open to the
valve. From the valve command, to maximum steady fuel pressure in the chamber (Signal Fuel) there is a plenum
delay of 20msec.¿en the ow arrives at the test section (signal Pitot), where the test gas is the initial 2msec pressure
ripple. We can see that fuel remains steady for much longer than the duration of the test.
Repeatability was not so good when the fuel trigger box was located in the acceleration tube during trials, where
dierences of about 15msec were found, and is attributed to the dierential movement between the tube and the
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Figure 6.1: Pictures of the Scramjet
model in the test section. Top le 
shows the position of the model
and attachment system when closed
and ready to re (in this picture
no windows were used). Above
right picture shows the model with
windows positioned with respect
the the nozzle and dumptank
openings. Transducer cables and
fuel exible hose are shown. Center-
top pictures show some of the Kulite
sensors arrangement, le shows inlet
measurements through adapters,
and right shows measurements at
the nozzle without adapters. Center-
below pictures shows PCB pressure
transducers mountings, covers are
sealed with RTV silicone (red). Below
le show the arrangement of the cone
and Pinckney probes, and at right
picture shows all used sensors and
their mountings (cone le , Kulite and
adapter middle le , PCB middle right,
and Pinckney Kulite right).
Figure 6.2: Location of the pressure
sensors along the center line of the
Scramjet , along with a 2D CFD
Fluent solution of the fuel-o M10
nominal case. Points with a cross,
indicate available hole. Points in red
are pressure measurements. Points
in blue, are fromMcGilvray [2008].
Points shi ed up are Kulite sensors,
while most of the points are PCB.
support (which may move freely) during the shot. ¿e trigger box was then moved to the shock tube, which moves
over a xed support, and where much better results were obtained.
¿e basic shot post-processing conforms to the following steps:● Zero all the signals by subtracting the steady pre-shot voltage levels.● Filter signals by a low pass lter with a 50microseconds sample window (see Figure 4.20 for time resolution of
PCB).● Detect cone probe pressure rise (shock arrival) and set the zero time from this event.
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Shot Type Pc Er Video
417 F O
418 F O
419 F O Schlieren
420 F O Schlieren
421 F On 825 Schlieren
422 F O
423 F On 1200
424 F On 1400 1
425 F On 2450 1.5 High speed
426 F N2 1500 1 High speed
427 F N2 2250 1.5 High speed
428 F N2 740 0.5
429 F On 745 0.5
430 F O
431 F On 1490 1
432 F On 1490 1 High speed
433 F On 1460 1 High speed
434 F On 2250 1.5 High speed
435 F N2 2280 1.5
436 F N2 1490 1 High speed
437 F N2 740 0.5 High speed
Table 6.1:NominalMach 10 Scramjet
shots log. Pc denotes steady plenum
pressure, and Er, equivalence ratio.
time
-0.1 -0.05 0 0.05
Pitot
CT
Trigger
Open
Fuel
Figure 6.3: Fuel timing sequence.
Time in secs, vertical scale is not
relevant.
● Detect rise in each signal, and calculate the average ow speed based on signal delay.● Delay signals according to ow speed so that we can normalize by the inlet value that applied when that specic
slug of test gas passed the inlet. ¿is is based on the fact that the ow is “quasi-steady” in nature, as there are
small changes in ow properties during the steady test time. More precisely, the local ∂∂t terms are much less
than the u ∂∂x convective gradients, so the total derivatives values are accurately given by ignoring the transient
component. From McGilvray et al. [2010b] and particularizing for our pressure measurement, the normalized
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value is pˆ(x , t) = p(x , t+△t)/p(xre f , t)where△t = (x − xre f ) /u and the reference is taken at the front probes.
¿e velocity is estimated with the time correlation of the pressure signals (at known locations).● Another lter pass at 200microseconds for nal averaging.● Process the test window time slot (from 900 to 1200)● Calculate statistics. We used the median estimation rather than the average since it is arguably better for noisy
measurements. Error bars will be calculated as the maximum deviation between either temporal data or shot to
shot variation. Also the median is used to calculate the most probable absolute dispersion. Error bars will cover
1σ standard deviation.
6.2 cfd models
A great manpower has been invested in the development of CFD for Scramjet analysis over the last 40 years. ¿is
started with the pioneering NASA work in the 70’s, and has continued to the extent that used friendly commercial
packages are available which enable anyone with minimal computer and modeling competency to grid up and
get solutions for many complex ow situations. ¿ey are widely used in the industry to solve problems that are
analytically intractable. However, they can not yet be considered to be “black-box” solutions that can be trusted to
high accuracy in all situations without thorough validation studies.¿is applies particularly to Scramjet combustion
where turbulent boundary layers are developed, turbulent mixing occurs, non-equilibrium nite rate processes
dominate, all in complex 3D ow eld with unsteady features. ¿e full validation of a CFD simulation is a long
and rigorous process and has been a topic of several PhD’s from this institution.¿e approach taken in this thesis is
to take advantage of the capabilities of these codes, using the best estimates from the adjustable parameters available
from recent studies of similar ow situations, see for example Bricalli et al. [2015], Lorrain [2014], Barth et al. [2013],
Ogawa et al. [2011]. Due to the complexities and time demands of performing an experimental program which was
new to this facility, it was not practical to also complete a fully validated CFD analysis in the same time frame. ¿e
analysis is till useful however, as good overall agreement is given with the experimental data, and where there are
discrepancies, it indicates areas of potential fruitful future study in CFD modeling.
6.2.1 2D models
Many dierent 2Dmodels were used to qualitatively assess dierent aspects of the ow. All of them have structured
meshes created in ICEM meshing suite with similar block topology. Only viscous models, grid density and minor
geometry changes are introduced to explore some solution sensitivities. Boundary conditions are always similar,
xed supersonic proles for all the variables at the inlet, outow supersonic extrapolation at the outlets, isothermal
walls at ambient temperature, and adiabatic slip walls for free stream parallel ow regions.
¿e ow is going to be assumed fully turbulent according to the estimations performed by McGilvray [2008]
where turbulent transition occur very early in the inlet rst ramp.Turbulence is specied through a turbulent
viscosity prole, that is available when using facility inows, or has to be guessed when uniform conditions are
provided. When not provided, a 3% turbulent intensity is used, and a typical length scale based on the inlet width
is used, which are CFD++ recommended settings for ducts when no other information is available. When injecting
fuel, we specify pressure plenum total pressure and temperature at the beginning of the injector ducts, which results
always in choked conditions at the holes. Turbulence prole in the holes has to be estimated, so a uniform prole of
turbulence viscosity is used with again a 3% turbulent intensity and a length scale based on the radius.
Initial fuel-o computations were aimed at verifying qualitatively some of the phenomena covered theoretically
in section 3.2. In Figure 6.6 we can see two dierent computations run with Fluent.¿e top one is an inviscid Euler
solution using constant specic heat ratio (1.4 for air). ¿e bottom one is a turbulent solution with a one equation
Goldberg model Goldberg [2001], with adiabatic walls and variable specic heat ratio. Both of them are at the
nominal Mach 10 condition with uniform inlet prole. We can see in the pressure contours that the solution are
very dierent, both dier in the absolute pressure generated, and in the spatial location of the macroscopic ow
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Figure 6.4: Posprocesing of the
signals. First picture is raw data where
shock wave is detected and useful
time is cut. Second, signals are slug
tracked and ltered (50microsec).
¿ird, average window is selected
(900-1200 msec) and fourth data is
nally gathered and normalized by
front probes.
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Figure 6.5: 3D CADmodel of the T4
Scramjet and 2D structured blocks on
the symmetry plane. Boundary layer
blocks, leading edges and injectors
are small to be seen, but are included.
Injectors 2D area has been scaled to
match the equivalent 3D area of the
holes.
features like shock and expansion waves. In the inviscid solution all the three inlet shocks converge quite well over
the cowl tip. Nevertheless, boundary layer growth in the viscous solution changes the pressure distribution at the
Figure 6.6: 2D models of the nominal
M10 condition with uniform inlet
prole. Upper pressure contours are
obtained with an inviscid calorically
perfect gas, bottom solution is a
turbulent thermally perfect gas one.
Run with Fluent.
inlet creating substantial spillage. ¿ese thick layers enter into the combustor altering the topology of the shock
pattern. While two combustor shock peaks are expected in the lower surface inviscid solution, three are found
in the viscous one. At the nozzle the dierent shock locations and the combination with the expansion produces
dierences in pressure of the order of magnitude of ten at the top of the nozzle.
¿e conclusion is that while the inviscid calorically perfect gas solution is useful to estimate overall inlet pressure
levels and maybe some peak pressures, the distribution is incorrect since the real problem is dominated by viscous
phenomena. It should be noted that only pressure it is compared here, which is not very variable through the
boundary layers, so the dierences in other variables may be much bigger. It is quite clear then that the analysis
challenges discussed in section 3.2 occur in this Scramjetmodel, and attempts to reproduce test results may have to
consider 3D geometry and thermodynamic gas models including at least vibrational excitation through a variable
specic heat ratio.
Despite this conclusion we will continue to use 2D models to explore other features of the ow. Figure 6.7 shows
pressures on the lower surface of the 2D model, for the inviscid and some turbulent models. We can see rst that
results are sensitive to turbulence modeling so that one has to carefully choose validated formulations within the
appropriate model bounds. Secondly the thermal state of the wall is very important; thick and hot boundary layers
change the ow with respect to cold walls solutions. ¿is poses an additional complication to Scramjet testing in
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Figure 6.7: Pressure on the lower
surface for dierent solutions.
Inviscid, k − ω with adiabatic wall,
k −ω with xed wall temperature, and
spalart allmaras turbulent model
(xed temperature). Both models are
solved to the wall (y+ ∼ 1). Run with
Fluent.
Figure 6.8: Pressure on the lower
surface for nominal radius (0.5mm)
and large radius (2.0mm). Run with
Fluent.
Figure 6.9: Pressure on the lower
surface for nominal cowl position
(0mm), and forward positions 10,
20,40, 80 and 120mm . Distribution
is plotted from the combustor entry.
Run with Fluent.
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expansion tubes and in general impulse facilities, since thermal equilibrium of the walls is not produced. In this case
we will have to match test data and then extrapolate to ight conditions using CFD models.
Other geometric eects were also explored, for example the impact of the leading edge radius on the measured
pressure distributions. In Figure 6.8 twomodels were run having dierent radii. Although the impact on the overall
ow may be large due to a thicker shock layer produced by the nose, the lower wall pressure distributions are not
changed much. When we assemble the model, there is some uncertainty about the exact values of the leading edge
dimensions.¿is analysis shows that for relative axial errors <1mm (easily achievable), and leading edge radii <2mm
(clearly visible damage) errors introduced will be much less than the pressure measurement accuracy.
Cowl positioning was also explored in Figure 6.9. Here we run dierent cases with dierent positions of the cowl,
moving it forward. We can see that as it is moved, peak pressure from the cowl shock wave reection gets bigger,
and the combustor rst expansion is smaller. ¿is happens up to around 80mm, a er which the solution does not
change any more. ¿e nominal position was used for the main simulation, but we can see that with an installation
error around a millimeter we do not expect the distribution to change due to this fact.
We know from chapter 5 that the core ow has spatial variations of the free stream values, especially with the
axial distance. From the Pitot survey we have inferred a dynamic pressure distribution, taking into account static
pressure measurements at 3 axial locations from the Pinckney probe. Nevertheless at the beginning of the inlet,
static pressure is as large as the rst ramp compression, so the nozzle static pressure distributionmay have an impact
on the rst ramps measurements. We run some cases in Figure 6.10 to see how this may aect the measurements on
the lower surface.¿e red dashed line is an uniform pressure prole that establishes a baseline.¿e green solid curve
is an expected prole variation (in fact it comes from an steady nozzle calculation), it is more expanded towards the
center and less at the ends. It is this way since the model is positioned so that the the nozzle center line hits at the
middle of the inlet to maximize core ow coverage. Dierences with the uniform average value are not large, so not
much inow eect is expected. Two more cases are added with more drastic proles. ¿e black solid line starts a
little bit over the average and drops with distance. Distribution is similar at the beginning but is quite dierent at
the third ramp, the rst reexion peak is 60% lower than the average value, successive reexions are also lower, and
the nozzle expansion lower. If we assume that our inlet cone probe provides a good estimation of the average ow,
our distribution will be much lower than expected due to the inlet prole. ¿e same will apply if we normalize by
transducers in the rst ramp. If the same variable inlet distribution is shi ed up (blue dash line) so that it is similar
to the average one at the middle, the behavior is dierent.¿e rst ramp values are o by the an amount equal to the
static pressure dierence of the distributions, but is similar at the end of the rst ramp. ¿en combustor pressure
distributions are similar. It is remarkable that quite a dierent expansion behavior appears at the beginning of the
nozzle as pointed out by Stalker et al. [1988], so paradoxically a goodway tomeasure the inlet induced height proles
may be to measure accurately at the initial nozzle expansion.
We conclude that (obviously) inlet proles are important, and that is why CFD models of the nozzle were
developed; nevertheless, one may use fuel-o pressure distributions as a “big probe” measurements so that inlet
distributions may be inferred. It seems then that matching the fuel-o test cases appears to be of paramount
importance, and several fuel-o control shots may be required. One reason is to get a statistically signicant
distribution, lowering the eect of the uncertainties, and an other reason is that we may use it as a “calibration”
between fueled shots.
All of these assessments were done on the assumption of a steady state ow, but in our expansion tube test we
have two or three ow lengths of usable test time. Studies on ow establishment time on this geometry, that may
be extrapolated to our condition, were developed by McGilvray [2008]. In any case we decided to run a model to
see what was the expected evolution of the pressure distribution. In order to simplify the computation and make
it computationally cheaper, it was decided to start the simulation once the hot accelerator gas had already exited
the model. ¿is process takes approximately one ow length. ¿e reason is that numerically it is expensive to track
the initial shock and accelerator gas going through the model, when we are not much interested on this stage, and
we should start our establishment “clock” once the test gas enter the model. In Figure 6.11 pressure and shear stress
are plotted at dierent times. We can see that a er 0.44 ms (the black dot-dash line), results change very little, and
the red dash and solid lines for later times are coincident.¿is corresponds to approximately one ow length which
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Figure 6.10: Pressure on the lower
surface for dierent arbitrary static
pressure inow proles, xed
free streamMach number and
Temperature. Upper gure shows
static pressure at the inlet vs distance
while the bottom one shows the
impact on the pressure distribution.
Run with Fluent.
appears to be consistent with Jacobs et al. [1992], and more precisely for this conguration from McGilvray [2008].
As pointed out their injection time establishmentmay be estimated as 3-4 the characteristic ow lengths fromRogers
[1971] which is in this case the combustor one. Since this is approximately one third of the total, we still will expect
the ow establishment to occur in one length. In any case, we will place our test window at the end of our available
test time, at which time about two ow path length have transited the model.
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6.2.2 3D models
3D models were developed following the conclusions of subsection 6.2.1. Geometry is the same, and structured
Figure 6.11: Pressure and shear stress
on the lower surface at dierent times
a er the arrival of the test gas. Green
dotted curves are not established
distributions, black dashed-dotted
lines may be the threshold and
red dashed and solid lines do not
change substantially. Establishment is
produced approximately at one ow
length L/V ∼ 1.3m/3500m/s ∼ 0.4ms.
Run with Fluent.
blocking is a simple extrusion with some modications. Only half of the geometry is modeled. It was done with
ICEM meshing suite. O-blocks are introduced at the holes, and an extra block layer was used to model the lateral
wall with the leading edges. ¿en an O-block boundary layer is tted around all wall boundaries.
¿e model was developed to give solutions within the computational resources available, xing the wall layer
distances to an approximate y+ ∼ 1, then introducing a boundary layer with around 20 nodes and a geometric
growth ratio of 1.1. ¿en the aspect ratio of the cells is xed to around 200, which sets the size of the surface mesh.
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¿is overall stretching ratio is quite large for standard practice but the solver was able to handle it. Local features,
such as leading edges have at least 10 nodes, but the injector holes contain around 30 in diameter.Mesh size is around
4.6 million nodes. Figure 6.13 shows a picture of some slices of the mesh. Boundary conditions are the same as in
the 2D case, adding a 3D center plane and an inlet lateral symmetry. Two types of inow are used. First is a uniform
one with nominal values. ¿e second is a 3D interpolation of the solution from the hybrid L1D + accelerator/nozzle
model from subsection 5.2.3. Figure 5.27 shows a gure where the solution is interpolated from the 2D solution into
the 3D Scramjet inlet surface.
CFD++was used to get steady state solutions.¿ree set of solutionswere calculated to compare, fuel-o, injection
of H2 into N2, and fuel-on (injection of H2 into Air). Combustion was calculated by nite rate kinetics chemistry
using Jachimowski [1992]. ¿e Goldberg model Goldberg [2001] was used for wall turbulence modeling since it
is recommended in CFD++, and also because the turbulent inlet prole is calculated with the facility CFD, which
uses the same model. ¿e interpolated turbulent variable is an undamped eddy viscosity. No turbulence-chemistry
Figure 6.12: CAD of the T4 Scramjet
model and 3D structured blocks.
Boundary layer blocks, leading edges
and injectors are small to be seen,
but are included. Only half model is
meshed.
interaction modeling is used in these calculations.
Figure 6.13: 3D mesh of the T4
Scramjetmodel, with surface walls,
longitudinal and transverse slices.
Using the model we can explore some qualitative features of the ow, that are linked to the phenomena discused
in chapter 3. In Figure 6.14 a fuel-o case is pictured. Height coordinate is exaggerated, and the other symmetric
part of themodel is plotted, for a better ow visualization.We are plotting surface streamlines over the pressure side,
and a couple of slices showing▽⋅ v⃗. When the divergence of the velocity is positive (red) then the ow is expanding,
when negative (blue) is compressing. From the inlet tip we can see the shock wave created by the leading edge.
Intermediately a er the edge we have an expansion that accommodates the ow to the ramp. ¿ere is a complex
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Figure 6.14: fuel-o case. Height
is exaggerated for a better ow
visualization, also the other
symmetric part of the model is
plotted, sidewalls are removed.
Surface streamlines over the pressure
side, and a couple of slices showing▽ ⋅ v⃗. When the divergence of the
velocity is positive (red) then the ow
is expanding, when negative (blue) is
compressing. Scale is not relevant in
this plot. Run with CFD++.
Figure 6.15: fuel-o case. Symmetry
plane streamlines andMach
number. Only the lines that enter
the combustor are shown. Height
coordinate is stretched for a better
visualization. Run with CFD++.
viscous interaction shown in shown in Figure 6.16 that can be observed in the pressure measurements since the
pressure takes many leading edge radii to relax asymptotically to the ramp pressure. In Figure 6.8 for example, it can
be seen that this takes almost 1/4 of the rst ramp.
In Figure 6.14 using slices we can clearly see three compression shocks at the inlet.¿ey have some curvature due
to the inow prole, shock layer created by the leading edge, boundary layer displacement, and the presence of the
side walls. Although the last two ramps generate shocks that end up close to the cowl tip at the symmetry plane, the
rst one rises signicantly above the tip, which introduces ow spillage, as can be seen in Figure 6.15. ¿ere, only
the centreline symmetry plane streamlines that enter the combustor are shown, so it can be seen qualitatively that
the capture area is less than optimum, where the top streamline is expected to hit the cowl tip in a straight line.
At the beginning of the combustor, the cowl leading edge generates another strong shock wave that diers from
the sharp ideal at plate reection wave. ¿ere is an expansion at the body side (the opposite to the cowl) due to
rotation around the corner. Shock and expansion meet at the center signicantly bending the waves. Later in the
combustor, we have the typical duct shock pattern from Figure 3.7 where the initial shock is reected (up to three
body reections), and each reection follows expansions. ¿e ow is quite complex, and each shock impingement
interactswith the boundary layer as shown in Figure 3.10. Figure 6.17 shows one of these interactions at the beginning
of the combustor with streamlines plotted at the surface. We can see the complex interaction that forms there due
to a corner ow boundary layer with an expansion and later shock impingement.¿ere is also an incoming entropy
layer, see Figure 3.9 shown by a spanwise slice.
At the nozzle, we can identify the corner expansion and the last shock wave reection that exits the combustor.
¿is shock reects in the top part of the nozzle, again hitting the pressure surface, and reects again downstream.
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Figure 6.16: fuel-o case. Leading
edge ow. Streamlines over the
surface, longitudinal slice with▽ ⋅ v⃗
and spanwise slice with entropy. Run
with CFD++.
Figure 6.17: fuel-o case. Wall
streamlines at the beginning of
the combustor. ¿ey are a result
of a corner ow, interacting
with an expansion, a shock wave
impingement, and an incoming
shock layer shown here as a spanwise
slice. A divergence of the velocity
longitudinal slice is plotted close to
the wall to see the location of the
shock wave and expansion. Run with
CFD++.
Figure 6.18:Detail of one o center
(model middle hole) H2 jet. A
Mach 2 isosurface is colored by
velocity divergence, to show the bow
shock and expansion areas. ¿e jet
streamlines are colored byMach
number tracers. Run with CFD++.
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¿ere are expansions following the shock reections. So that the pattern seen at the nozzle can characterize the
combustor exit ow well, as mentioned in subsection 3.3.4.
In Figure 6.19 a case with hydrogen injection without reaction (into nitrogen), is plotted. We can see that the
jets substantially modify the pattern of the ow at the combustor inlet. In fact they also interfere at the third ramp,
where we can see the bow shocks and jet expansions as were summarized in Figure 3.12. It seems that these structures
generate somewhatmore spillage judging from the position of the rst shock above the cowl, but we will address this
question more quantitatively later. ¿e ow in the combustor is also changed, and now we clearly have three body
side shock reections. Since the outlet of the combustor changes, we can see that the nozzle pattern also changes, with
a more pronounced early shock reection. In terms of jets mixing, it seems that the injection is working quite well,
and hydrogen gets diused quickly. At about half way along the combustor, hydrogen concentration has dropped
to near stoichiometric levels, specially for the central jets. ¿e outside ones interact with the side walls and get
spread, so the pattern is very dierent from the one seen at the center. A detailed picture of an o-center jet can be
found in Figure 6.18. Jet streamlines are colored withMach number tracers, and also a isosurface of M=2 is plotted
(colored by velocity divergence). We can clearly see a compression bow shock where the jet meets the free stream,
and expansions at the sides. A recompresion is found in the wake, where the tracers evolve in a circumferential roller
pattern, similar to the structure found in Figure 3.12.
Figure 6.19: Fuel into nitrogen
case, equivalence ratio 1.0. Height
coordinate is exaggerated for a better
ow visualization, also, the other
symmetric part of the model is
plotted, and sidewalls are removed.
Hydrogen jet tracers are colored
by mass concentration. Surface
streamlines are shown over the
pressure side. A couple of slices are
included, showing▽ ⋅ v⃗ to identify
compression and expansion areas.
¿e velocity divergence scale is not
relevant in this plot, and not shown
for clarity. Run with CFD++.
Now we can plot the same case but for reacting ow, in Figure 6.20. Now we have about four body shock
reections in the combustor, so the whole shock train moves forward when combusting, as the Mach number
drops. We also have higher pressures at the nozzle, manifesting in weaker compression waves there, in comparison
with the non reacting case. It seems that combustion takes place as designed for, and happens vigorously as soon as
the rst combustor shock wave is passed through. Jets closer to the wall react quickly since they are interacting with
the wall boundary layer that is hotter than at the center jets, so the pattern is quite dierent to a symmetric one.
¿e eect of injecting hydrogen can be seen in the experimental pressure values, either reacting or not. In
Figure 6.21 we are plotting pressure contours at the walls (this time only the calculated half of the model) and
isosurfaces at 40Kpa, for some typical cases that we run in the campaign. Fuel-o, fuel into nitrogen (er 1.0) and
reacting. Pressures are appreciably dierent in all cases, either by the presence of injection or combustion, or by
sweeping the equivalence ratio.
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Figure 6.20: Fuel-on case,
equivalence ratio 1.0. Height
coordinate is exaggerated for a
better ow visualization, also
the other symmetric part of the
model is plotted, and sidewalls are
removed. Water formation is plotted
in the jets tracers, colored by mass
concentration. Surface streamlines
are shown over the pressure side.
A couple of slices are included,
showing▽ ⋅ v⃗ to identify compression
and expansion areas. ¿e velocity
divergence scale is not relevant in this
plot. Run with CFD++.
Figure 6.21: Experimental campaign
typical cases run with CFD. Figures
from the top are respectively, fuel-o,
fuel-into-N2 (equivalence ratio 1), and
fuel-on (equivalence ratio 1). Only the
calculated half model is shown. Wall
contours are colored by pressure, and
there is a 40Kpa isosurface that shows
the location of shock wave reections,
hot spots, and radical farms. Run with
CFD++.
6.3 comparison and assessment
¿e purpose of this section is to compare all available data for the nominal Mach 10 condition, including our
campaign, those from McGilvray et al. [2010a,b], and earlier CFD generated in subsection 6.2.2. We will rst start
with fuel-o data, since as commented earlier it is an important case for cross-experiment matching. ¿en fuel-on
data is analyzed followed by fuel-into-N2. Combustion is assessed by comparing these cases. Later we will use the
CFD solution to extract some quantitative measurements of the performance, basically spillage, net thrust, mixing
and combustion eciency, and forces and heat losses distributions.
6.3.1 Fuel-o
Several fuel-o shots were performed. Referring to Figure 6.22 we can see that the rst shots 418, 419, and 420 were
consecutive. Some variability was found between the shots, but at this initial stage it may be attributed to diculties
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Figure 6.22: Surface pressure for fuel-
o test and CFD++ data. Case 418 is
the rst test with initial transducer
locations. 419 and 420 are consecutive
with the nal transducer positioning.
430 is a fuel trigger failed test that
produced a fuel-o case. 418 and
430 data are partially included in the
averaged data Best_FOF. CFD data is
composed of an uniform distribution
for the targeted condition, and one
with a calculated inow through
accelerator+nozzle CFD. At the top,
a symmetry plane pressure contour
plot is included to help locate ow
features.
with consistent transducers installation.Mounting of the PCB sensors, Figure 4.16, has to be precise in the sense that
some pressure has to be applied to the front face for a correct O-ring sealing, but contact with the surface may cause
mechanical stresses in the piezoelectric sensor, interfering the measurement. ¿e original Scramjet design featured
a ne thread pitch on the ttings aimed towards optimal installation, but in our case the model was relatively old
and threads were damaged. Although they were re-tapped, ne adjustment was not always possible. ¿e second
source of failed measurements was damage to the sensor connector due to historical sporadic use of cables with
dierent pin diameters. ¿is could cause the electrical contact to fail, invalidating the measurement. Other ow
420
430
Best_FOF
CFD_Foff
Figure 6.23: Pressure coecient
distribution of Figure 6.22 normalized
using measured static and dynamic
pressure from the frontal probes. Run
with CFD++.
related causes may be the presence of some low frequency noise (in the range of tens of kilohertz) that can be seen
in Figure 6.4, that some averaging processes were not able to lter out.¿is is the reason for choosing an approximate
one ow length average. In any case, calculated dispersion error bars take into account the maximum between the
test window averaging error or shot to shot variations. Some shot measurements (as 430) are partially included due
to the fact that they were not planned fuel-o shots, but failed fuel injection timing, nevertheless producing useful
data.
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Figure 6.24: Pressure coecient
distribution of Figure 6.22 normalized
using measured dynamic pressure
from the frontal probes. Run with
CFD++.
In Figure 6.22 we can see that inlet measurements agree better with CFD using the facility inow (calculated
in subsection 5.2.3) as opposed to using the nominal uniform inow, however in the combustor dierences are
not as big. ¿at was the main reason to develop accelerator+nozzle inows, since the inlet ow did not match
the experimental values, and it was suspected that the nozzle static pressure eld was inuencing the distribution
pressure at the inlet as discussed in subsection 6.2.1.
Paradoxically the agreement is not so good at the end of the combustor and beginning of the nozzle where the
inow CFD produces a reection of the last shock wave producing an unmatched expansion. ¿is spike is smaller
than the distance between transducers so we cannot see it experimentally. In any case as pointed out before, it seems
experimentally interesting tomeasure accurately this part of themodel, since it is quite sensitive to the inow prole.
We try to use the front probes to get an estimation of the static and dynamic pressure for normalization in the fashion
explained in section 4.9, but zero voltage dri ing in theKulite of the Pinckney probe invalidated this approach since
measured static pressure was higher than the rst ramp pressure. See Figure 6.23 results. In any case this method
seems a viable way to tackle inow prole uncertainties.
Figure 6.25: Surface pressure for
fuel-o in X3, T4 and X2 (Scaled 2/5
ρL) facilities. T4 and X2 data from
McGilvray et al. [2010a]. Pressure
is normalized by the 7th transducer
hole (rst ramp). Ratio is plotted in
logarithmic scale to better capture the
inlet dierences. Note that X2 model
has a slightly longer inlet, and longer
combustor. Length is normalized here
with the T4 model one (1.227m). Run
with CFD++.
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Partial use of the probes was made, normalizing by the dynamic pressure estimated using only the cone. For that
we need to x the static pressure at this location. Using this value as predicted by the CFD accelerator+nozzle tube,
Figure 6.24 is produced. It may be noticed that the agreement is better, since in each shot local average variations
are estimated using the probe. We will choose this method as the nominal one for data normalization.
Another way to normalize the data somewhat independent of the free stream conditions is to use the rst ramp
pressure as the reference. If the inow is nearly uniform and the Mach number is xed, then the ratios of the
measured data with respect to the reference should be quite similar. ¿is is the method chosen in McGilvray et al.
[2010a] to report the test results on our model (when it was tested in T4 for the same condition), and on a 2/5 scaled
version tested in X2 with pL condition scaling.
Figure 6.26: Comparison of
X2 (McGilvray [2008]) and X3
(Figure 5.25) nozzle ows. Picture
above shows qualitatively the
distributions of the dynamic pressure
.vs. longitudinal and radial distances
normalized by the nozzle diameter.
Dynamic pressure is normalized by
the condition nominal value. Picture
below shows axial cuts.
We can see in Figure 6.25 a comparison of the fuel-o case in these facilities. Since all relevant non dimensional
parameters are scaled, and there is no combustion, close agreement is expected. ¿is seems the case for the inlet
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distribution, where measurements closely agree.¿e rst corner combustor expansion seems to be larger in X2 and
T4 data, but it may be quite dicult to accurately measure this area since there is a ow separation. ¿e systematic
deviation of these measurements with respect to the CFD data suggests that the ow may not be fully developed
there.¿e rst combustor shock reection pressure peak agrees well, but seems to appear in amore forward position.
¿is may be attributed to the slightly dierent inlet geometries (dierences in cowl positioning) since X2 and T4
data are well matched. ¿is rst reection propagates a and produces the second reection signicantly sooner.
¿e peak pressure value is also lower. In X2 and T4 data there is an intermediate reection coming down the rst
peak, captured by two transducers. It seems that this eect may also shi the second peak there. In any case, more
measurement resolution in this area would be required, which may be impractical since the X2 model geometry is
already too small to t more transducers there.
X3 CFD data is plotted for reference.¿e Inow prole is calculated (from the hybridmodel subsection 5.2.3) and
may explain the dierences found in the third compression ramp, which are better seen in Figure 6.27. Remarkably,
the same trend in this discrepancy is found in McGilvray [2008] CFD data, so may be attributable to the similarity
of the inows, see Figure 6.26 where the dynamic pressure rises towards the back of the inlet. It has to be noted
that X3 nozzle is a scaled version of X2 one, Davey [2006]. Another possible explanation could be that the injector
plenum and part of the ludwieg tube is at lower pressure during the test time providing a path for a mass ow
output, consequently depressurizing the area.¿is explanation was tested in some 2Dmodels, but it was not able to
explain the experimental data.
¿e CFD model predicts similar shock locations as those measured in X3 data, so it seems that commented
geometry discrepancies may be the origin of the shock position shi s. As highlighted, the CFD last combustor
reection peak is so thin that it falls between transducers for all of the experimental data.
With all these dierences, wemay conclude that the primary ow features agreewithCFD, indicating that suitable
ows for combustion evaluation have been created. We plotted in Figure 6.27 the fuel-o case, normalized by cone
pressure as in Figure 6.24, for reference with the rest of the cases.
Figure 6.27: Surface pressure
coecient for fuel-o test and
CFD++ data. It is the same plot
as Figure 6.22 but normalized
by front cone measured dynamic
pressure. Plotted in Cp = p−p∞q∞ with
approximately (∼ 70Kpa) and static
(∼ 1Kpa).
6.3.2 Fuel-on
We will rst plot the same comparison as Figure 6.25 but using fuel-on data. For this reason, logarithmic scale
is not used since we are more interested in the combustor area rather than the intake distribution. ¿e rst two
compression ramps give similar results to the fuel-o case. ¿e third ramp pressures are somewhat lower than
measured inMcGilvray et al. [2010a] X2 andT4 data.Wehave to remark that this comparison is done for equivalence
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ratios of ∼0.65 in X2 and T4 data, and 1.0 in X3 data. Nevertheless, in X3 the equivalence ratio is calculated from
a corrected air mass-ow using a CFD estimation of the eective inlet capture area (∼ 70%), so that it would
correspond to a 0.7 value using X2 and T4 convention. ¿at means that mass-ow injection dierences should
not be big.
¿e rst combustor shock reection is now a of the measured location in X2, but it seems that equal geometry
models X3 and T4 agree better. In the same way as in the fuel-o case, the X3 second reection is further forward,
which produces a third shock reection in the combustor, which is present in X2 data but not in T4. Pressure peaks
are also smaller which cannot be attributed to the non linearity of the combustion pressure length scaling since
X2 and T4 data agree at least in the second peak. CFD data seems to match the position of the shocks, so again
discrepancies may be attributed to geometric dierences, which can only come from the inlet third ramp and cowl
positioning, since the remaining parameters are equal.¿is issuemay suggest the necessity to compare exactly equal
geometries, since dierences may be much amplied by injection and combustion. In any case comparing with the
fuel-o data seems evident that we have combustion in all cases specially seen at the back of the combustor.
Figure 6.28: Surface pressure for
fuel-on in X3, T4 and X2 (Scaled 2/5
ρL) facilities. T4 and X2 data from
McGilvray et al. [2010a]. Pressure is
normalized by the 7th transducer hole
(rst ramp). Note that the X2 model
has a slightly longer inlet, and longer
combustor. Length is normalized here
against the T4 model (1.227m). An
equivalence ratio of 1.0 in the X3 data
corresponds to approximately 0.7 in
X2 and T4 data, since it is based on
inlet eective capture area. Run with
CFD++.
We will now concentrate on the X3 data, by rst plotting Figure 6.29 with all available test and CFD data. Shot
424 has a lower measured dynamic pressure which produces higher Cp values. ¿is is due to the fact that the
trace contains a large amount of previously mentioned low frequency noise, see subsection 5.1.3. Values at the third
compresion ramp, a of the injectors, would be lower if shot 424 were not taken into account, beingmore consistent
with the trends in McGilvray [2008]. Shock positions seem to agree closely, but not rst and third peak values. ¿e
rst one is quite similar to the fuel-o case in the CFD, so injection may be the main source of the dierence. ¿e
third one is not present in the fuel-o case, so it is a product of injection and combustion phenomena. Remarkably,
the second peak is well captured in the CFD. Most importantly, the nozzle data seems to match, which gives an
integrated indication of how much fuel was burnt.
More equivalence ratios were tested to get awide variation of combustion data. In Figure 6.30 an equivalence ratio
of 1.5 was tested. We can see the pressure rise at the end of the combustor that tends to introduce more reections
while incrementing the mean pressure level. ¿is is a clear indication of combustion, and one may use the pressure
rise to infer the heat release distribution asmentioned in subsection 3.3.3.Wewill not do that since it seems that CFD
data captures the overall combustion eciency well, giving good agreement with the pressure level at the nozzle.¿e
initial nozzle pressure distribution is dierent though, so dierences in the combustor height proles are suspected.
Data associated with an equivalence ratio of 0.5 was plotted in Figure 6.31 which would correspond to an
equivalence ratio based on the ideal intake area of 0.35. Values are approximately estimated with only fuel-o
eective area, since the capture area may change with the degree of fuel jet penetration, which scales with the square
root of the plenum total pressure (from Equation 3.16). To get a good approximation of the desired equivalence ratio
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FON eq 1.0
Figure 6.29: Surface pressure for
fuel-on equivalence ratio 1.0, test
and CFD++ data. Shots 431 to
433 are consecutive. Best_FON
is the averaged data trend. Two
CFD data lines are presented. One
calculated with an uniform inow
with the nominal condition, and
other with a calculated inow
through an accelerator+nozzle CFD
model (CFD_Inow). At the top, a
symmetry plane pressure contour plot
is included to help locate ow features.
Cp = p−p∞q∞ with approximately
(∼ 70Kpa) and static (∼ 1Kpa).
Figure 6.30: Surface pressure for
fuel-on equivalence ratio 1.5, test
and CFD++ data. Only CFD data
with a calculated inow through
accelerator+nozzle CFD is presented.
At the top, a symmetry plane pressure
contour plot is included to help
locating ow features. Cp = p−p∞q∞
with approximately (∼ 70Kpa) and
static (∼ 1Kpa).
one would have to iterate between plenum total pressure and inlet capture area, a process that may be complicated
to implement in a CFD model. ¿e Pressure distribution has similar trends as the case with equivalence ratio 1.0,
but only a mild rise of the pressures is detected.
6.3.3 Fuel-into-N2
Fuel-into-N2 experiments are used as control test cases to detect dierences between combustion and injection
phenomena. Little changes in the condition due to the use of N2 as the test and accelerator gas may be expected.
Nevertheless the CFD data not only includes free stream nitrogen at the inlet, but the inows are calculated from an
hybrid L1D+accelerator model with N2 as an accelerator gas. ¿at is why we may nd slight dierences in the inlet
of CFDmodels. As we will see the dierences are so small that it may be fully justied to use reacting or no reacting
air as an approach to simulate these cases.
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Figure 6.31: Surface pressure for
fuel-on equivalence ratio 0.5, test
and CFD++ data. Best_FON is the
averaged data trend. Only CFD data
with a calculated inow through
accelerator+nozzle CFD is presented.
At the top, a symmetry plane pressure
contour plot is included to help
locate ow features. Cp = p−p∞q∞ with
approximately (∼ 70Kpa) and static
(∼ 1Kpa).
Wewill rst plot data for an equivalence ratio of 0.5 in Figure 6.32.We can see that shots have less variability than
found in other cases, despite the fact that were produced far apart in time. ¿e third compression ramp pressure is
widely aected by injection, a phenomenon that is not well captured in the CFD. Shock positions and second peak
value are accurately captured. We can now do a rst comparison with fuel-on data, to conrm that the third peak is
aected by combustion, since the pressure rise is lower than in the combusting case.
Figure 6.32: Surface pressure for
fuel-into-N2 equivalence ratio 0.5,
test and CFD++ data. Best_FN2 is
the averaged data trend. Only CFD
data with a calculated inow through
accelerator+nozzle CFD is presented.
At the top, a symmetry plane pressure
contour plot is included to help
locate ow features. Cp = p−p∞q∞ with
approximately (∼ 70Kpa) and static
(∼ 1Kpa).
An equivalence ratio of 1.0 for fuel-into-nitrogen is plotted in Figure 6.33. ¿e characteristics of the ow are
similar to an equivalence ratio 0.5. ¿is may indicate that the pattern of reduction in the rst pressure peak in the
combustor, and the rise on the third one is a feature that is established by injection only. For this case we have plotted
two CFD solutions, one with an uniform nominal inow, and other with an accelerator+nozzle model calculated
inow. ¿e dierences suggest that this pattern shape is also aected by the inow. It seems that again the rst part
of the nozzle is one of the most sensitive areas to inow shape, so it may worth, for our second campaign tests, to
rene the instrumentation of this area.
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Figure 6.33: Surface pressure for
fuel-into-N2 equivalence ratio 1.0,
test and CFD++ data. Best_FN2
is the averaged data trend. Two
CFD data lines are presented. One
calculated with an uniform inow
with the nominal condition, and
other with a calculated inow
through an accelerator+nozzle CFD
model (CFD_Inow). At the top, a
symmetry plane pressure contour plot
is included to help locate ow features.
Cp = p−p∞q∞ with approximately
(∼ 70Kpa) and static (∼ 1Kpa).
Equivalence ratio of 1.5 for fuel into nitrogen is plotted in Figure 6.34. It seems that the pattern is not much
changed. In any case we will later plot all the distributions together, to see the dierences coming from the injector
mass ow.
Figure 6.34: Surface pressure for
fuel-into-N2 equivalence ratio 1.5,
test and CFD++ data. Best_FN2 is
the averaged data trend. Only CFD
data with a calculated inow through
accelerator+nozzle CFD is presented.
At the top, a symmetry plane pressure
contour plot is included to help
locate ow features. Cp = p−p∞q∞ with
approximately (∼ 70Kpa) and static
(∼ 1Kpa).
All equivalence ratios for the fuel-into-N2 cases are plotted in Figure 6.35. We can now make better conclusions
about the behavior of the distribution. At the third ramp it appear clear that greater fuel injections produce larger
pressures. It is also seen that experimentally the rst expansion in the combustor is aected by the injection mass
ow, being pressurized. ¿is is not expected from the CFD data. ¿e rst pressure peak gets lower as the injection
mass ow increases.¿e second shock reectionmoves slightly forward with higher equivalence ratios.¿ismay be
a consequence of the rst peak being lower. Values are similar in this area.¿e third peak again becomes lower and is
shi ed forward as mass ow increases.¿is is partially seen in the test except at 0.5 equivalence ratio.¿is reection
is quite thin, and even using all available transducers access holes experimental resolution is not better than a couple
of points. At the nozzle CFD rst predicts an expansion and then a re-compression. Both move forward with mass
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ow injection, although average values do not change much. Experimental data seems to generally follow this trend,
but the selected measuring points are at the bottom of the nozzle distribution, so not much change is detected. ¿e
same number of transducers should have been spread across a larger length for a better resolution.
Figure 6.35: Surface pressure for
fuel-into-N2 at all equivalence ratios,
test and CFD++ data. Best_FN2
are the averaged data trends. CFD
data has a calculated inow through
accelerator+nozzle model. Cp = p−p∞q∞
with approximately (∼ 70Kpa) and
static (∼ 1Kpa).
6.3.4 Combustion assessment
We nowwill focus on comparing fuel-into-N2 with fuel-into-air to assess if combustion is present and what changes
are introduced to the data. We will start now with equivalence ratio of 0.5 in Figure 6.36, where the dierences may
be harder to detect.
First we see that the gathered experimental data change at the rst two ramps of the inlet, which is not expected,
and may be attributed to a poor normalization value coming from the cone probe. Nevertheless, there is a slight
change in the condition due to the use of N2 that is detected at the inlet in the CFD data. ¿e trend follows in the
experimental one but cannot explain such a change.¿is dierence propagates a -wards up to the third rampwhere
the injection takes place. It would be apparent that there is a bigger pressure rise in the combustion case suggesting
signicant reaction there, which is not occurring in the CFD. But the dierence ratio is approximately similar to the
second ramp one, so the incoming ow was already at higher pressure in the combustion case. ¿is may indicate
that there is not much real heat release in this area. ¿e rst peak is slightly lower in the combustion case, which
may indicate some endothermic reactions and radical formation there. CFD data shows a similar trend, but this
statement has to be further investigated with the exploration of the solution.
¿e second peak is shi ed forward in the combustion case, which is interesting since heat release will lower
the Mach number, moving the reections upstream. ¿is is also seen in the third peak were the pressure is also
bigger in the combustion case. We can see that measured data does not reach the re-compression area, where bigger
dierences are found. Nevertheless there is a pressure rise towards the end that is denitely due to combustion.
¿ese trends are clearly amplied in the equivalence ratio 1.0 case, plotted in Figure 6.37. ¿e rst peak is now
higher in the combustion case, so someheat release is produced there.¿e second and third peaks aremoved forward
even further, and values are higher, not only themaximumvalue but average levels, which is a clear indication of heat
release. ¿is is veried at the nozzle, since there is a signicant dierential pressure rise that can only be attributed
to combustion.¿e integrated pressure dierence distribution at the nozzle will give themain contribution to thrust
due to combustion.
Equivalence ratio 1.5 case shows some other features not present in the last cases, and it is plotted in Figure 6.38. It
has a bigger rst peak, and amore forward position of the second one.¿is introduces a new intermediate reection
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Figure 6.36: Surface pressure for
fuel cases at equivalence ratio of
0.5, test and CFD++ data. Best_F
are the averaged data trends. CFD
data has a calculated inow through
accelerator+nozzle model. It has to be
remarked that the N2 case has its own
condition calculated. Cp = p−p∞q∞ with
approximately (∼ 70Kpa) and static
(∼ 1Kpa).
Figure 6.37: Surface pressure for
fueled cases at equivalence ratio of
1.0, test and CFD++ data. Best_F
are the averaged data trends. CFD
data has a calculated inow through
accelerator+nozzle model. It has to be
remarked that the N2 case has its own
condition calculated. Cp = p−p∞q∞ with
approximately (∼ 70Kpa) and static
(∼ 1Kpa).
that is seen in the experimental andCFDdata, although this reection occurrs at slightly dierent positions. Ahigher
average pressure level due to heat release at the back of the combustor is clearly present, and this translates to a bigger
available pressure at the nozzle. Evidence of combustion is strong.
Wewill plot now all the experimental and CFD data to support this statement. All equivalence ratios for fuel-into-
nitrogen and fuel-into-air are plotted in Figure 6.39. Heat release is noticed in the dierence between the pressure
distributions of the reacting cases (solid lines) and the non reacting ones (dashed lines). It is also detected in the
available pressure at the nozzle. ¿e shock train moves forward when heat release is produced since the Mach
number decreases, which is somewhat similar to the isolator behavior shown in Figure 3.7
6.3.5 Global balances and basic performances
While the comparison betweenmeasured and computed data has not been fully able to explain the dierences found
in the inlet third ramp and combustor corner expansion, it clearly shows the same trends, so we may proceed to
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Figure 6.38: Surface pressure for
fuel cases at equivalence ratio of
1.5, test and CFD++ data. Best_F
are the averaged data trends. CFD
data has a calculated inow through
accelerator+nozzle model. It has to be
remarked that the N2 case has its own
condition calculated. Cp = p−p∞q∞ with
approximately (∼ 70Kpa) and static
(∼ 1Kpa).
extract some basic performance gures based on the numerical model that may represent what is happening in the
test. At the same time we verify that the model eectively balances mass, momentum and energy.
¿e rst gure to measure is the mass balance, and based on it we can calculate the eective inlet capture area.
¿is can be done accurately, calculating the ratio of mass that goes into the combustor by the sum of the combustion
and spillage. See Figure 6.40 for the denition of control surfaces. Since spillage control surface is perpendicular to
the ow, only real spillage is accounted for, and not the inlet mass ow which bypasses the combustor. Table 6.2
reports mass ow and capture area, and is not far from the initially estimated 70% based on a 2D CFD model from
section 6.1.We can see that there is amarginal reduction of the captured areawith the increase of injection. Although
we doubt that the model is able to capture accurately this phenomenon due to the lack of grid resolution in this area,
it makes sense physically that the injected low momentum stream is li ing up the main air stream producing more
spillage. It is also noticeable that combustion cases have also less captured area due to partial reaction of the jet.
Again this trend would have to be corroborated with more detailed assessment.
Shot er Combustor Injectors Spillage Capture
FN2 0.5 1.34E-01 2.08E-03 5.56E-02 0.71
FN2 1.0 1.23E-01 4.15E-03 6.92E-02 0.64
FN2 1.5 1.13E-01 6.22E-03 8.11E-02 0.58
Fon 0.5 1.31E-01 2.08E-03 6.85E-02 0.66
Fon 1.0 1.18E-01 4.15E-03 8.33E-02 0.59
Fon 1.5 1.06E-01 6.22E-03 9.69E-002 0.52
Table 6.2:Mass balances for the
whole inlet system aiming to calculate
capture area. m˙ = ∫
Σ
ρv⃗ ⋅ n⃗dΣ , where
mass ow is in Kg/s. Capture area is
normalized to 1.
We can also see the balance of injected hydrogen at the inlet. ¿is is done due to the fact that we have some fuel
spillage and partial combustion before the combustor entry as shown at Figure 6.41. We can see in Table 6.3 that
hydrogen spillage is signicant for the high equivalence ratio, non reacting cases. ¿is is attributed to the eect of
the wall that alters the original two-dimensional ow path of the injection port hole which is close to it. Also it is
noticeable that the equivalence ratio is less in the combusting case, but part of the hydrogen may be dissociating or
combining in radical formation. Here only H2 is accounted for in the equivalence ratio calculation, which is maybe
a criterion too restrictive.
In order to get a better picture of mixing and combusting performances, mixing and combustion eciencies are
calculated at several normal slices through the injection part of the inlet and combustor, see Figure 6.42. We will
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Figure 6.39: Surface pressure for fuel
cases, experimental data (top) and
CFD++ data bottom. Heat release is
noticeable by the dierence between
the pressure distributions of the
reacting cases (solid lines) and the
non reacting ones (dashed lines). It
is also detectable by the available
pressure at the nozzle. Shock train
is moved forward when heat release
is produced sinceMach number
decreases, somewhat similar to the
isolator behavior shown in Figure 3.7
Cp = p−p∞q∞ with approximately
(∼ 70Kpa) and static (∼ 1Kpa).
Shot er Combustor Spillage H2 Spillage Real er
FN2 0.5 2.04E-03 5.44E-05 0.03 0.53
FN2 1.0 3.93E-03 2.40E-04 0.06 1.14
FN2 1.5 5.65E-03 6.08E-04 0.10 1.81
Fon 0.5 1.27E-03 1.95E-05 0.01 0.34
Fon 1.0 2.66E-03 1.57E-04 0.04 0.79
Fon 1.5 3.88E-03 4.95E-04 0.08 1.30
Table 6.3:H2 Mass balances for the
whole inlet aiming to calculate real
equivalence ratio at combustor inlet.
m˙ = ∫
Σ
ρYH2 v⃗ ⋅ n⃗dΣ, where mass ow
is in Kg/s. H2 spillage is normalized
to 1.
use Pudsey and Boyce [2010], Petty et al. [2013] criteria for mixing and combustion eciencies respectively, that are
commonly used, see for example Jin et al. [2014]. For mixing eciency we have:
ηm = ∫Σ ρYR v⃗ ⋅ n⃗dΣ,m˙R (6.1)
YR = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
YH2 ϕ ≤ 1
fs ( 1−YH21− fs ) ϕ > 1 m˙R =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
m˙H2 ϕ ≤ 1
fsm˙Air ϕ > 1
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Figure 6.40: Control surfaces for
balances computation. Blue are model
Outlet (spillage out, and nozzle out),
green are model Inlets (injectors and
proper Inlet), and red are internal
surfaces (combustor inlet, combustor
outlet, and real spillage).
And for combustion eciency
Figure 6.41: Inlet area for the
equivalence ratio 1.5 case with
combustion. Injectors show tracers
colored by equivalence ratio. ¿ere
is an iso-surface shown where mass
fraction of water equals 0.1. ¿is
surface is colored by equivalence
ratio as well. We can see that there
is hydrogen spillage, and water
formation prior to combustor entry.
Run with CFD++.
Figure 6.42: Transverse slices used to
compute mixing and combustion
eciencies, from inlet holes to
combustor exit. YR from Equation 6.1
is plotted as a contour variable.
Note that the maximum value is
the stoichiometric mass fraction and
drops either if the mass fraction of
hydrogen is bigger or smaller. Run
with CFD++.
ηb = ∫Σ ρYH2O (
M H2
M H2O
) v⃗ ⋅ n⃗dΣ,
m˙R
(6.2)
¿ese are plotted in Figure 6.43 and Figure 6.44. It is unclear why the case with equivalence ratio 1.0 has lowermixing
eciency than the remaining cases, but it seems reasonable to suggest that it is easier to mix in an excess of diluent,
being air or hydrogen depending on the case. In any case, values are made non dimensional by the combustor entry
mass ow, which avoids the accounting of spillage. ¿is in turn introduces the mass spillage in the normalization
values, which creates a complicated picture, since spillage is produced independently in both air and fuel. It seems
qualitatively that the eect of spillage may complicate greatly the design of a porthole injection inlet, since it appears
at a rst glance to be non linear, and also because (at least in this conguration) it is inuenced by 3D eects.
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Looking into the combustion eciency curves, we can see that there is combustion at the inlet, nevertheless at a
lower rate than at the combustor entry.
¿e fuel jet combustion evolution can be quite inuenced by our turbulence model chosen, since it cannot take
into account the important concept of micromixing from subsection 3.3.2. So even if in reality fuel and air are still
macromixing in large eddies (therefore not mixed at molecular level, and no ready for combustion), the model will
have a turbulent viscosity promoting a ctitious enhancedmolecular mixing, and if the mixture is ready it will react,
when in reality is not reacting.
Another known issue is that possible turbulence/chemical interactions are not taken into account in our model.
For example, when the cold jet meets the hot stream, it creates eddies with uctuating cold and hot areas. Assuming
that that the mixture is ready to combust, it will not be the same if reacts at intermittently dierent temperatures
than at an average RANS temperature (since chemical reaction rates change exponentially with temperature).
Due to these issues the model results have to be taken with skepticism when dealing with combustion close to
the jet areas. ¿is is another factor that may complicate inlet injection designs, since the process may require the
use of expensive numerical modeling such as LES with turbulence/chemical interaction, which are state of the art
at the time of writing, see for example Pecnik et al. [2012], Peterson et al. [2013], Fulton et al. [2014].
We can now verify momentum conservation and at the same time extract the thrust. We can write for our steady
state model in the longitudinal direction:
∫
Σ
[u⃗ (ρV⃗ ⋅ n⃗) + p ⋅ n⃗x] dΣ = F⃗x (6.3)
Where F⃗x = T − D, i.e. ¿rust - Drag. ¿is force term is the sum of the pressure and shear forces integrated along
the walls, and has to balance the dierence of momentum inputs and outputs. Using the control surfaces from
Figure 6.40 we can balance themomentum for each Scramjet station. Table 6.4 reports the values.¿e inlet produces
drag, which does not change much with injection. It is highlighted that the injector momentum is included as an
extra thrust here, but values are below 5N at the maximum injection.¿e combustor produces drag as well, through
Figure 6.43:Mixing eciency from
Equation 6.1 vs distance, from hole
injectors to the end of combustor.
Slices taken from Figure 6.42 .
X=0.55 marks the beginning of the
combustor.
skin friction.¿e nozzle produces thrust in all cases, which increases as combustion is produced.¿e total net force
is a drag, but we can calculate the incremental thrust due to combustion using the dierence between reacting and
non reacting cases. ¿is thrust grows with combustion, and an incremental specic impulse can be calculated. ¿is
is of the order ofmagnitude of liquid propellant rockets as plotted in Figure 1.1, but lower than the expected range for
Scramjets. ¿is low thrust performance is expected since the design is two dimensional, it is a tunnel model where
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not much eort to reduce the drag has been taken, and its aim is to study combustion, not to produce a good thrust
gure.
Figure 6.44: Combustion eciency
from Equation 6.1 vs distance, from
hole injectors to the end of combustor.
Slices taken from Figure 6.42.
X=0.55 marks the beginning of the
combustor.
¿rust integration fromEquation 6.3 can also be calculated inmultiple transverse slices and plotted over distance,
to get a picture of the evolution of themomentum along the Scramjet.¿is is plotted in Figure 6.46. Slices are plotted
in Figure 6.45. ¿e inlet area is not interesting since momentum is entering at the same time that drag is produced.
However, it is worth remarking that there is a slight dierence between reacting and non reacting cases at the inlet,
since the inow prole is dierent (due to gas composition). Inlet momentum grows until it reaches a maximum,
and then falls due to spillage of momentum. If the spillage were the same in all cases, combustor entry points would
be the similar. ¿en combustor evolution would be analogous, with a nearly constant drop due to friction. Nozzle
expansion creates thrust, and the force goes up. ¿e eect of combustion slightly increases the exit values of the
reacting cases with respect to the nitrogen ones.
Shot er Inow Inlet Combustor Nozzle Out Total △Fx Isp
Fo 0.0 -620.1 -133.8 -50.8 22.4 457.8 -162.2
FN2 0.5 -591.7 -131.8 -46.4 22.9 436.5 -155.2
FN2 1.0 -546.4 -132.6 -41.8 22.7 394.7 -151.8
FN2 1.5 -506.9 -132.1 -37.9 22.4 359.3 -147.5
Fon 0.5 -571.9 -137.0 -44.8 28.1 418.2 -153.7 1.5 75
Fon 1.0 -523.9 -137.9 -39.7 35.5 381.8 -142.2 9.6 235
Fon 1.5 -481.1 -138.5 -35.1 39.3 346.8 -134.3 13.2 216
Table 6.4: Global longitudinal force
balance, in Newton. In surface
accounts for the spilled momentum.
Total is the global balance, that in this
case is a net Drag.△Fx is the thrust
increment with respect to the non
reacting case, and it is positive in
all cases. Isp is the specic impulse,
Isp = Fm˙H2 g0 , in seconds. Values are
given for half of the model.
Enthalpy integrated slices can also be plotted in the same way to see the eect of the longitudinal evolution of
heat losses and combustion. For that we use the denition of total enthalpy but we will keep the chemical enthalpy
source terms out of the integration, otherwise the total enthalpy balance will only give us heat losses:
∫
Σ
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣ γγ − 1 pρ + (u
2 + v2 +w2)
2
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ (ρV⃗ ⋅ n⃗) dΣ = Q (6.4)
¿is is plotted in Figure 6.47. Again at the inlet we have an input of energy at the same time that heat losses so is not
of especial interest. At the injection station we see that there is a marginal combustion heat release noticed by the
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dierence between reacting and non reacting cases.¿en we have a drop in energy due to spillage. At the combustor
we have a steady heat loss in the fuel-o case, the same way as with a friction loss. ¿is shall be expected from the
crocco’s analogy. Injection has little eect on this behavior, since the enthalpy lines with dierent equivalent ratio
evolve similarly in the non reacting cases. ¿e reacting cases rst have a sudden drop in enthalpy at the beginning
Figure 6.45: Geometry slices from
Equation 6.3 vs distance.
Figure 6.46:Momentum transverse
integrated slices from Equation 6.3 vs
distance.
of the combustor and second a gradual increase, this is especially noticeable at the equivalence ratio 1.5 case. ¿e
formermay be due to endothermic reactions from radical formation, and the secondmay come from the heat release
due to exothermic reactions, mainly from water formation. Later on, the nozzle enthalpy drops due to heat losses
in the same way it does in the non reacting cases.
Wemay now explore the ow eld more qualitatively.¿e rst thing we will plot is a general view of the injection
and combustor at Figure 6.48 for fuel-into-N2 cases. We are interested to see how hydrogen gets mixed and how
it is evolving through the high temperature and pressure areas. For that we will plot YR/ f from Equation 6.1 as a
measure of how well the fuel is mixed. In the rst case we see that the jets quickly reach a well mixed state as soon
as they go through the combustor. Close to the entry they li up at the corner expansion hitting the cowl where
high temperature and pressure is found (T>2000K, P>50Kpa). ¿en move down again following the shock train.
¿e center jets are almost mixed at the rst expansion, while the jet close to the wall suers a dierent evolution
since it adheres to the wall and remains unmixed longer, and later spreads its wake due to a bigger vorticity in this
area. ¿is eect is exacerbated by bigger equivalence ratios. At 1.0 the central jet’s behavior is quite dierent from
the external one, reaching ideal mixing proportion faster, but spreading substantially less (less mixing towards the
end). At equivalence ratio 1.5 jets remains at high H2 concentration longer, but still mix since the integral eciency
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Figure 6.47: Sensible enthalpy +
kinetic energy transverse integrated
slices from Equation 6.4 vs distance.
is similar (see Figure 6.43). We can see that in addition to jet mixing there are less localized high temperature peaks,
and streams are more uniform, but still at enough temperature to sustain combustion as we will see later.
Combustion casesmay also be explored the sameway as it is done formixing, Figure 6.49. In this case watermass
fraction is plotted in the streamlines so that we can see where water is being produced. We can see that for all cases,
a signicant part of the reaction takes places at the beginning of the combustor, just where jets are being processed
by the reected cowl shock wave. In the low equivalence ratio case, it appears that water is not fully formed in the
central jet; the external jet close to the wall jet reacts since temperature is higher due to boundary layer heating.
In the high equivalence ratio case, there is a marginal reaction in the external jet, that shows spillage and water
formation at the top of the cowl surface.
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Figure 6.48: Inlet injection,
combustor and part of the nozzle,
for fuel-into-N2 cases. Equivalence
ratio 0.5 (top), 1.0 (centre), and 1.5
(below). Streamtraces are colored by
YR/ fs from Equation 6.1 so the closer
it is to 1.0 the better the fuel is mixed.
“Hot” pockets for radical formation
areas are depicted as iso-surfaces of
high temperature (T=2000K), and
coloured by pressure (Pa). Run with
CFD++.
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Figure 6.49: Inlet injection,
combustor and part of the nozzle,
for fuel-on cases. Equivalence
ratio 0.5 (top), 1.0 (centre), and 1.5
(below). Streamtraces are colored
by YH2O from Equation 6.1. Water
stoichiometric mass fraction is 0.23
which marks a fully reacted ow.
“Hot” pockets for radical formation
areas are depicted as iso-surfaces of
high temperature (T=2000K), and
coloured by pressure (Pa). Run with
CFD++.
7
Pressure Scaled Condition
Development
THE primary purpose of this thesis is to validate that expansion tubes can be used to study Scramjet propulsion up
to their likely operational ceiling of ∼Mach 14. ¿e rst sections have demonstrated that X3 is a useful test bed in
the region where overlaps with other facilities X2 and T4. We now want to investigate its use at conditions beyond
the reach of reected shock tunnels, at higher Mach number where bigger total pressure and total enthalpy are
required.
We also investigate the generation of higher total pressures, which will permit the testing for sub-scale models of
longer ight vehicles, as will be needed to develop a valid Scramjet based propulsion system.
Figure 7.1: Rake conguration C1 for
shot 408
Operating at higher speeds and total pressure requires the development of new driver conditions with higher
driver sound speed and rupture pressure. Increasing total pressure at a known condition can be done simply be
pressure scaling all tunnel operating parameters (rupture pressure, lling pressures, etc). Operating at higher total
enthalpy, whilst maintaining the dynamic pressure requires the development of new nozzles, an activity that is
beyond the scope of this thesis. Nozzle development is being done in parallel studies.
¿e subsequent action for this chapter is to establish a second scaled condition where static pressure (and total
pressure) is increased signicantly while maintaining a similarMach number and temperature. If this is possible,
we will have experimental data that allows us to perform p × L scaling, in the sense that a bigger real Scramjet
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geometry may be simulated by increasing the pressure accordingly. At the end of this process, scale eects can be
investigated comparing data from both conditions.
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100 Figure 7.2: Raw traces for shot 408.Rake position is at 240mm from
the nozzle exit, which corresponds
approximately to the center of the
Scramjet inlet.
7.1 higher total pressure condition
We will introduce here the experiments and analysis aimed towards obtaining a pressure scaled version of Table 5.1
condition.
7.1.1 Experimental Set up
¿eexperimental set up is identical to the one used in chapter 5, in fact the conditions belong to the same exploration
campaign, Table 5.7. ¿e detailed description of the Scramjet tests experimental set up is provided in chapter 6.
7.1.2 Shot log, Pitot rake.
¿e condition was already tested in subsection 5.1.2 and it is roughly a double pressure scaling of condition 403 from
chapter 5. Table 7.5 shows the dierences in the two conditions. We aimed to produce a double density ow with the
same characteristics of 403, nevertheless accelerator shock speed was higher so the test gas will have more velocity.
Figure 7.2 shows the traces measured for the 408 shot, which used the rake conguration C1 pictured in Figure 7.1.
¿e rake was located at 240mm from the nozzle exit, which is approximately aligned half way along the inlet. It is
also close to where the inlet crosses the nozzle center line, so rake radial position will correspond approximately
to oset from the centre-line dierences at the inlet. Traces are similar to Figure 5.3 but driver gas arrival occurs
earlier since speed is higher. We can identify the interface arrival around 1.5 msec a er the shock wave. Cone traces
inside +/-100mm radial position are considered to be core ow, and outside this area the ow is not useable. We
may approximately assess that the core area is similar to 403 one, and that since the Scramjet inlet height is half of
this length we may expect a similar inow as for the 403 conditions.
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State P T Rho a U
pa K kg/m3 m/s m/s
CT compressed 3.94E+07 3995 1.46E+01 2124
1st Expansion 2.38E+06 1302 2.70E+00 1213 2706
1st Processed 2.38E+06 1612 7.12E-01 2362 2706
1st Shock 1.33E+05 298 2.15E-01 1016 3875
2nd Expansion 3.26E+06 1829 8.59E-01 2517 1771
2nd Processed 3.26E+06 2144 5.30E+00 885 1771
2nd Shock 7.30E+04 298 8.53E-01 346 2111
3rd Expansion 4.46E+04 769 2.02E-01 547 4050
3rd Processed 4.46E+04 4873 2.62E-02 1427 4050
3rd Shock 2.10E+02 298 2.45E-03 346 4468
Nozzle Exit 2.06E+03 328 2.18E-02 363 4162
Total Values 1.05E+09 6209 5.72E+02 1509
Pitot Values 3.61E+05 4669 2.30E-01 1392
Cone values 2.95E+04 1011 1.02E-01 622 3985
Table 7.1: shot 408 results from
analytical model.
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Figure 7.3: Comparison of 408 shot,
test, L1D, hydrid L1D+accelerator, full
2D and analytical models.
7.2 modeling
¿e same numerical models are used here as in chapter 5, keeping all parameters xed except for the corresponding
lling pressures. ¿e CFD models are exactly the same, and run with the same mesh, which still has a valid y+ ∼ 1
for this condition.
7.2.1 Analytical
We used the same analytical approach as in subsection 5.2.1 for condition development, to get predictions of the
expected conditions based on facility analysis. Table 7.1 shows the results. We can see that at the nozzle exit we have
around 2Kpa of static pressure but speed is higher than expected, corresponding to aMach number of 11.5. Dynamic
pressure is around 2.3 times higher than in 403 condition. ¿is is expected since the analytical model over-predicts
the shock speed at the end of the acceleration tube as produced in 403 condition.
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Figure 7.4: Shot 408 Pitot Rake
cone pressures comparison with
CFD hybrid model. Higher values
are closer to the center line. Radial
distribution is shown in Figure 7.6
and in Figure 7.8
7.2.2 L1D models
¿e L1D model used for this condition is the same as that employed in subsection 5.2.2, but with updated lling
pressures and diaphragm burst pressures for this test.
7.2.3 Accelerator tube and nozzle models
¿e same hybrid models were used as in subsection 5.2.3, where the model from subsection 5.2.2 was fed by the
inow generated with the L1D model.
7.2.4 Full 2D with piston dynamics
¿e full model from subsection 5.2.4 was also run. In this case, lling pressures, piston trajectory from the new L1D
and primary diaphragm rupture are updated.
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7.3 comparison and assessment
Wewill rst compare shock speeds for all the numerical models.¿is is done in Figure 7.3.We can see that results are
similar to those from Figure 5.20 but with higher values than there. It is notable that in this case, the full 2D model
is performing better in terms of matching the shock speeds in the shock tube and accelerator tube. ¿e reason for
this behavior it is not fully understood at the time of writing, but certainly the pressure traces at the beginning of
the accelerator tube match better than in shot 403 models.
We can directly compare results from the hybrid model and test data at the rake, as was done in the shot 403 case.
Traces Figure 7.4, agree well within the core ow. It is noticeable that at the selected time span used for averaging
we have a stronger radial Pitot pressure gradient than earlier in the test time. ¿ere is also a static pressure rise,
Figure 7.5, and a approximately 0.1ms low frequency noise ripples that can be noticed in this picture.¿ese problems
are similar to those encountered in condition 403, and were partially tackled with the methodology explained there
chapter 5.
We can now focus on similarities between the two conditions. Since we were aiming in shot 408 for a pressure
scaled version of the condition 403, the only thing that should change between ows at the nozzle would be the
Reynolds number, and that should aect boundary layers and maybe the inow, but the potential core should be
fairly similar. ¿is is not totally true according to Table 7.1, where the Mach number also changes, but our test
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window is closer to the expansion than the beginning of the test gas where the analytical model performed better.
We shall use our hybrid CFD models to further investigate if the conditions are scalable.
Figure 7.6: 403 and 408 hybrid
models q/pPinckne y contours at
the exit of the nozzle, at 1.05 ms from
arrival of the shock, which is at the
center of the test window.
Figure 7.7: 403 and 408 hybrid
modelsMach number contours
at the exit of the nozzle, at 1.05 ms
from arrival of the shock, which is at
the center of the test window.
In Figure 7.7we are going to compare the hybridCFD solutions for both 408 and 403 shots.We choose an arbitrary
timewhich is in themiddle of our timewindow. In section 5.3 we saw that the 403 solutionmatches the experimental
dynamic pressure distribution reasonably. In Figure 7.7 we can see that the Mach number for both conditions is
similar. We have to remark here that our inlet occupies just the center (r ∼+/- 0.05m, x ∼41.2/41.7). We suspect now
that the dynamic-to-static pressure ratio also matches since qp = γ2M2. In Figure 7.6 dynamic pressure is made non
dimensional by the static pressure value at the location of the Pinckney (named pPinckne y) probe so that we can
compare directlywithwhat it ismeasured at the rake.¿ePinckney location is outside the core and valuesmay dier
considerably from the ones at the nozzle center. Nevertheless if there is a proportionality in the qp distribution, it
will be alsomantained in q/pPinckne y . Experimental cone and Pinckney values are employed to extract q/pPinckne y .
¿e ratio for 403 CFD condition at (242mm from nozzle exit), 408 CFD and 408 rake data, are plotted in Figure 7.8.
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Figure 7.8: 408 test, 408 and 403
hybrid models q/pPinckne y ∼ M2
radial values at 242mm from nozzle.
Despite the fact that the experimental tail towards bigger radius is not matching so well, values within the Scramjet
inlet agree reasonably. Since it is veried that the qp distribution is similar, then it is inferred that Mach number
is similar as well as the CFD models predict. Since the 403 condition is matched and 408 is related, then we can
conclude that we may use it as a representation of the ow as it is done in condition 403.
Nevertheless, in the same way that as was observed with the 403 condition, we have signicant dierences
between those targeted with the analytical model and CFD obtained values, see Table 7.3. ¿is is again due to the
fact that we have a pressure rise during the shot, and the analytical model that we have chosen to develop conditions
cannot take into account this fact. Values closer to the accelerator gas better match the analytical estimation, but we
have averaged much later in the shot in order to have a least 2 ow lengths for ow establishment.
Variable Average Shots STD % Temporal STD % Spatial STD % Total
p [Kpa] 2.06 10 9 10 17
T [k] 328 6 6 17 19
u [m/s] 4162 2 2 1 3
M 11.5 2 1 7 7
q [Kpa] 187 6 12 12 18
Re [106/m] 4.6 5 18 17 25
P0[Gpa] 1.0 11 14 26 32
h0[Mj/kg] 8.6 4 4 2 6
Table 7.2: condition 408 sources
of uncertainty. STD is standard
deviation (1 sigma) relative to the
mean in %. Shot to shot is calculated
with aMontecarlomethod based
on subsection 5.2.1 with input
distributions from Table 7.4 and
300 samples. Time and space
variations are calculated with
subsection 7.2.3 at the Scramjet inlet.
Temporal variability is averaging
error at the center line, and spatial
one is the maximum dierence
of the whole inlet with respect
to this value. Total variation is
δ =√δ2shot + δ2t ime + δ2s pace , Lorrain
[2014]7.3.1 Condition uncertainties
In the same way as was done in subsection 5.3.1 the variability of the 408 condition is assessed here, splitting
the sources as follows; shot to shot error, transient and spatial averaging of the shot. ¿e rst one is calculated
by a Montecarlo method using the analytical model used in Table 7.1 with the random distributions dened in
Table 7.4. ¿e second one is calculated using subsection 7.2.3 hybrid CFD model, where Scramjet inlet distribution
is decomposed into transient variability of the center line (approximately at half of the inlet), and maximum spatial
deviation around this value.
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Variable Targeted CFD Error%
p [Kpa] 2.0 2.9 43
T [k] 328 469 45
u [m/s] 4162 4223 2
M 11.5 9.72 15
q [Kpa] 187 191 2
Table 7.3: Analytical targeted
conditions vs CFD Scramjet center
line test window averaged
Variable Mean variable Uncertainty
1D P 39.4Mpa 5%
1 He P 46.2Kpa 0.5Kpa
1 Ar P 13.8Kpa 0.5Kpa
1 Air P 0.5Kpa [0-1]Kpa
1 T 298K 10K
2 He P 133.0Kpa 0.5Kpa
2 Air P 0.5Kpa [0-1]Kpa
2 T 298K 10K
3 P 73Kpa 300pa
3 T 298K 10K
4 P 210pa 20pa
4 T 298K 10K
Table 7.4: 408 condition uncertainties
in lling pressures and temperatures.
1 corresponds to primary driver,
1D is primary diaphragm, and 1 is
compression tube. 2 is the secondary
driver, 3 is the shock tube, and 4 the
accelerator tube. Values in the form []
corresponds to uniform distributions,
the remaining ones are normal.
As pointed out in subsection 5.3.1 the second source of variability is not really ameasurement error, but an artifact
produced due to the methodology employed. And this is related to the balanced solution between steady pressure
rise, noise content, natural nozzle spatial distribution and test window selection. ¿ese sources of error may be
tackled independently resulting in much reduced levels, but it may require a deeper understanding of their physical
origin in order to generate a suitable ltering technique.
Table 7.2 shows the results of this analysis. ¿e variation of the static pressure has decreased with respect to 403,
but this is due to the fact that while absolute errors remain similar, relative ones are lower due to a bigger mean.¿is
seems consistent with the hypothesis that spatial and temporal variability are independent of the shot.
Condition temporal variations, both in the test window average and uctuations may strongly inuence
combustion processes. NeverthelessMcGilvray et al. [2009a] shown evidences that point out that thePitot pressure
uctuations may be due to the probe holes acoustic resonance, since they do not appear in the ushmountedmodel
measurements.
In any case, it is highlighted that the total pressure reaches one giga-pascal, which is the highest total pressure at
which a nose-to-tail Scramjet has been ground tested in the open literature.
1Diag 2Diag 3Diag Pres Pct ct% vol Pdri Pst Pacc RakeX RakeConf
SHOT mm thou thou Mpa Kpa AR % He% Kpa He Kpa Air pa Air mm
408 4 4 4 9.0 60 23 77 133 73 210 242 Conf 1
403 2 4 4 3.8 30 40 60 70 39 120 242 Conf 1
Table 7.5:High (408) and low
pressure (403) conditions. First 3
values are the diaphragms thickness.
¿en Reservoir pressure (Pres),
compression tube pressure (Pct),
primary driver composition
(%Ar, %He), lling pressure of
the secondary driver (Pdri), shock
tube pressure (Pst), accelerator tube
presure (Pacc), rake position in the
dumptank with respect to nozzle, and
rake conguration.
8
Scramjet Testing Pressure Scaled
Condition
THE purpose of this second Scramjet testing campaign is to demonstrate the ability of the X3 facility to perform
presure-length scaling.Wewillmove from the nominalMach 10 condition reported in chapter 5 to an approximately
double the pressure in chapter 7. It is noted that the level of total pressure in this condition is 1Gpa, which is more
than the double of the nominal one. ¿is is due to the fact that the stagnation condition is calculated in chemical
equilibrium, and at high temperature γ is lower, resulting in a higher total pressure.
¿is is the highest total pressure in the open literature for a nose-to-tail Scramjet ground test.
¿e relevance of ow total pressure is that although it never exist anywhere as a static pressure in the ight
ow path, it is the reservoir pressure required to simulate the ow in a facility that relies on a steady expansion
from stagnation conditions such as a blow down tunnel. To date expansion tubes are the only facilities which can
simulate such ows, as the utilize energy addition through an unsteady expansion, and never contain the pressure
at full stagnation pressure and enthalpy.
Essentially, the chapter consist of a systematic repetition of the work done in chapter 6 with the new condition.
It only deals with the generation of data, leaving the interpretation and comparison for chapter 9.
8.1 experimental set up
¿eexperimental set up is exactly the same as in chapter 6, but fuel injection had to be adapted for the new condition,
meaning additional system calibrations. Probes also have to be reviewed with respect to their sensitivities with the
new condition.
8.1.1 Probes
Probe calibration based on CFD has to be revisited just in case Reynolds number change with the new condition is
signicant enough to inuence probe pressure coecients. For this we run twomore turbulent cases, changing only
the static pressure;Mach number, free stream temperature and wall temperature are kept the same. Table 8.1 shows
the values computed for the pressure coecients. We see that the cone variation is marginal, but the Pinckney Cp
variation is ∼30%, so it appears to be quite sensitive to Reynolds number. ¿is is not surprising since looking at
Figure 4.23 pressure values downstream of the expansion corner are greatly inuenced by the incoming boundary
layer. It is concluded that for static pressure measurement with Pinckney probes, calibrations must be performed
for each condition (in terms of Mach and Reynolds numbers).
p∞ Turbulent
Cone 1.0Kpa 1.50E-01
Pinckney 1.0Kpa 6.36E-03
Cone 2.0Kpa 1.51E-01
Pinckney 2.0Kpa 5.14E-03
Cone 3.0Kpa 1.52E-01
Pinckney 3.0Kpa 4.78E-03
Table 8.1: Probe pressure coecient
Cp = p−p∞q∞ forM = 10, p∞ = 1−3Kpa,
q∞ = 70 − 210Kpa. Turbulent values
are computed with Fluent K − ω sst
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8.1.2 Fuel injection scaling and calibration
Since density has increased in the new condition, we have more air mass ow, so in order to keep the same
equivalence ratios we need to inject more fuel. ¿is can be achieved either increasing the fuel injection pressure
or increasing injectors area. But we would like to keep the same number of holes in order to get a similar ow eld,
and also we want a similar jet penetration, so some scaling has to be done. From Equation 3.16
y
D
∼ √q i
q
∼ ¿ÁÁÀ γ2 p iM iγ
2 pM
∼ √ p i
p
(8.1)
Where we changed the notation to i for injection and no subscript for free stream air. Since the injector is choked
and the conditions have a similarMach number, if temperature dierence between conditions is small (25%) then
penetration scales with injector-to-free stream static pressure. Now for the mass ow:
m˙ = ρVA = √ γ
RgT
pMA ∼ A (8.2)
So if we keep the fuel to air mass ow ratio constant, temperature does not changemuch between conditions,Mach
number does not change, and if we choose to use same injection pressure, then injector area has to scale with the
pressure ratio between conditions; lets call it n. Since penetration is y ∼ √A i√ p ip ∼ √n√ 1n ∼ 1 then increasing
injector area as the condition pressure ratio keeps the jet penetration similar.¿ismeans that hole diameter has to be
increased by
√
n ∼ √2.0 ∼ 1.41. Since holes were ⊘2mm, then we will need∼⊘2.82mm. We will round the diameter
to ⊘3mm, since a 7% discrepancy seems reasonable in the context of other assumptions made in the scaling. ¿is is
a general mass ow and penetration scaling; evidently a diameter increase changes length ratios in the model (for
example, distance to the wall by hole diameter) as well as the jet Reynolds number based on the diameter.
SHOT Poi Po f ∫ f
i
p
γ+1
2γ
c dt C Pc/Poi m˙ Cd
Pa Pa Pa seg Kg/s
F1 8.5E+05 2.0E+05 5.3E+05 1.28E-08 0.63 7.30E-03 0.63
F2 1.2E+06 2.0E+05 7.6E+05 1.40E-08 0.64 1.14E-02 0.69
F3 2.6E+06 5.0E+05 1.7E+06 1.32E-08 0.65 2.37E-02 0.65
F4 1.7E+06 3.5E+05 1.1E+06 1.31E-08 0.64 1.52E-02 0.64
F5 3.1E+06 6.0E+05 2.0E+06 1.32E-08 0.65 2.83E-02 0.65
Table 8.2: Fuel system calibration
with H2. Mass ow is m˙ = Cp γ−12γ0i p γ+12γc
shere C is calculated as C =
( VR gT )⎛⎜⎜⎝ p
1−γ
2γ
0i
∫ f
i
p
γ+1
2γ
c dt
⎞⎟⎟⎠(p0i − p0 f ( p0ip0 f )
γ−1
γ ),
Gangurde et al. [2007]. ¿e volume
is estimated to be 1.92m3 , and the
area corresponds to 5 holes of ⊘3mm.
Average values are C = 1.33E-08,
Pc/Poi= 0.64, Cd = 0.65
¿e fuel systemwas then re-calibrated the same way as described in section 4.6, as shown in Table 8.2.We can see
that although the discharge coecient remains somewhat similar (12%) with respect to the⊘2mmholes, the plenum
chamber-to-lling pressure ratio has lowered signicantly (30%). ¿e physical explanation is that incompressible
head losses at the tube and valve should be somewhat proportional to the dynamic pressure, hence the mass ow
squared. So the hypothesis that the total pressure ratio keeps constant may not be correct. ¿e discharge coecient
variation may be dependent on the Reynolds number and diameter-to-length ratio of the hole (both of them
changed), but not proportional to dynamic pressure in the same sense, so the variation is milder.
In order to achieve the same equivalence ratios of 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5, we have larger holes than required, but also
bigger pressure losses. ¿ese Somewhat compensate each other, and Ludwieg tube lling pressures where slightly
corrected to 0.90Mpa, 1.85Mpa and 2.7Mpa.
¿e variability was assessed in the same way as in section 4.6. Errors for the parameters C and Pc/Poi are now
3.4% and 1.5% respectively. A montecarlo method was again used to calculate the massow error based on 1500
samples. Adding a 3% error in temperature (10 degree excursion) and a 5% error in the volume estimation, using
Equation 4.12, a 7.1% variability in the mass ow is obtained.
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Shot Type Eq
438 403 Control FO
439 F O
440 F O
441 F O
442 F On 1.0
443 F On 1.5
444 F O
445 F O
446 F O
447 F On 0.5
448 F N2 0.5
449 F N2 1.0
450 F N2 1.5
Table 8.3:High pressure Scramjet
tests.
8.2 experimental campaign
¿e aim of this second experimental campaign is to repeat the same experiments as in section 6.1, but with a higher
static pressure than the condition from chapter 7. We will refer to shot number 408 for this condition, as simply
the high pressure condition, or P2. Table 8.3 shows the shot log for the campaign. ¿e rst shot is a control shot at
nominal condition to verify that the facility and Scramjet instrumentation produces similar results. ¿en several
fuel-o shots are performed with the aim of generating dedicated inlet data. Figure 8.1 shows the instrumentation
used. For fuel-on cases transducers were moved to the combustor and nozzle, since changes produced by injection
and combustion are found there.
¿e facility and acquisition system setup is exactly the same as that used in section 6.1, but since the condition
diers, and the trigger box was placed at the secondary driver location, Figure 4.14, optimal fuel injection delay time
had to be determined again. ¿e delay was measured to be 95msecs.
Signals are postprocesed in the same way as in section 6.1.
Figure 8.1: Location of the pressure
sensors along the center line of the
Scramjet , along with a 2D CFD++
solution of the fuel-o low pressure
case (for reference only). Points
with a cross, indicate available
holes. Points in red are pressure
measurements. Values shi ed up
are Kulite sensors, while most of the
points are PCB. Figure below shows
fuel-o conguration with more
transducers shi ed to the inlet, while
for fuel-on transducers are moved to
the combustor and nozzle (above).8.3 cfd models
CFDmodels employed were the same 3D ones as in subsection 6.2.2, with the obvious modication of the injection
plate hole radii and inlet free stream inow (non uniform), that now are updated using the CFD solution from
subsection 7.2.3.
8.4 comparison and assessment
In order to produce a systematic set of data, we will follow the same exposition order than in chapter 6.
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8.4.1 Fuel o
We will introduce without preamble the data gathered for fuel-o shots, plotted in Figure 8.2. In both cases the
pressure coecient is extracted using dynamic and static pressure nominal values from section 7.3.
Figure 8.2: Surface pressure for
Fuel O test and CFD++ data.
Plotted both with Cp = p−p∞q∞ with
(∼ 182Kpa) and static (∼ 2.1Kpa).
Some trend values have been
removed for clarity, but all are linearly
interpolated between data averages.
We can see that the rst two compression ramps match well with the expected values, but the agreement is not
as good in the third ramp. ¿is was also found in subsection 6.3.1 and in McGilvray [2008].
Expansion corner values are dicult to measure since they lie in a small area but have a detected high variability
in position, but they seem in line with the predictions.
Figure 8.3: Pressure time evolution at
transducer Tr23 (third combustor
pressure peak) for dierent
equivalence ratios.
¿e rst shock wave peak pressure varies depending on the shot, partially due to dierences with the inlet
incoming dynamic pressure that are not able to be normalized by the front probes. So the variability is bigger than
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in subsection 6.3.1 due to the fact that the distribution is normalized by the measured estimated dynamic pressure,
which smears o shot-to-shot dierences. Despite this fact, averaged shot trend seems to match well the rst and
second shocks locations.
Downstream towards the nozzle, it seems that the initial expansion fan is of greater axial extent than anticipated,
and the re-compression area gets hidden by this fact. Values agree better towards the back, where the distribution
is not so sensitive to the combustor prole as in the nozzle entry, see Figure 3.25.
8.4.2 Fuel-on
We will proceed now to plot results for fuel-on data in the same order as in subsection 6.3.2.
Figure 8.4: Surface pressure for
fuel-on Eq 1.0 test and CFD++ data.
Plotted both with Cp = p−p∞q∞ with (∼
182Kpa) and static (∼ 2.1Kpa). Some
trend values have been removed for
clarity, but all are linearly interpolated
between data averages.
Figure 8.4 plots results for an equivalence ratio of 1.0. Overall we found similar trends at the inlet, so we will
focus more on combustor and nozzle. We can see that qualitatively predictions and measured data agree in the
ow topology with now three body shock reections. ¿e rst and the second appear to agree better but measured
shock locations are slightly more downstream, which is also noticed in Figure 8.2. ¿e region between the second
and third peak is not well resolved in data due to a failure (damaged cable) of the transducer there, so the trend is
linearly interpolated and the valley is lost. ¿e shock structure is quite rich and some features only cross the span of
two transducers, so if one of them is lost the structure cannot be fully resolved. Despite the fact that nozzle values
are higher than predicted, at least they qualitatively reect a substantial change with respect to the fuel-o case.
Whether this is a consequence of combustion of just fuel injection will be analyzed later.
Now we will plot the higher equivalence ratio case (1.5) in Figure 8.5. We can see that now CFD shock locations
appear even further upstream than the measured values, until the point that a last reection occurs. ¿is feature
would not be seen in the measured data since the peak falls between the last combustor and rst nozzle transducers,
but overall it seems that the shock train is shi ed even more, maybe indicating that combustion is enhanced in the
CFD. Again we will have to compare with fuel into nitrogen data to verify this conclusion.
Lastly, we will plot the low equivalence ratio (0.5) case in Figure 8.6. ¿ere are some errors at the rst ramp that
indicate that the dynamic pressure in the shot was actually lower than expected, so the whole measured distribution
may shi upwards. In this case shock locations appear to follow the predictions better but not peak values since
clearly second and third measured values are higher and lower respectively. Nozzle values agree better, although not
many measurements points are available to fully resolve the expansion structure there.
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Figure 8.5: Surface pressure for
fuel-on eq 1.5 test and CFD++ data.
Plotted both with Cp = p−p∞q∞ with (∼
182Kpa) and static (∼ 2.1Kpa). Some
trend values have been removed for
clarity, but all are linearly interpolated
between data.
Figure 8.6: Surface pressure for
Fuel On eq 0.5 test and CFD++ data.
Plotted both with Cp = p−p∞q∞ with (∼
182Kpa) and static (∼ 2.1Kpa). Some
trend values have been removed for
clarity, but all are linearly interpolated
between data.
8.4.3 Fuel-into-N2
In order to assess combustion eects we need to rst see the eects of fuel injection through fuel-into-N2 data. In
the same order as in subsection 6.3.2 we rst plot the lower equivalence ratio 0.5 in Figure 8.7.¿en the equivalence
ratio 1.0 case, Figure 8.8. And the high equivalence ratio 1.5 case, Figure 8.9
We can see that the shock structure in all cases remains the same with three peaks at similar levels.
8.4.4 Combustion assessment
We shall now focus in the comparison of fueled cases to assess if combustion may be deduced from the measure-
ments. Figure 8.10 plots the lower equivalence ratio. We see that even CFD predicts very little variation due to
combustion, but it is noticeable in the post injection area (third ramp), the second peak, and third one. Whether
combustion in the third ramp is occurring or not is a matter of a deeper debate since our CFD model is not very
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Figure 8.7: Surface pressure for fuel-
into-N2 eq 0.5 test and CFD++ data.
Plotted both with Cp = p−p∞q∞ with (∼
182Kpa) and static (∼ 2.1Kpa). Some
trend values have been removed for
clarity, but all are linearly interpolated
between data.
Figure 8.8: Surface pressure for fuel-
into-N2 eq 1.0 test and CFD++ data.
Plotted both with Cp = p−p∞q∞ with (∼
182Kpa) and static (∼ 2.1Kpa). Some
trend values have been removed for
clarity, but all are linearly interpolated
between data.
well suited to capture this phenomenon; in fact measurements indicate little variation there. But denitely there are
some good trends in the later peaks that qualitatively agree with the CFD prediction.¿e nozzle values also indicate
that, despite the fact that the distribution there is not well captured, the fuel-on case has a higher absolute value of
the pressure therefore indicating that some combustion has taken place.
¿is statement appears stronger when plotting higher equivalence ratio cases. In Figure 8.11, and despite the fact
that the nitrogen case has a lower free stream dynamic pressure detected at the rst compression ramp, shocks
moved slightly forward in the reacting case, and nozzle values are larger.
¿e same trend is seen in 1.5 equivalence ratio case, Figure 8.12.
Now we can plot all experimental and CFD data focusing in the combustor and nozzle area, to see these
dierences more clearly, Figure 8.13. Despite the fact that without front cone normalization direct comparison is
more dicult, three trends are clearly identied. ¿e rst is that the shock train moves upstream to a greater extent
with combustion, the second is that pressure peaks are higher in the reacting cases, the third is that the nozzle
pressure distribution has clearly higher values in the reacting cases.
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Figure 8.9: Surface pressure for fuel-
into-N2 eq 1.5 test and CFD++ data.
Plotted both with Cp = p−p∞q∞ with (∼
182Kpa) and static (∼ 2.1Kpa). Some
trend values have been removed for
clarity, but all are linearly interpolated
between data.
Figure 8.10: Surface pressure for fuel-
on and fuel-into-N2 eq 0.5 cases, test
and CFD++ data. Plotted both with
Cp = p−p∞q∞ with (∼ 182Kpa) and
static (∼ 2.1Kpa).
8.4.5 Global balances and basic performances
Just as waywe did in subsection 6.3.5 wewill extract the same performance gures so a direct comparison of pressure-
length scaling eects can be made.
Using the same control surfaces from Figure 6.40, mass balance and capture ratio is calculated. ¿is is shown in
Table 8.4 where capture area results are similar to those from Table 6.2 within a approximately 5%. ¿e trend that
increasing injection decreases capture area is in essence maintained. It seems then that Reynolds number variation
is not inuential to this phenomenon, within this range. ¿is comparison is possible because injection has been
scaled to produce a similar penetration, see subsection 8.1.2; whether jet penetration is bigger or smaller may have
a big inuence on the spillage phenomenon.
¿e balance of injected hydrogen at the inlet is also checked as well so hydrogen spillage and combustor real
equivalence ratio can be calculated. ¿is is done in Table 8.5. We can see that equivalence ratio is closer to the
predicted one despite spillage, since we know that fuel injection is a little bit lower with respect to the air ingestion
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Figure 8.11: Surface pressure for fuel-
on and fuel-into-N2 eq 1.0 cases, test
and CFD++ data. Plotted both with
Cp = p−p∞q∞ with (∼ 182Kpa) and
static (∼ 2.1Kpa).
Figure 8.12: Surface pressure for fuel-
on and fuel-into-N2 eq 1.5 cases, test
and CFD++ data. Plotted both with
Cp = p−p∞q∞ with (∼ 182Kpa) and
static (∼ 2.1Kpa).
due the numerical rounding of the manufactured hole diameter. We will come back later in this thesis with a more
quantitative description of this eect when comparing both pressures tests. ¿ere is a substantial loss of hydrogen
due to combustion that is reected in the table as a lower equivalence ratio in the reacting cases. As mentioned
in subsection 6.3.5, this results from applying a criteria that was well suited for spillage, but not for reacting cases
assessment, since hydrogen radicals and intermediate species are taken into account as a loss of hydrogen mass,
while they are truly part of the reacting ow.
Mixing and combustion eciencies are computed in the same way as in subsection 6.3.5 using the slices dened
in Figure 6.42. Results are plotted in Figure 8.14 and Figure 8.15.
Mixing eciency has similar trends as in Figure 6.43 but it seems that lower equivalence ratios mix better,
marginally. It is also veried that the equivalence ratio 1.0 case has a lower eciency. It has to be remarked that
spillage plays an important role since values are made non dimensional by dierent values. In the case that fuel
mass is the determinant (low equivalence ratio) mass is taken from the injectors. At high equivalence ratios air mass
is the important one, and is taken at the combustor entry station.
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Figure 8.13: Center line bottom
surface pressure for fueled cases,
experimental data (top) and CFD++
data (bottom). Heat release is noticed
in the dierence between the pressure
distributions of the reacting cases
(solid lines) and the non reacting ones
(dashed lines). It is also detected in
the available pressure at the nozzle.
Shock train is moved fwd when heat
release is produced sinceMach
number decreases, somehow similar
to the isolator behavior shown in
Figure 3.7. Cp = p−p∞q∞ with (∼
182Kpa) and static (∼ 2.1Kpa).
Shot er Combustor Injectors Spillage Capture
FN2 0.5 3.07E-01 4.06E-03 1.29E-01 0.70
FN2 1.0 2.86E-001 8.10E-03 1.54E-01 0.65
FN2 1.5 2.67E-01 1.22E-02 1.77E-01 0.60
Fon 0.5 3.14E-01 4.06E-03 1.36E-01 0.70
Fon 1.0 2.78E-01 8.10E-03 1.75E-01 0.61
Fon 1.5 2.48E-01 1.21E-02 2.09E-01 0.54
Table 8.4:Mass balances for the
whole inlet system aiming to calculate
capture area. m˙ = ∫
Σ
ρv⃗ ⋅ n⃗dΣ , where
mass ow is in Kg/s. Capture area
normalized to 1.
Verication of the momentum equation in the longitudinal direction allows us to calculate wall forces as well,
in the same way as is done in subsection 6.3.5. Using the control surfaces from Figure 6.40 we can balance the
momentum for each Scramjet station. Table 8.6 report values.
¿e same trends as in subsection 6.3.5 are found. It is noted that the incremental thrust is not higher than there,
in fact values are close. In the other hand the real equivalence ratio measured with the non reacted hydrogen that
enters in the combustor is much lower.¿is gets reected in approximately half of the specic impulse, since we are
injecting more fuel and getting the same force. ¿is result has to be taken with care, since it is highly dependent on
the early combustion close to the jets, and we have seen in subsection 6.3.5 that the modeling have deciencies to
take into account this fact.
¿rust integration from Equation 6.3 can also be calculated in multiple transverse slices and plotted over the
distance, to get a picture of the evolution of the momentum along the Scramjet. ¿is is plotted in Figure 8.16. Slices
are plotted in Figure 6.45.
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Shot er Combustor Spillage H2 Spillage %1 Real er
FN2 0.5 4.00E-03 7.81E-05 0.02 0.45
FN2 1.0 7.81E-03 3.13E-04 0.04 0.97
FN2 1.5 1.14E-02 7.78E-04 0.06 1.53
Fon 0.5 1.32E-03 2.46E-05 0.01 0.15
Fon 1.0 3.56E-03 2.12E-04 0.03 0.45
Fon 1.5 5.92E-03 7.46E-04 0.06 0.84
Table 8.5:H2 Mass balances for the
whole inlet system aiming to calculate
real equivalence ratio at combustor
inlet. m˙ = ∫
Σ
ρYH2 v⃗ ⋅ n⃗dΣ , where
mass ow is in Kg/s. Capture area
normalized to 1.
Shot er In Inlet Combustor Nozzle Out Total △Fx isp
Fo 0.0 -1619.0 -304.8 -104.7 68.0 1277.6 -341.4
FN2 0.5 -1458.1 -309.2 -94.6 65.1 1119.4 -338.7
FN2 1.0 -1370.0 -313.4 -88.2 65.1 1033.5 -336.6
FN2 1.5 -1290.3 -315.7 -82.3 63.6 955.9 -334.4
Fon 0.5 -1495.2 -323.5 -95.0 81.1 1157.8 -337.4 1.3 33
Fon 1.0 -1359.5 -333.7 -84.5 91.7 1033.0 -326.5 10.1 127
Fon 1.5 -1242.3 -342.3 -75.4 96.0 920.6 -321.7 12.7 106
Table 8.6: Global longitudinal force
balance, in Newton. In surface
accounts the spilled momentum.
Total is the global balance, that in this
case is a net Drag.△Fx is the thrust
increment respect to the non reacting
case, and it is positive in all cases. Isp
is the specic impulse isp = Fm˙H2 g in
seconds.
Again trends are similar to those found in subsection 6.3.5 where spillage dominates the combustor entry values.
¿e friction drop at the combustor is similar in all cases, while dierences at the nozzle are due to combustion.
Sensible enthalpy + kinetic energy integrated slices are also plotted in the same way as subsection 6.3.5 to see the
eect of the longitudinal evolution of heat losses and combustion. For that we use the denition of total enthalpy ux
from Equation 6.4 and integrate it with the mass ow over the slice. ¿en then dierence between two contiguous
slices are due to chemical reaction and/or surface heat losses. ¿is is plotted in Figure 8.17. It is noticeable that heat
release is enhanced with respect to subsection 6.3.5, and is highlighted in the low equivalence ratio case.
We will plot the same gures as in subsection 6.3.5. YR/ fs from Equation 6.1 is plotted in Figure 8.18 as a measure
of how well the fuel is mixed for fuel into nitrogen cases. ¿e rst noticeable fact is that the temperature iso-surface
covers almost all the boundary layer (T>2000K). Combustor pressure doubles, but contours have been corrected to
allow comparison. Jet behavior is similar to the one reported in subsection 6.3.5 for all cases and the ow reaches
good combustion proportions quickly. ¿e only remarkable dierence is that the hydrogen streamlines for the jet
close to the wall at high equivalence ratio do not exit the combustor. Although hydrogen spillage is lower than in
subsection 6.3.5 it still exists, and this eect is just an artifact due to a poor streamline seeding at the injector area.
Figure 8.14:Mixing eciency from
Equation 6.1vs distance, from hole
injectors to the end of combustor.
Slices taken from Figure 6.42
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Figure 8.15: Combustion eciency
from Equation 6.1vs distance, from
hole injectors to the end of combustor.
Slices taken from Figure 6.42
Figure 8.16:Momentum transverse
integrated slices from Equation 6.3vs
distance.
¿e combustion cases are explored the same way as in subsection 6.3.5. ¿e same remarks may be made here,
but it is noticeable that water formation at the inlet jets is enhanced with respect to Figure 6.49. ¿is is somehow
expected since reaction rates are now bigger since the pressure is higher. ¿is behavior is also seen in Figure 8.15
where at the inlet combustion eciency departs signicantly from Figure 6.44.¿ere, inlet combustion is produced
at a lower rate than at the combustor entry, but here jets react from the very rst moment they contact the free
stream. Although special attention to the combustion modeling will be reported at the conclusions, it is worth
remembering here that the solved CFD model its based on a one equation viscous turbulent model and there is
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Figure 8.17: Sensible enthalpy +
kinetic energy transverse integrated
slices from Equation 6.4 vs distance.
no coupling between turbulence and combustion. ¿e modeling error may be critical here since the jet mixing is
turbulent, and it reacts while mixing, exactly those phenomena not well covered by the employed models.
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Figure 8.18: Inlet injection,
combustor and part of the nozzle,
for fuel into Nitrogen cases.
Streamtraces are colored by YR/ fs
from Equation 6.1 so the closer is
to 1.0 the better the fuel is mixed.
“Hot” pockets for radical formation
areas are depicted as iso-surfaces of
high temperature (T=2000K), and
coloured by pressure (Pa). Pressure
contours are doubled with respect
to those from Figure 6.48. Run with
CFD++
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Figure 8.19: Inlet injection,
combustor and part of the nozzle, for
fuel into air cases. Streamtraces are
colored by YH2O from Equation 6.1.
Water stoichiometric mass fraction is
0.23 which marks a fully reacted ow.
“Hot” pockets for radical formation
areas are depicted as iso-surfaces of
high temperature (T=2000K), and
coloured by pressure (Pa). Pressure
contours are doubled with respect
to those from Figure 6.49. Run with
CFD++

9
Comparison of Campaigns
WHILE chapter 6 and chapter 8 have introduced the results of the nominalMach 10 condition (named here P1)
and pressure scaled condition (named here P2), no attempt to compare them has been made there in order to assess
pressure-scaling eects. In this chapter, we will produce a systematic comparison of the available data with the aim
of clarifying these questions. To help in this matter, another CFD model is produced with the same characteristics
as these chapters but with a doubled length (named L2). ¿e condition for this model is nominal, and if pL scaling
is applicable, results should be close to those from the pressure scaled condition. L2 model inow is also an scaled
version of P1, so it would correspond to a double size facility. At the end, we have two experimental and numerical
sets of data at the sameMach number but dierent pressures, and a numerical model that bridges these results.
9.1 comparison of campaigns
Currently we have two sets of tests on the same geometry (except for the injectors) at scaled conditions. ¿e aim
was to produce data at the same Mach number, and variable Reynolds number. If temperature only changes a
little, then by binary scaling, the Damköhler number and the rest of the similitude parameters would be similar,
and therefore would the physics. Having increased the pressure by a factor of two, we should able to reproduce
equivalent physics with a double length model. Due to time constrains, we were not able to test a scaled geometry
to ideally address this question, but we may at least investigate it further numerically.
9.1.1 Fuel-o
We will rst compare the fuel-o cases, plotted in Figure 9.1. Since there is no fuel injection or combustion, the
only dierence may be attributed to the Reynolds number (apart from facility inow slight dierences). Cases
at high pressure and double length (P2 and L2) have a similar Reynolds number so we do not expect to see great
dierences at this stage.We can see that this statement seems true for the CFD cases.¿e case P1 has a lower pressure
and therefore a lower Reynolds number. From Anderson [1989] the boundary layer thickness shall scale by the
order of magnitude δL ∼ M2√Re . Since the free streamMach is not changing, we should expect bigger boundary layers
in case P1. Bigger layers mean a lowerMach number downstream, so this may explain the slight upstream shock
displacement towards the end of the combustor, in the experimental and CFD data. In fact, the last shock reection
again hits the lower surface creating an extra third pressure peak.¿is feature is too thin and sensitive to be detected
at the combustor (it falls in between transducers), but may greatly impact on the nozzle pressure distribution.¿ere
is a noticeable dierence in experimental results in this area which may be attributed to this eect, but CFDmodels
are not able to reproduce it in the initial part of the nozzle. It has to be remarked again that the sensitivity of the early
nozzle expansion to combustor proles makes this area an ideal location for indirect measurements of the latter.
9.1.2 Fuel-into-N2
We shall now follow the logical order of increasing the injection rate, rst without combustion.
We can see in Figure 9.2 that although dierences are predicted by the CFD models, in general these are quite
small compared to the experimental spatial measurement resolution and the variability error. One would need a
signicant number of tests to reduce the experimental error to a level sucient to distinguish these features. In
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Figure 9.1: Center line lower surface
and symmetry surface pressure
coecient for fuel-o cases. P1 shows
rst campaign, P2 second campaign,
and L2 (CFD) corresponds to the low
pressure condition with double length.
Run with CFD++.
Figure 9.2: Center line lower
surface and symmetry surface
pressure coecient for Fuel-into-N2
equivalence ratio 0.5 cases. P1 shows
rst campaign, P2 second campaign,
and L2 (CFD) correspond to the low
pressure condition with double length.
Run with CFD++.
addition to that, the CFD models were quite limited in terms of studying Reynolds number variations, since the
turbulence model is low order and wall tailored, and the mesh resolution is poor in the injector area. Furthermore
turbulent boundary conditions at the injectors are estimated and the prole is uniform. So the dierences seen
between scaled conditions may well be aected by these model assumptions.
Despite these limitations, we can see in Figure 9.3 and Figure 9.4 that P1 CFD shock reections appear to shi 
upstream, which also happens in P1 versus P2 experimental behavior. ¿is may again be attributed to the overall
Reynolds number dierence, but CFDmodels predict a far more complicated ow since P1 better matches L2 than
P2, so some injector jet eects may be present.
We also have some errors related to free stream normalization in Figure 9.4 that can be seen in the rst and
second compression ramp. It is recalled that P2 condition distributions are normalized using nominal free stream
values, not measured with the front probes, see chapter 8.
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Figure 9.3: Center line bottom
surface and symmetry surface
pressure coecient for fuel-into-N2
equivalence ratio 1.0 cases. P1 shows
rst campaign, P2 second campaign,
and L2 (CFD) correspond to the low
pressure condition with double length.
Run with CFD++.
Figure 9.4: Pressure coecient for
fuel-into-N2 equivalence ratio 1.5
cases. P1 shows rst campaign, P2
second campaign, and L2 (CFD)
correspond to the low pressure
condition with double length. Run
with CFD++.
9.1.3 Fuel-on
In Figure 9.5 the low equivalence ratio case (0.5) is plotted with combustion. Now in addition to the variation in the
Reynolds number, we have a variation in the Damköhler number. Cases with higher pressure react sooner (as a
proportion of the length) than at lower pressure, in the same way they would do if the Scramjet is larger.
Again the dierences found are quite small compared to the measurement resolution and error, and it is dicult
to extract conclusions. But it seems that the P1 condition has more heat release and therefore shock shi ing in the
second and third pressure peak areas. ¿ere is also more pressure at the beginning of the nozzle, Figure 9.5 . From
Figure 9.6 it seems that more heat release in the P2 and L2 cases is produced upstream than in the P1 case, in the
combustion entry expansion corner and the rst peak. We also have less pressure at the beginning of the nozzle. So
one may theorize that combustion has been produced sooner, and heat losses are higher in P2 case. But we have to
compare with fuel-into-N2 to rene these intuitions.
In Figure 9.7 we only may see the shi ing in shock wave of the expansion and rst peak in P2 condition. Later
in the combustor up to four reections are produced in the CFD solutions while in the experiments only 3 are seen.
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Figure 9.5: Center line lower surface
and symmetry surface pressure
coecient for fuel-on equivalence
ratio 0.5 cases. P1 shows rst
campaign, P2 second campaign,
and L2 (CFD) correspond to the low
pressure condition with double length.
Run with CFD++.
Figure 9.6: Center line lower surface
and symmetry surface pressure
coecient for fuel-on equivalence
ratio 1.0 cases. P1 shows rst
campaign, P2 second campaign,
and L2 (CFD) correspond to the low
pressure condition with double length.
Run with CFD++.
¿e experimental resolution in position and variability is insucient to capture the complex pattern expected to
occur at this high equivalence ratio.
9.1.4 Combustion assessment
We will try now to compare fuel-on cases with fuel-into-nitrogen in order to assess scale eects on the behavior. As
we did with the campaigns results, we will focus on the combustor and nozzle areas. But we will plot the results for
each equivalence ratio, otherwise the plots get too complicated. ¿erefore the eect of the increase in equivalence
ratio is not investigated here but is done in subsection 6.3.4 and subsection 8.4.4. First we plot the CFD data and
then experimental data to see if we can identify qualitative trends.
Figure 9.8 plots the low equivalence ratio results (eq 0.5). Little change is seen in the CFD data with scale. P2 and
L2 data should be similar, but dierences are found even in the fuel-into-nitrogen cases indicating that some non
similar jet eects remain, masking other variations due to Reynolds number. In general, we can identify that while
the ow up to the rst pressure peak is similar in all cases, P1 seems to be associated with a shi in the reections
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Figure 9.7: Center line lower surface
and symmetry surface pressure
coecient for fuel-on equivalence
ratio 1.5 cases. P1 shows rst
campaign, P2 second campaign,
and L2 (CFD) correspond to the low
pressure condition with double length.
Run with CFD++.
Figure 9.8: Center line lower surface
pressure for CFD data (above) and
experimental (below) for equivalence
ratio 0.5. P1 denotes rst campaign,
P2 second campaign, and L2 (CFD)
correspond to the low pressure
condition with double length. Dashed
lines are fuel-into-N2 cases, and solid
lines are fuel-into-air. X axis ranges
from the beginning of the injectors
up to the early part of the nozzle, for
clarity. CFD cases run with CFD++.
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forward, more than in the P2 case. P1 also has more available pressure at the beginning of the nozzle. ¿is could
suggest that in addition to bigger boundary layers, P1 has better combustion towards the end of the combustor.¿is
trend is identied in the experimental data, even more clearly than in the CFD. So investigating later the CFD ow,
we may postulate why this behavior takes place.
Figure 9.9: Center line lower surface
pressure for CFD data (above) and
experimental (below) for equivalence
ratio 1.0. P1 denotes rst campaign,
P2 second campaign, and L2 (CFD)
correspond to the low pressure
condition with double length. Dashed
lines are fuel-into-N2 cases, and solid
lines are fuel-into-air. X axis ranges
from the beginning of the injectors
up to the early part of the nozzle, for
clarity. CFD cases run with CFD++.
In Figure 9.9 we can identify other features not present at the lower equivalence ratio. It seems that in the
experimental results there are higher pressures (and more heat release) in the combustor expansion corner (around
X/L 0.45) and rst peak for the P2 data.¿e second peak is also more prominent than in P1. In the third peak P1 and
P2 seem to be lower than the second, which is also true in the fuel-into-nitrogen cases, but the heat release seems
to be more important here since the shock shi is bigger than predicted. We have also marginally more pressure in
the nozzle in P1 than in P2, which is also seen in the CFD.
Figure 9.10 plots the results for the high equivalence ratio, which in addition to all explored trends has more
reections which makes the assessment even more dicult. ¿e third and fourth peaks fall between 4 transducers
according to the CFD.¿is fact, in addition to the variability, makes it impossible to distinguish this features in the
measurements, and peaks appear to be fused. In any case seems evident that there is heat release, and that it seems
to be bigger in P2 at the combustor rst half, while P1 is towards the end.
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Figure 9.10: Center line lower surface
pressure for CFD data (above) and
experimental (below) for equivalence
ratio 1.5. P1 denotes rst campaign,
P2 second campaign, and L2 (CFD)
correspond to the low pressure
condition with double length. Dashed
lines are fuel-into-N2 cases, and solid
lines are fuel-into-air. X axis ranges
from the beginning of the injectors
up to the early part of the nozzle, for
clarity. CFD cases run with CFD++.
9.1.5 Global balances and basic performances
Wewill now try to compare the balances and performances reported in subsection 6.3.5 and subsection 8.4.5. Specic
details of the computation of these gures can be found there. In addition we have repeated the same analysis for
the CFD case with P1 conditions and double length (L2), so that we can identify scaling eects.
Case er Capture P1 Capture P2 Capture L2 Er P1 Er P2 Er L2
Fo 0.0 0.73 0.66 0.78
FN2 0.5 0.71 0.70 0.69 0.53 0.45 0.53
FN2 1.0 0.64 0.65 0.62 1.14 0.97 1.16
FN2 1.5 0.58 0.60 0.57 1.81 1.53 1.85
Fon 0.5 0.66 0.70 0.69 0.34 0.15 0.22
Fon 1.0 0.59 0.61 0.60 0.79 0.45 0.60
Fon 1.5 0.52 0.54 0.51 1.30 0.84 1.07
Table 9.1: Capture area (%1) and
real equivalence ratio (H2 mass at
combustor inlet over mixture mass).
P1 represents rst campaign, P2
second campaign, and L2 correspond
to the low pressure condition P1 with
double length.
Wemay rst compare inlet capture area and equivalence ratio changes due to scaling variations. Table 9.1 reports
the values. We can see that there is not much change in spillage due to Reynolds number variation, being a
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maximum of 12% between P2 and L2 cases, which paradoxically should be fairly similar or lower than the P1 case
due to the smaller boundary layers at higher Reynolds number.
Real equivalence ratio values, calculated as the amount of hydrogen to mixture mass ratio, may have a more
solid explanation. Since P1 and L2 cases are fairly similar in the nitrogen cases, we do not expect much inuence
of the Reynolds number. But P2 values are lower since there is more hydrogen spillage, this is due to the fact that
the penetration is bigger since hole diameter has been rounded to manufacturing available values (7% dierence).
Figure 9.11:Mixing eciency from
Equation 6.1 vs normalized distance,
Slices taken from Figure 6.42. Case
at P1, P2, and P1 with double length
(L2).
Figure 9.12: Combustion eciency
from Equation 6.2 vs normalized
distance, Slices taken from
Figure 6.42. Case at P1, P2, and P1
with double length (L2). Slices taken
from Figure 6.42
Dierences are bigger than the rounded diameter, and penetration should behave linearly with the diameter,
nevertheless most of the hydrogen spillage happens at the injector close to the wall (see Figure 6.41), and inuence
there of the hole Reynolds number may be higher than anticipated.
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In addition to the hydrogen spillage due to jets, there are substantial dierences with the reacting cases.
Comparing fuel-into-nitrogen and fuel-into-air cases for P1, we see that there is combustion at the inlet.¿e criteria
used may be too restrictive, since part of the hydrogen reaction before entering the combustor is due to radical
formation without heat release (or even acting as a heat sink), but can be used as a comparison gure even if
physically it may be misleading. We can see that the P2 and L2 cases with higherDamköhler number should react
faster leading to less hydrogen being available at the combustor entry, and this seems to be the case. ¿e combined
eect of hydrogen spillage and fast reaction makes gures of P2 cases quite dramatic (see Er 0.15 while targeted is
0.5) which may explain why P2 cases have so little variation in subsection 9.1.4 and also why P2 appears to have
experimentally more heat release towards the beginning of the combustor. But we will have to address this with the
mixing and combustion eciencies as well as the heat release distribution.
Force balances were also computed and are reported in Table 9.2. ¿e overall values show a drag dominated
model, with little incremental thrust due to combustion, in fact values are so small that they start to fall to the order
of magnitude of the momentum balance residual (∼ 10−4) therefore the numerical results lack signicance. It has
to be remarked that computation is performed over the test geometry as it is, and there were no attempts to better
explore cowl positioning. ¿e model itself is designed for ground test combustion studies, not designed for ight.
Isp gures are somewhat misleading here as a measure of the performance of a Scramjet. P1 and P2 congurations
Case er CT P1 CT P2 CT L2 Isp P1 Isp P2 Isp L2
Fo 0.0 -0.232 -0.190 -0.204
FN2 0.5 -0.222 -0.188 -0.198
FN2 1.0 -0.217 -0.187 -0.196
FN2 1.5 -0.211 -0.186 -0.195
Fon 0.5 -0.220 -0.187 -0.194 75 33 126
Fon 1.0 -0.203 -0.179 -0.184 235 127 207
Fon 1.5 -0.192 -0.190 -0.184 216 106 116
Table 9.2:¿rust calculations from
CFD global force balances. CT is the
thrust coecient CT = T−DqA and Isp
is the specic impulse Isp = △Fxm˙H2 g
in seconds, where△Fx is the thrust
increment respect to the non reacting
case, and it is positive in all cases
almost give the same amount of total thrust, Table 8.6 and Table 6.4, but since P2 has almost two times the fuel mass
ow, Isp is almost halved. If small variations of the thrust coecient due to scaling are to be expected, thrust should
scale with the ight dynamic pressure, therefore we may think there is a clear degradation in the performance at P2.
In any case drag is big compared to thrust so as we mention earlier computation errors may mask any attempt to
produce reliable conclusions.
We can also compile mixing eciencies from Figure 6.43 and Figure 8.14, adding L2 cases to explore changes in
mixing eciency due to scale. ¿is is done in Figure 9.11. For low equivalence ratio there is not much dierence
between cases, only a marginal reduction in P2. For higher equivalence ratios, P1 and L2 are very similar while
P2 is not. ¿is is attributed to a higher H2 spillage, which is also seen at high equivalence ratio. Mixing is lower
at equivalence ratio 1.0 since for high equivalence ratio mixing is limited by the amount of air and at low by the
amount of hydrogen. ¿e criteria peaks when all available fuel or air (whatever is the limiting factor) gets into the
right bounds for combustion, but does not take into account if there is a global excess of one or another.
Combustion eciency is plotted in the same way in Figure 9.12. It is interesting to see how for the P1 condition
there is a little reaction before combustor entry (around X/L 0.45), and then it raises quickly along it. P2 behavior is
quite dierent, since it seems to get combustion as soon as the jet leaves the holes. L2 has an almost identical initial
pattern to P2 at the high equivalence ratio. Before combustor entry there is more spillage in P2, so P1 and L2 get
closer towards the end of the combustor.
At equivalence ratio 1.0, L2 is somewhat closer to P2 than P1, but at the combustor all curves are quite similar. At
low equivalence the initial patterns of L2 fall in between P2 and P1, but show a similar trend along the combustor.
¿is result shows that some combustion scaling has been achieved, although it is masked by spillage and other
unanticipated eects. Dierences found between P2 and L2 occur at low equivalence ratios, in areas close to the
holes where larger grid and turbulent modeling errors are expected.
We will also repeat the force distribution analysis done in Figure 6.46 and Figure 8.16 but add results from the L2
model, aiming to detect scaling eects. Since the forces reported there were greatly inuenced by the inlet spillage,
we will plot them normalized by the available thrust at the combustor inlet, so all curves start at 1.0. Curves are also
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Figure 9.13: Fuel-o momentum
distributions, see Equation 6.3, for
P1, P2 and L2 cases. It is normalized
by the thrust at the beginning of the
combustor, and distance by the model
length. Plot start at the combustor
inlet and ends at the nozzle exit.
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Figure 9.14: Equivalence ratio
0.5 momentum distributions, see
Equation 6.3, for P1, P2 and L2 cases.
Normalized as Figure 9.13
normalized in length. Plots begin at the combustor inlet and span along the combustor and nozzle. Plots are shown
split from each equivalence ratio for simplicity.
Figure 9.13 reports rst fuel-o cases.¿e thrust drops linearly along the combustor due to friction and increases
at the nozzle due to expansion.¿is should depend on theReynolds number, and remarkably P2 and L2 are similar,
since these aim to double this number compared to P1. ¿e skin friction coecient is lower at higher Reynolds
number, so the latter generates a bigger drop in thrust.
Figure 9.14 shows the results for an equivalence ratio 0.5. ¿e dierence between red (reacting) and blue (non
reacting) lines is the thrust that has been produced by combustion. Dashed (P2) and dotted (L2) lines are quite
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Figure 9.15: Equivalence ratio
1.0 momentum distributions, see
Equation 6.3, for P1, P2 and L2 cases.
Normalized as Figure 9.13
similar either in reacting and non reacting cases, which is encouraging since similarity is found even with injection
and combustion. Nevertheless thrust due to heat release is slightly bigger in L2 than P1 and P2.
Figure 9.15 shows the results for equivalence ratio 1.0. Again the agreement in the non reacting cases, P2 and L2,
is excellent, while L2 starts to depart from P2 with more thrust due to heat release. We will have to combine these
results with the enthalpy ones that follow later, since heat losses to the walls may be important assessing the total
heat release. In fact friction is dierent so the heat transfer coecient should follow the same trend. It is noticeable
that the L2 case is producing positive thrust, just taking into account the combustor and the nozzle.
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Figure 9.16: Equivalence ratio
1.5 momentum distributions, see
Equation 6.3, for P1, P2 and L2 cases.
Normalized as Figure 9.13
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Figure 9.17: Sensible enthalpy +
kinetic energy distributions, see
Equation 6.4, for P1, P2 and L2 cases.
It is normalized by the total enthalpy
at the beginning of the combustor,
and distance by the model length. ¿e
plot start at the combustor inlet and
ends at the nozzle exit.
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Figure 9.18: Equivalence ratio 0.5,
sensible enthalpy + kinetic energy
distributions, see Equation 6.4, for
P1, P2 and L2 cases. Normalized as
Figure 9.17
Figure 9.16 shows the results for equivalence ratio 1.5. ¿e same trends are identied as in the 1.0 case, with a
bigger thrust due to heat release. Now all reacting cases are producing positive thrust.
We can now repeat the same analysis for the enthalpy distributions from Figure 6.47 and Figure 8.17 plotted in the
same way as the forces, focusing now on the relative distributions at the combustor and nozzle. Figure 9.17 reports
the fuel-o case.We can see that sensible enthalpy + kinetic energy decreases with convection heat losses to the wall.
¿e distribution in the combustor is roughly linear as the friction in Figure 9.13, so skin friction seems proportional
to heat transfer (Stanton number) as one may expect. Again P2 and L2 cases are similar, and L2 drops more as in
the case of Figure 9.13. We can also keep in mind that around 10% to 15% of combustor inlet sensible enthalpy +
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kinetic energy is lost by the end of the nozzle. From Figure 6.47 this is of the order of magnitude of 0.1Mw (1Mw
combustor input at P1). Water formation enthalpy is around 242KJ/mol, and one mol of water is produced for each
mol of hydrogen. If we inject about 4gr/sec for an equivalence ratio of 1.0 in the P1 case, see Table 6.2, that makes
2Mol/sec of hydrogen that gets transformed into water, making up to 0.5Mw. With a combustion eciency about
0.5, see Figure 9.12, we get 0.25Mw, which is about the same order of magnitude as the heat losses. It seems that there
is not much room for thrust generation, which is a characteristic feature of Scramjets since the amount of energy
that combustion delivers is a small fraction compared to the kinetic energy of the ow, see section 3.1. In any case, it
has to be remarked that the test conguration has isothermal walls and therefore the maximum possible heat losses,
which is not expected in ight.We can see that ight extrapolation requires alsomatching enthalpy wall ratio, which
would experimentally require reaching an approximation of the equilibrium temperature of the wall by a heating
mechanism or other devices, see for example Kovachevich [2010], Zander et al. [2012].
In Figure 9.18 the low equivalence ratio case is plotted.¿e dierence between red (reacting) and blue lines (non
reacting) cases is due to combustion. Despite the fact that there is evident heat release, is not enough to compensate
for heat losses, and enthalpy at the end of the combustor is lower than in the inlet.
For non reacting cases again P2 and L2 are similar. For reacting ones, L2 seems to have a greater heat release at the
beginning of the combustor. Ripples in this area are due to rst shock wave peaks where the pressure is higher. We
expect overall binary reaction scaling when scaling by the product of pressure by length, but it has to be remarked
that three molecule reactions become increasingly important with P2, so high pressure reaction regions may well
depart from the scaling.
Case Figure 9.19 shows similar trends, but here the combustor is showing a net gain in enthalpy. P1 now is similar
to P2 while L2 departs even further.
¿e case with high equivalence ratio (1.5) is plotted in Figure 9.20. Now the heat release is approaching that
expected by the stoichimetric proportions since combustion is dominated by air consumption. We still have the
same heat losses with non reacting cases, so the overall gain is not bigger than 10% of the combustor entry sensible
enthalpy + kinetic energy.
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Figure 9.19: Equivalence ratio 1.0
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P1, P2 and L2 cases. Normalized as
Figure 9.17
Summarizing all performance gures, it seems that there is a signicant match for the high pressure and double
lengthmodels for fuel-o and non reacting cases. For cases with combustion, good trends are found in this direction,
but in the areas close to the injectors and shock impingements, they seem to depart from scaling, and are being
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inuenced by the equivalence ratio. Combustion conclusions would have to be further rened with future models
because the one used here is arguably not very well suited to capture these phenomena.
9.1.6 Extrapolation to ight conditions
We will perform an hypothetical ight extrapolation of this engine, based on the results we already have. Flight
condition extrapolation is straightforward in a nose-to-tail expansion tube test, since we are trying to reproduce
ight conditions in order to match all the similarity parameters, with the exceptions discussed there. Now using
pressure length scaling, increasing the pressure simulates a bigger model. So if P2 tunnel data is consideredmatched
for the L2 model, we are in a position to extrapolate to ight using the same CFD methods.
¿e condition is the nominal one from chapter 5 reproduced in Table 9.3 with ght parameters, simulating a
double length engine, labeled L2F.¿eying congurationmay have dierent geometric features that are not present
in the ground test model. ¿ese modications do not alter the ow path, which is the geometry that has been
matched. Probably, being a bidimensional conguration, it may be part of a spanwise bigger combustor so our
model represents an slice covering 5 injector holes. ¿erefore in the CFD model, the sidewall is eliminated and
replaced by a symmetry condition. ¿is includes the side leading edge. ¿e mesh is not changed, but the mesh
Free stream variable Value
Altitude [Km] 31.5
Temperature [1974 ISA+K] +35
Speed [m/s] 3180
Mach 9.8
Reynolds [×106] 5.3
Dynamic pressure [Kpa] 65.7
Total Pressure [Mpa] 81.5
Flight Enthalpy [Mj/kg] 5.3
Table 9.3: Flight condition. From
chapter 5 but calculated for a ight
trajectory point.
blocks modeling this feature are just deleted. ¿e cowl in the test model is massive due to manufacturing simplicity
and because it does not aect the internal ow for testing, but surely the ight conguration will be optimized. In
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the CFDmodel, the cowl will be reduced to a at plate with a leading edge. ¿e nominal position of the cowl in the
ground testmodel created substantial spillage, and in ight it will be adjusted to an optimal position of better capture
area. From subsection 6.2.1 a conservative estimation of the optimal position is 25mm fwd, which was implemented
in the CFD model by just translating the cowl blocks.
Boundary conditions have to be updated to reect ight conditions. Surface walls are going to be represented
as adiabatic, so no heat losses will be considered, resulting in the highest surface temperature. Inlet proles are
uniform with values from Table 9.3. We must include some characterization of the free stream turbulence levels,
which were guessed following Spalart and Rumsey [2007] setting a turbulent viscosity ratio around 1.0. Injection is
not modied.
Figure 9.21:Modications of the
ight model L2F with respect to P2
tested conguration
Figure 9.22: Inlet ow detachment
due to a free stream turbulent
viscosity ratio of 1. Height dimension
is stretched of a better view. Run with
CFD++.
¿e modied CFD model is run with the same procedures as in chapter 6 and chapter 8, so that the expected
condence in the results is at least the one found in the ground test. Steady state solutions are found with roughly 8
hours on 64 processors, if the model is run in steps meaning, rst fuel-o, then hydrogen injection without reaction,
and then turn on reactions. Typical monitoring includes residuals and force balance.
¿e rst thing to realize is that with the expected free stream turbulence levels, the inlet produces signicant ow
detachments. ¿is behavior has also been seen in other unrelated 2D laminar solutions. Since the CFD turbulence
model cannot predict transition to turbulence, the turbulent viscosity just grows gradually along the wall, and it
turns out that the turbulent viscosity ratio is still low at the end of the rst ramp, so the behavior should be similar
to a laminar solution. In reality the physics will not behave this way, and the ow will be laminar up to a transition
point at which it will become turbulent. ¿e transition point is unknown, and it may be estimated with section 3.2
but we may prefer to promote turbulence transition somewhere in the rst ramp by the use of transition tripping
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devices. In order to keep working on the ight conguration this has been simulated by increasing articially the
free stream turbulence levels up to a viscosity ratio of 100.
Case er Capture L2F Capture L2 Er L2F Er L2
FN2 0.5 0.99 0.69 0.35 0.53
Fon 0.5 0.99 0.69 0.26 0.22
Table 9.4: Capture area (%1) and
real equivalence ratio (H2 mass at
combustor inlet over mixture mass).
L2 correspond to the low pressure
condition P1 with double length, and
L2F to ight conguration.
Only one case has been calculated, with a low equivalence ratio of 0.5.¿e reason is that since ight conguration
did not include any heat losses, combustion pressure rises are bigger and more prone to develop instabilities and
choking. Equivalence ratios of 0.7 and 1.0 were unsuccessfully run with substantial choking in the last part of the
combustor. ¿is eect was not investigated, because the main purpose is just to compare ight and ground test
models at least for one equivalence ratio. Table 9.4 shows capture area and real equivalence ratio computed with
the amount of hydrogen and air that enter the combustor. With the new cowl positioning the capture area is close
to 99%. Equivalence ratio is lower than desired, due to the fact that injection pressure was calculated assuming a
capture area of 0.7. We have some combustion at the inlet, reected by the lower equivalence ratio at the combustor
entry, but is better than in L2.
Case er CT L2F CT L2 Isp L2F Isp L2
FN2 0.5 -0.079 -0.198
Fon 0.5 -0.065 -0.194 468 126
Table 9.5:¿rust calculations from
CFD global force balances. CT is the
thrust coecient CT = T−DqA and Isp
is the specic impulse Isp = △Fxm˙H2 g
in seconds, where△Fx is the thrust
increment respect to the non reacting
case, and it is positive in all cases
Wemay now plot the pressures along the centre line of themodel, which is the onewe have been instrumenting in
the experiments. At the inlet there are substantial dierences coming from the fact that the L2 conguration has been
Figure 9.23: Center line pressure
coecient for ight L2F and ground
L2 congurations. X in metres. Run
with CFD++.
scaled including the facility inow prole. ¿is was done in order for direct comparison with the P2 conguration
which is half the length and double the pressure. L2 inow would correspond to a double length X3 facility. At the
expansion corner at the combustor inlet we can see that the ight conguration has a bigger pressure, even in the
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non reacting case.¿is is due to the fact that the cowl was repositioned. Eventually, onemay get rid of the expansion
totally, but at the risk of generating a cowl shock impingement at the inlet, with the subsequent possible separation
of the ow. In fact the reaction case eliminates it due to early combustion at the inlet. As we mentioned, this is
probably an artifact of the model, since it cannot take into account the real mixing processes at the exit of the jets.
Figure 9.24:Momentum ux
integrated slices from Equation 6.3
vs distance, for L2 and L2F cases,
equivalence ratio 0.5.
At the combustor, we can see a three shock reection pattern, in the same way as is present in the L2 conguration,
but pressure peaks and width are bigger due to a better capture area and no heat losses.¿e adiabatic representation
of the wall behavior is not realistic, since the walls reach approximately 3000K which is too high for any practical
material, but it may be seen as an extreme case in order to assess the thrust potential. Heat losses are reected by
the fact that the dierence between reacting and non reacting cases is much bigger in L2F than in L2, which results
in a bigger pressure in the nozzle.Table 9.5 shows the integrated forces. Although we still do not have a net positive
thrust, the ight conguration has 2.5 times more thrust, and it has multiplied the specic impulse by 3.7. ¿is is
obviously inuenced by the fact that we do not have side walls and the cowl frontal area has been reduced, but it
may illustrate how dicult is to achieve thrust.
Wemay plot the integrated impulse function in sections along the engine as in Figure 6.46 rather than Figure 9.14
since we are interested in a global behavior comparison of the distribution of the force. ¿e plot is in Figure 9.24.
As in the other plots the inlet momentumux increase is just due to the fact that the integration area is increasing,
so there is not much interest in this part. It is only worth mentioning that the dierences found in L2 that are not
present in L2F are coming from the fact that facility inows have dierent composition (N2 and Air) while in ight
cases, reactions are just switched o.
We can see that the dierence in spillage is making a big impact on the amount of momentum lost. Over the
combustor, the distribution of the thrust is linear as friction losses dominate. It is unclear at time of writing why
the L2F reacting case has slightly more losses that the non reacting one, but it seems that the friction coecient has
been altered somewhat. We can see that the main thrust dierence comes from the nozzle, where the L2F reacting
case distribution takes over the non reacting case, particularly at the beginning of the nozzle, as pointed out in
subsection 3.3.4. It may seem that in the L2 case it happens to a larger extent, but the combustor entry values are
already dierent.
Figure 9.25 reports a similar plot than Figure 9.24 but with the integrated sensible enthalpy + kinetic energy, see
Equation 6.4. Here we can see that the behavior in the combustor is quite dierent.While in the L2 case heat addition
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Figure 9.25: sensible enthalpy +
kinetic energy transverse integrated
slices from Equation 6.4 vs distance,
for L2 and L2F cases, equivalence
ratio 0.5.
due to combustion is added, almost compensating for the losses of the non reacting case, in L2F it is truly adding
energy to the ow, so that the net input to the nozzle is substantially bigger.
Summarizing, ight extrapolation of the results is not a trivial task, and one has to take care accounting for the
detailed geometry features and thermal state of the walls to get a realistic gure of the performance of the engine.
On the other hand, ground testing gures could underestimate the engine potential due to these facts. To tackle
denitively these questions, onemay attempt to test engines at amore realisticwall temperature,meaning heating the
model walls prior to test. One may achieve a full similarity of the physics (in the framework of binary scaling) if the
wall enthalpy ratio andwall heat ux (whatever non dimensional numberwe choose) arematched.Obviously setting
up an experimental rig that performs these kind of tests can certainly be a considerable challenge, but advancements
in hot wall testing such as Kovachevich [2010], Zander et al. [2012] may open the door to performing such tests for
Scramjets in expansion tunnels, at least for fundamental studies. At the time of writing,UQ’s X2 facility is regularly
performing hot wall testing of reentry vehicles aiming to simulate ablation, andmuch of this work and hardwaremay
be used to perform exploratory experimental studies on simple Scramjet congurations. If the results are correctly
matched by models, then it will put a lot of condence on ight model extrapolation exercises.
10
Conclusions and recommendations for
future work
THE Scramspace goals with respect to ground testing in X3, as detailed in section 1.2, have been met. Specically
conditions have been developed and nose-to-tail model testing has been conducted at unprecedented levels of
total pressure. ¿is required signicant updates to the X3 facility, application of condition development techniques
Gildnd [2012], and updated analysis methods. Tests have been performed in X3 using the same 2D Scramjetmodel
which was used in T4 facility, and at the same ow conditions, which were also replicated in X2 using a pL scaled
geometry, McGilvray [2008]. A similar ow condition was then developed with a total pressure level far beyond that
which can be reached in T4, nevertheless signicant space and time variations were found, limiting the usable test
time to about two model ow lengths. ¿e full scale Scramjet was then successfully tested in X3, demonstrating
combustion. ¿e internal Scramjet performance was well replicated by rigorous CFD simulation with CFD++,
although some dierences were identied. ¿is proved that the boundaries of current high total pressure testing
of Scramjets in reected shock tunnels can be extended by using the X3 facility. ¿erefore, access to theMach 10 to
15 corridor in X3 has commenced, and testing limits can now be increased even further. Activities to increase the
operational performance of X3 to the full extent of this ight corridor already have been addressed at the time of
writing. Eventually full coverage of access to space trajectories will be achieved.
¿e detailed conclusions following these activities, and recommendations for reaching the broader future goal,
are provided in this chapter.
10.1 conclusions
¿e detailed itemised conclusions list that support our may conclusion statement is as follows:▸ Upgrades of X3 Facility have been completed so that Scramjet testing in the Mach 10 to 15 corridor can now
be performed. ¿is included the manufacture of a model mount and rail system, the tting of a fueling Ludwieg
tube with an injection timing system -suited for testing at high total pressure-, and upgrades of the data acquisition
system.▸ The high total pressure condition test performed in this thesis reach 1Gpa of total pressure.¿is is the highest
total pressure at which a nose-to-tail Scramjet has been ground tested in the open literature, serving as a cornerstone
for future exploration of the upper part of the access to space trajectory Mach corridor in this facility. Equally
importantly is the fact that the quality of the results is comparable to those reported in this text for the nominal
condition, which is in the limit of T4 reected shock tunnel operational capability. ¿is means that the envelope
overlap of T4 and X3 facilities have been factually demonstrated, providing strong experimental support to the
statement that expansion tubes can extend the envelope of existing facilities beyond their total pressure limits.▸ The nominal condition tests include experimental and numerical data at a wide variation of equivalence
ratio (three congurations). Combustion occurred in the fuel-on cases. CFD models match the behavior of the
combustion eects in terms of the experimental pressure distributions. Showing a shi forward in combustor shock
reections peaks, and at the same time an increase in pressure and width. Nozzle pressure distribution shows a net
increase for reacting cases.
A more detailed exploration of the numerical data, shows signicant spillage around the inlet, including some
hydrogen originating at the injector holes next to the lateral walls for the high equivalence ratio cases. Goodmixing
of the jets is found with mixing eciencies approaching 100% for some of the cases. Some combustion is found at
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the inlet region, based on the CFDmodeling, but due to the large number of hypothesis involved in the model, this
result has to be corroborated.
¿e model shows no net thrust, although its relative increase due to combustion is unequivocal.▸ X3 data data compares well with T4 and scaled X2 data, specially in the inlet, and rst combustor shock wave
reections. Some minor discrepancies in shock positions and pressure peaks are found towards the end of the
combustor, in the fuel-on case. Dierencesmay be attributed to slightly dierent geometries, dierentmodel inows,
and the combustion scaling itself.▸ The high total pressure condition approximately duplicates the static pressure of the nominal one. Using a
rst order pL scaling, it simulates a double scale model. Experimental and numerical results were provided for the
same range of equivalence ratios, including a CFD scaled length version.
While fuel-o and non reacting experimental pressure distributions are similar to the nominal conditions, fuel-
on cases have slight dierences that can be attributed to combustion scaling. In any case, the dierences inmeasured
pressure distributions predicted by the CFD, and veried experimentally, are quite small compared to the condition
uncertainty. So further investigations are needed to reduce these uncertainties or in order to produce higher pressure
conditions so that the scaling dierences are more relevant than the background noise.▸ Engineering CFD models were developed aiming to represent the ow processes in the Scramjet model during
test. Representing the full 3D geometry, including leading edges, fuel injector details, and sidewalls. Relatively
coarse structured meshes (5 million nodes) were used in order to provide fast computations for experimental data
assessment . Steady state models were run in the quasi-steady state test ow predicted with facility CFD models,
where the nozzle ow was interpolated at the Scramjet inlet. ¿e solver used was CFD++, with a Goldberg [2001]
turbulence model validated for hypersonic ow.¿e owwas assumed fully turbulent since previous estimations by
McGilvray [2008] pointed to an early transition at the rst inlet ramp. Hydrogen combustion nite rate chemistry
was modeled with Jachimowski [1992] reaction scheme, validated for combustion studies in expansion tunnel
facilities.
¿emodel identied the correct ow trends, representing themeasured body centre-line pressure distributions in
the nominal and high pressure tests, in a wide range of fuel equivalence ratios. Areas where signicant discrepancies
were found included: the inlet third ramp (identied before byMcGilvray [2008], where the reason remains elusive),
the combustor expansion corner (where the separated ow may not be fully settled there in the experiments),
pressure peaks absolute values (under resolved shock-boundary layer impingement), and general nozzle pressure
distribution (that maybe quite aected by the facility non-uniform ow). In any case, the employment of CFD
models for experimental Scramjet test assessment in expansion tunnels oered a good insight into the complex ow
processes involved.▸ Facility analysis methods have been reviewed, comparing experimental, analytical, one-dimensional L1D mod-
eling, hybrid L1D coupled with a 2D CFD accelerator tube and nozzle, and a full 2D model of the facility. Data is
provided for both nominal and high pressure conditions. ¿is is the rst time that a full expansion tube 2D model
coupled with piston kinematics, has been simulated in the open literature. ¿e methods agreement is similar to
those reported for similar facilities, as X2 (Gildnd [2012]). Full models worked well in the high pressure condition,
oering a deep insight into the ow processes occurring in an expansion tunnel, in particular the generation and
propagation of primary driver noise.▸ Test time in both conditions presented in this thesis corroborate (based on experiments and CFD) the previous
estimations ofMcGilvray [2008] that 1ms test time can be achieved inX3with the addition of a nozzle. Nevertheless a
roughly 30% uncertainty level in the temporal evolution of some primitive variables reduced the usable test window
to 0.3 msec. Core ow diameter was measured and founded to be approximately 200mm, extending at least 500mm
from the nozzle exit. Spatial variations of the primitive variables there are under 20%.▸ Pitot rake traces showed a low frequency component of 10Khz to 50Khz that has a recognizable characteristic
pattern which nature is unknown. It is believed that it originates at the primary driver area change, based on the full
facility CFD simulations conducted for this study, as well as Gildnd [2012] previously.
¿ere is also a nearly constant and continuous pressure rise during the test time, present in this thesis and also
in McGilvray [2008]. It is suspected that this originates in the acceleration tube through the interference of the test
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gas with the reection of the expansion over the secondary interface that propagates downstream at speed u+a.¿is
eect is highly undesirable, although it can be partially tackled through the use of appropriate normalizations (see
McGilvray et al. [2010b]).▸ Free stream uncertainties found in our tests are large. ¿e breakdown analysis of their sources highlights the
impact of the temporal variability of the free stream properties. ¿is was quite inuenced by the decision to take
a large duration test window for our data temporal averaging, which aimed to get rid o the low frequency noise.
With a large averaging window the eect of the steady pressure rise is noticeable, whereas with a short duration
averaging window, the low frequency noise instead becomes problematic, so a compromise had to be made.
Shot to shot variability is certainly present, and it has been determined that it originates from our lling pressures
errors, which were large compared to other facility standards such X2. ¿is error source can be easily tackled in
future works.▸ Rake static pressure measurement has been found to be very useful for ow characterization. Pinckney probes
seem to be a viable way to obtain such measurements without having to use a long static probe.▸ Cone and Pinckney probes have to be calibrated for each condition in terms of theMach andReynolds numbers.
In this studywe achieved this through the use ofCFD.While the cone pressure coecient variation isweakly coupled
to Reynolds numbers, the Pinckney probe is much more sensitive due to viscous interactions. Time response of
the cone seems to be fast enough to safely assume that it reaches a steady state virtually immediately, in comparison
to the important time scales of the ow and its development. Although the Pinckney probe has not been studied
with transient numerical models, it is believed that the same conclusion applies.▸ The X2 launcher has been found to choke through its slots, following numerical studies in subsection 2.1.1. It is
very likely that this phenomenon also happens in X3, aecting the performance of the reservoir. It may explain why
a variable head loss coecient is needed to match the behavior of the facility with L1D models for dierent free-
piston driver operating conditions. An eective area coecient (or discharge coecient) that models the launcher
hole area reduction, due to vena contracta eect, has been found to work well, and has the advantage that a single
coecient can be eectively applied across a range of dierent conditions, and it can be easily incorporated into
UQ’s L1D 1D lagrangian code.▸ X2’s free-piston driver including reservoir, launcher, compression tube and piston dynamics, has been analyzed
with 1D and 2D CFD models in X2. Results corroborate the choking of the launcher, and qualitatively and
quantitatively match the behavior of actual experiments. ¿erefore, it has been shown that 2D CFD models can
be applied to the study of these complicated coupled uid-mechanical processes, in order to simulate new designs
and operating conditions.▸ Viscous boundary layer growth in the accelerator tube for both conditions is quite noticeable, as it is inGildnd
[2012].¿e test gas is squeezed towards the tube center. It is believed that this is the principal cause for the reduction
in the core size.▸ L1D models simulated eectively simulated the X3 facility fuel injection Ludwieg tube. ¿ey may therefore be
employed in the analysis of more complex injection congurations, such as piloted or oxygen enriched designs.
10.2 recommendations
We will address our recommendations in a systematic list.▸ Higher total pressures could be theoretically achieved in X3 with the reservoir extension and new lightweight
piston that are ready for commissioning at the time of writing. ¿e logical road-map is to perform experiments
with the actual model (or other conguration) at higher total pressures, taking either condition from this thesis as a
control point. One may follow the ight corridor, maintaining dynamic pressure, leading to higherMach numbers
(the new higher Mach nozzle would have to be ready). Otherwise they could keep the Mach number constant,
increasing the static pressure in order to study pressure scaling eects.▸ A substantialamountofdata for theT4model has been generated. It is suggested to use it as a “generic” platform
or baseline geometry for future tests, so that new conditions may be tested and results compared to those provided
in this thesis. In particular, it would be very interesting to instrument the current model with heat transfer gauges,
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and test it in the conditions developed here, so important questions about turbulence transitioning point, model
heat losses and skin friction contribution to drag, may be addressed using partially the information provided here.▸ Fight extrapolation exercises done in this thesis show the importance of testing at a realistic approximation
of ight wall temperature, in order to get realistic thrust performance gures. Following the work of Kovachevich
[2010], Zander et al. [2012], X2 hot wall testing know-how and hardware may be used to perform hot wall testing
on fundamental studies for simple Scramjet congurations or Scramjet components.▸ Since the model integrated thrust is arguable the most important performance parameter, it justies the
development of a force balance (stress wave balance, see Mee et al. [1993]) for the X3 facility. ¿en extrapolations
based on model integrated pressures or CFD can be validated. In addition to that, the capability of generating true
or scaled ight free stream ows and the size of the facility test section and core ow, oers a unique opportunity to
test airframe integrated Scramjetmodels.▸ New Rake configuration. A new rake may be manufactured with the addition of radial static pressure mea-
surements using the Pinckney probes. Measurement of the radial static pressure distribution is too useful to be
neglected in the rake. Static temperature distribution will be the third fundamental parameter to obtain a closed
estimation of the free stream properties, but at this stage we are not in a position to recommend a reliable way for
its measurement in an immediate implementation in the rake.▸ Cone and Pinkney probes have to be calibrated for a wide range of Reynolds andMach numbers. ¿is activity
may include some validation tests with Pitot probes and other measurements to gather static pressure.▸ The use of combined cone and Pinckney probemeasurements for gathering Scramjet inlet dynamic and static
pressure is recommended in the models.▸ An X3 test area assessment can be produced experimentally and numerically for theMach 10 conditions based
on the results of this or other studies to assess the optimal arrangement in order to test larger models.▸ Low frequency noise found in the Pitot traces from the test section is believed to originate at the primary driver.
Measurements may be used to nd if there there is a correlation between facility tube wall pressure sensors. Current
CFD models could also be used in order to investigate this hypothesis.▸ The continuous test time pressure rise needs to be fundamentally investigated, since it is a highly undesirable
eect. L1D models can be used in conjunction with acceleration tube CFD models already developed in this thesis.
If the cause of this phenomenon is found, conditions may be developed aiming to reduce it.▸ Mirels effect and nozzle expansion processes should be reviewed for the X3 facility. It seems that theMirels
eect generates a substantial non uniform inow for the nozzle. Pitot surveys in the acceleration tube exit prior
to the nozzle may be employed to characterise it. If the eect can be quantitatively predicted and modeled, then it
should be taken into account in future nozzle designs.▸ Primary diaphragm scoring is recommended since for thicknesses bigger than 2mm, diaphragm fragments are big
enough to produce signicant damage to themodels. Rupture pressureswould have to be experimentally determined
again.▸ Launcher choking should be investigated inX3 in order to optimize the use of the reservoir. If choking is produced
in X3, it may be minimized through the modication of the geometry of the launcher holes, so that the ow
detachment area is reduced. Furthermore, through the experimental characterization of the eective area reduction
for several conditions, it is suspected that a single launcher loss coecient may be found that may respond well
across a wide number of conditions. ¿is avoids the determination of a separate head pressure loss for each unique
operating condition, which is necessary with current L1D models.▸ AX3 free-piston driverCFDmodel, comprising reservoir, launcher and piston, should be developed for the new
reservoir extension addition. ¿is may improve the understanding of the facility operation, so that small design
modications may be introduced prior to the full commissioning of the reservoir and new lightweight piston,
hopefully improving the performance.▸ The X3 full facility model results from this thesis may be explored for a better understanding of the facility
operation.¿e CFDmodel can be further rened, serving as a facility model baseline for experimental comparison
and ow investigation.
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